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Growing in the

Knowledge of God
by Thomas W. Gillespie

Thomas W. Gillespie is President of Prin-

ceton Theological Seminary and author of

The First Theologians: A Study in

Early Christian Prophecy. He gave this

Opening Convocation Address in Miller

Chapel on September 12, 1995.

NATHAN Pusey, when president of Harvard, allegedly commented that the

reason why the university is such an enormous reservoir of knowledge is

that the entering class brings so much of it in and the graduates take so little

out. Humor aside, institutions of higher learning are rich resources of

knowledge. Seminaries differ only in the sense that we claim theological

knowledge— the knowledge of God. And, like a university, the seminary

engages in an educational program that entails both academic incomes and

outcomes. My topic this evening, derived from the Letter to the Colossians

(1:10), concerns the seminary as a resource of the knowledge of God that

makes possible growth between what students bring in and what they take out.

I

The truth is, as Pusey noted, entering students do bring a great deal of

knowledge with them into a college classroom. This is no less true of those in

a new class of seminarians. You bring with you a remarkable amount of

theological knowledge. I am not thinking now only of the few who come with

baccalaureate majors or minors in religious studies. I have in mind all who are

here as believers in Jesus Christ and members of his church, who know God in

faith because of a Christian home or a nurturing congregation or a parachurch

ministry. I mean that knowledge of God learned through lessons taught in

Sunday School, hymns sung and sermons heard in divine worship, as well as

scriptures read and experiences shared at summer camps. What I am focusing

on is that knowledge of God that informs your belief in God and motivates

your desire to serve God. It may not have academic credentials (yet), but it

enjoys a privileged place in your minds and hearts. It is why you are here, and I

wish to affirm its importance.

Many people in the churches suffer from the illusion that it is the seminary

that determines what ministers believe about God and the things of God.

After all, the logic runs, doctors go to medical school to learn medicine, and

lawyers go to law school to learn the law. So also, ministers go to seminary to

learn theology. What is overlooked in this logic is the fact that seminary
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students begin theological studies with a knowledge of their subject matter

that is more personal and more passionate than is typical of their counterparts

in medical and law schools. The knowledge of God concerns who we are and

not merely what we hope to do. People in their right minds do not enroll in

seminary without knowing God before they begin their course of studies.

This existential knowledge of God that students bring with them into

seminary is already ideologically shaped or doctrinally formed. You have

already thought about the God to whom you pray and sing. Confessions of

faith have been made. Convictions are molded. And this is both a blessing and

a bane. The upside is that it gives faith its vertebrate structure and provides a

basis for theological development. The downside is that uncritical loyalty to

what you now think can hinder the very growth in the knowledge of God that

is essential to a theological education and a life in ministry.

In an essay on exegesis as a theological discipline, James Barr explains how

the theological knowledge students bring with them to seminary can impede

even their study of the Bible. 1 “The question is not whether we can eventually

arrive at theology” in an exegesis class, he observes, because “the student

begins with theology.” Barr, who once taught Old Testament on this campus,

continues: “Theology is there before exegetical knowledge is there. On the

whole, people do not build up theological convictions on the basis of

exegetical work already done: on the contrary, they have their theological

convictions before they do any serious exegetical work.”

2

This is ironic in

light of the traditional Protestant view that the Bible precedes theology and

that theology proceeds from the Bible. “As a general statement this may be

correct,” Barr acknowledges:

But as a matter of educational experience it goes the other way: people learn

certain limited dogmatic principles, illustrated by such few texts as appear

to support these views, and it is the task of subsequent theological education

to make them face the fact that the Bible, or parts of it, may say something

apparently different from what they themselves sincerely and passionately

believe. 3

More about the relationship between exegesis and theology should and could

be said, but this is sufficient to make my point. The doctrinal or ideological

1 “Exegesis as a Theological Discipline Reconsidered and the Shadow of the Jesus of

History,” in The Hermeneutical Quest, ed. Donald G. Miller (Allison Park, PA: Pickwick

Publications, 1986), 11-45.
2 Ibid., 12.

3 Ibid., 13.
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components of the knowledge of God that we bring with us into seminary

present a potential educational problem. And this is equally true of those who

ground their theological convictions in human experience or elsewhere rather

than in scripture.

The point is that growing in the knowledge of God entails more than

increasing your fund of information or reinforcing your present views. It

requires an expansion of horizons, a revision of assumptions, a reformation of

convictions. Which explains why theological education is rightfully an agoniz-

ing experience. It requires you to take your understanding of the faith apart

one piece at a time in the hope that it will all come together again in the senior

year— as the faculty ever promises. As they say in athletics, however, “No
pain, no gain.” That applies equally to a theological education.

II

Students are not the only resource of the knowledge ofGod in a theological

seminary, however. In addition, there is the faculty. Professors are people who

teach students because they know something students do not know, or do not

yet know, or do not yet know as fully as they may eventually know. The

academic regalia worn by the faculty tonight are not status symbols. They are

emblems of educational achievement, signs of intellectual standards met and

academic honors bestowed. Many here have forgotten more about their

particular discipline than the rest of us are likely ever to know about it.

Collectively, they know more than one student or class can ever take out in

any degree program. Now, do not be intimidated by that. For a knowledge-

able faculty is a source of encouragement. Faculty are here to teach others

what they have learned in their service to God. This world-class faculty has

been assembled by the Board of Trustees to provide instruction worthy of the

Lord Jesus Christ and needed by those who aspire to become effective

ministers of the gospel. The faculty is a marvelous resource for growing in the

knowledge of God.

As I reflect upon my own academic experience and theological pilgrimage, I

can identify a number of teachers who influenced me greatly. Among these

are a few who taught me the least, but from whom I learned the most. Many
would call that a contradiction. In seminary we call it a paradox— the paradox

that your best teachers are those who sometimes teach you not to think what

they think, and who compel you to think for yourself.

At the head of my list stands a college professor who awakened my
theological interests not by affirming but by challenging my most cherished
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beliefs. In a required first-year Bible survey class, he was addressing one day

the subject of the inspiration of the Bible. “Surely,” he said, “we cannot

believe that the biblical authors sat down under a tree and took dictation from

God.” Having been warned about views such as this, I smiled knowingly and

looked out the window. He saw me and said, “Mr. Gillespie, my statement

evidently amuses you. Perhaps you would like to explain to the class how God,

in fact, did inspire the scriptures.” In that moment of truth, I realized that I

did not have a clue.

The result of that exchange has been a lifelong interest in questions of

epistemology and revelation, of hermeneutical theory and biblical interpreta-

tion. I tell you this anecdote because it is our natural human tendency to

gravitate toward those teachers who will massage our convictions and to avoid

those who will hold our feet to the fire. And that is not all bad, unless you are

an intellectual masochist. But I want to encourage you to find one professor

who will turn you every way but loose in your thinking, someone who will

compel you to disagree on substantive matters and thereby force you to

think— not as your campus peer group thinks, not as your family thinks, not

even as your church thinks, but as you think. Who knows? You may discover

that you have been wrong and the professor is correct. Or you may be

surprised to learn that your views are sound. In any case, I urge you not to miss

this wonderful pedagogical experience.

One final word about faculty. Keep in mind that there was a time in our

individual lives when we were students, beginning at the beginning and, like

you, trying to catch on and catch up. That is a comforting thought because it

tells you that theological knowledge of the academic kind is mostly a matter of

time and effort, not a matter of divine endowment. Which is a good thing to

remember when you graduate and enter into the ministry. The only

difference between ministers and laity in the knowledge-of-God department

is that ministers have had the luxury of a theological education.

Bear in mind also that your professors knew a time in their lives when their

knowledge of God was not informed by academic considerations, when they

were simply believers of the kind not uncommon in the typical congregation.

Some of our faculty have more exotic tales to tell about their spiritual

pilgrimages than others who are just Sunday School success stories. Some-

where along the way we heard the gospel, believed it, confessed it, and were

joined by faith to the people of God. In truth, that is who we still are beneath

our academic gowns and away from the lecture halls. And you have a right to

hold us to that basic Christian commitment, to require us to tell you what we

believe as well as what we think about God. For in this sense also— perhaps in
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this sense especially— the faculty is a marvelous resource for growing in the

knowledge of God.

Ill

Still another resource available to you is the library. In a seminary, the

library is the bibliographic equivalent of the communion of saints. It

represents and re-presents the faculty of the whole church across the world

and over the years. We are not on our own in this business of theological

education, nor are we left to our own devices. No one has asked us to make it

up as we go along. Believers like us, in other times and other places, have

known God and thought about God, even as we do. Matters that worried

them continue to worry us. Issues that perplexed them remain with us

unresolved. And we can learn from what they have to teach us.

One of the shortcomings ofAmerican seminary students is their preoccupa-

tion with modernity. With comedian Flip Wilson, we all want to belong to

“The Church of What’s Happening Now.” A book with the ink still wet is by

definition somehow more relevant than a book with the ink dry. One possible

source of this attitude is the influence upon us of the natural sciences. Science

builds on the past, and new discoveries make old truth uncouth. A person can

be a scientist without knowing the history of science. Such is not the case with

theological science, however. People in our ecclesial past may know God in

ways that we do not and cannot know God apart from what they have to tell

us. The prophets and the apostles have been recognized by the church as such

people, and that is why their writings have been canonized as the sacred

scriptures.

Another blind spot of American Christianity is the view that between the

time of the Bible and our time, nothing of much importance has occurred, at

least little that affects our knowledge of God. How naive. History may have

been “bunk” to Henry Ford, but it is vital to Christians. Without the church,

which connects historically our time with biblical times, neither you nor I

would be here tonight. The words of the apostle Paul to the Corinthians, “I

delivered to you that which I also received” (i Cor. 15:3), are true of the

transmission of the gospel from his generation to ours. We know and think

about God because we are the beneficiaries of a long tradition history.

I remember a class on Doctrine in the Early Church that was taught here in

my student days by George Hendry. On this particular day he was lecturing

on one of the so-called Cappadocians, three prominent theologians of the

fourth century. I forget whether it was Basil of Caesarea or Gregory of

Nazianzus or Gregory of Nyssa, but Hendry concluded his lecture by
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commenting, “Here, gentlemen, you have the first Barthian.” Then he added,

“That’s for those of you who think that theology has become interesting for

the first time in your generation.”

It was George Hendry, in that same class, who challenged us one day to visit

the library and stand humbly before the five hundred volumes in the Migne

collection, which represents Greek and Latin patrology up to the ninth

century A.D. Perhaps our professor was sensing that we were beginning to feel

our oats in our new-found knowledge of God and wanted us to see ourselves

in some realistic perspective. Whatever his motivation, I took him up on the

idea and found my way to the Migne collection. The feeling I had that day is

best expressed by the highland Scotswoman who looked at the first tintype

photo of herself and commented, “
’Tis humblin’.” Five hundred volumes of

what Christians thought about God in only the first nine centuries. They

compelled me to recognize that I did not and never will carry the whole ocean

of the knowledge ofGod in my little tea cup.

On this campus an ignoramus is often defined as someone who does not

know something you just read. So I say to you entering Juniors, when the

illuminati in the student body give you one of those condescending comments

or intimidating looks because you have betrayed your lack of sophistication in

the knowledge of God, just take them by the hand over to the library and

invite them to make that comment or give that look to the knowledge of God
represented in its collection— close to 500,000 volumes. The library is a very

good place to learn humility.

But it is an even better place simply to learn. In the age of television and

computer games, defy virtual reality and go for the real thing— read a book.

Let fellow believers tell you what they learned and believed about God in

their lifetime. In your passion to hear all of the voices, listen also to the voices

of the past. You will be amazed by the growth in the knowledge of God that is

achieved by reading.

IV

So the Seminary is an immense reservoir of theological knowledge because

it has bright students, a sterling faculty, and two great libraries. Then there is

God! The object of knowledge in theology is God. And God, as Karl Barth

reminds us, is the object who is a subject. God, in other words, is the One with

whom we have to do— not just intellectually but personally and morally. The

prayer of the Colossian Letter is “that you may be filled with the knowledge

of God’s will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding, so that you may lead
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lives worthy of the Lord, folly pleasing to him, as you bear fruit in every good

work and as you grow in the knowledge of God” (1:9-10).

The God we know in Jesus Christ as attested by sacred scripture is our

Creator and Redeemer, the One who justifies and sanctifies our lives, the God

who calls us to faith and to ministry, the God who commands our obedience

and sends us into mission. As Pascal learned, we have to do not with the God

of the philosophers but with the God of Abraham and Sarah, of Isaac and

Rebekah, ofJacob and Rachel. The God of whom the Bible speaks, the God

who speaks in the Bible, is the living God— into whose hands it is “a fearful

thing to fall” (Heb. 10:31).

Accordingly, Annie Dillard asks,

Why do people in churches seem like cheerful, brainless tourists on a

packaged tour of the Absolute? On the whole I do not find Christians,

outside the catacombs, sufficiently sensible of the conditions. Does anyone

have the foggiest idea what sort of power we so blithely invoke? Or, as I

suspect, does no one believe a word of it? The churches are children playing

on the floor with their chemistry sets, mixing up a batch ofTNT to kill a

Sunday morning. It is madness to wear ladies’ straw hats and velvet hats to

church; we should be wearing crash helmets. Ushers should issue life

preservers and signal flares; they should lash us to our pews. For the

sleeping god may wake some day and take offense, or the waking god may
draw us out to where we can never return.^

Annie Dillard’s description of the church is, mutatis mutandis, equally a

depiction of the theological seminary. Do we have the foggiest idea what sort

of power we are dealing with here? Do we believe a word of it? Are we

children playing on the floor with our intellectual chemistry sets? Does it ever

occur to us that the patient, if not sleeping, God may take offense at the things

we say and do in his name? Do we ever worry that, through our theological

education, this God may draw us out to where we can never return?

It happened to Ashbel Green Simonton, a student at Princeton Seminary

during the decade just prior to the Civil War. Simonton matriculated with the

expectation of becoming a pastor. Here in Miller Chapel, however, he heard

Professor Charles Hodge preach a sermon on October 14, 1855 that changed

his life. Following his graduation, Simonton became the first Presbyterian

missionary to Brazil. His wife died in the first year of their ministry in Rio de

Janeiro. Eight years later, Simonton himself succumbed to yellow fever. But

in that brief period of time he founded a church, a newspaper, a seminary, and

4 Teaching Stones to Talk (New York: Harper & Row, 1982), 40-41.
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a presbytery. This summer it was my privilege to preach to the congregation

he founded in Rio and to see something of the indigenous church that has

grown from those early labors.

I believe God is very much awake and still at work among us on this

campus, drawing us out intellectually and vocationally to where we can never

return. Not only the chapel is sacred space. Every room is holy ground and

every lectern a burning bush. Which is why lectures and preceptorials begin

with prayer. The God we know and seek to know more fully and faithfully is at

work in our midst. And that makes it impossible to predict what the outcome

of your theological education will be. At graduation you will have more

information about God at your disposal than when you entered. But what

knowledge of God you will take out of here that will empower you to “lead

lives worthy of the Lord, fully pleasing to him” only God knows and time will

tell. Because God does know, however, we can and do open another academic

year with the prayer that the waking God will draw us out to where we can

never return.
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If you continue in my word, you are truly my disciples, and you will know

the truth, and the truth will make you free.

—John 8:31-32

When the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth.

—John 16:13

What is truth?

—John 18:38

FOR THE LAST DECADE, a colleague and I have taught a course with the

modest title “Truth and Meaning: Interpreting the Gospel ofMark.” The

first assignment is to write a brief essay on the question “When we say the

Bible is true, what do we mean, and what methods of interpretation appreciate

its truthfulness?” The exercise— the prospect of which is as unnerving to

colleagues as to students— reveals a great deal about students and the culture

from which they come and has been enormously fruitful as a way of surfacing

questions central to the theological enterprise. As proud as we are of our

pedagogical daring, however, there are moments when even such an exercise

is shown to be academic and distant. A few years ago, a letter found its way to

my post office box. Written in a shaky hand, it was addressed only to “A

Professor.” It reads as follows:

Dear Professor,

I’m writing only to a professor not a student or someone in the office.

This is very important. I want someone I can contact again if I want to get

to the bottom of things. I consider this an important letter. I want the truth.

I want to know what Luther Seminary is teaching these days. Please answer

short and sweet.

1. Does the (Lutheran) church believe all the Bible is true or has it gone

through so many hands you got to take it with a grain of salt?
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2 a. Do you believe in profecy? b. Do you believe in Revelations? or is

that book been thrown out.

3. Do you believe in Heaven and Hell? Is heaven real? Is Hell and Fire

real? What do we believe?

4. Is Christ coming again to take us home?

I’m 69 years old and I been a Christian and a Lutheran many years and I

hear different voices blowing in the wind. I want the truth. Please answer

soon.

Sincerely, a Disturbed Christian

I am still overwhelmed by the letter. Someone actually cares what goes on

in theological seminaries and trusts professors to answer questions about life

and death matters. There is a sweet naivete about the letter. Imagine asking an

academic to “answer short and sweet,” not to mention the nature of the

questions to which concise answers are expected. And imagine anyone

wanting to “get to the bottom of things.” I suspect the prospect of being

contacted by the letter writer— of being held accountable for answers—would

make it tempting to ignore the letter or to put off the old saint with simple

assertions: “Yes, we believe the whole Bible; yes, we believe in prophecy and

Revelation; yes, we believe in heaven and hell; and yes, Christ is coming.

Faithfully yours, Professor Donald Juel.”

I cannot imagine the “disturbed Christian” being satisfied with such

answers. In fact, there are some of “us” who believe the Bible has gone

through so many hands you got to take it with a grain of salt. There are some

of “us” who do not believe in prophecy as the letter writer understands. Some

of us are uneasy about traditional notions of heaven, hell, and Christ’s return

and will never offer a course on Revelation. And even if “we” all believed such

things firmly, that would not make them true. Getting to the bottom of things

will involve more than assertions. It will require reflection and arguments.

Luke wrote two whole volumes for Theophilus, who, if we may trust the

translation in the NRSV, had already “been instructed.” He needed, as our

letter writer, someone to help him “know the truth concerning the things

about which you have been instructed.”

When we say the Bible is true, what do we mean? Some version of that

noun asphaleia in Luke 1:4 isn’t a bad place to begin. “True,” as the NRSV
renders the word, means something like “certain,” “reliable” or “trustwor-

thy.” Some Christians are prepared to move quickly to aggressive and fulsome

statements about the Bible’s trustworthiness, with strong adjectives and a

series of metaphysical compliments. Most of us to whom the church looks for

answers, however, would probably prefer some breathing space before writing
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our few pages. The matter is complex, and complexity is what keeps us

employed.

“Which Bible?” one might ask. There is a remarkable variety in English

alone. In addition to the Authorized Version of 1611, there is the Revised

Standard Version and the New Revised Standard Version; there is the

Jerusalem Bible and the New Jerusalem Bible; there is a New International

Version and a New American Bible, the Good News Bible and the Living

Bible, not to mention versions by Reader's Digest and Robert Schuller. The

Jesus Seminar has published its own four-color edition of the Gospels. Which

Bible is the one worthy of our trust?

This is an enlightened audience, and some will surely make the reasonable

suggestion that our Bible should be the original Hebrew and Greek on which

the translations are based. Such statements send shivers down the spine of the

textual critics among us. We have no originals. We have thousands of Bible

manuscripts, many with strong claims to respectability. There is a multitude

of differences among those manuscripts, some minor, some major, which

someone must sort out simply to decide what Bible will be printed. Whole

careers have been dedicated to the task of producing a “standard” Greek New
Testament. It takes work, and decisions come down to votes. Our “standard”

Greek Bible is the result of committee votes that will be taken again every

generation as old evidence is sifted, new evidence considered, and arguments

reevaluated.

The information is not new, but it seems scholars have preferred to keep

such matters largely to themselves. One of my students told me of a

conversation she had with her Korean pastor. She wondered what to make of

her English Bible that indicated choices about what to read as the ending of

Mark’s Gospel (“The Longer Ending” or “The Shorter Ending”). The
pastor, who described himself as conservative, could see no problem. We
simply read the Bible, he insisted, and what is written is what we believe. His

Korean Bible had twenty verses in Mark 16; Mark thus ended with 16:20. He
was never struck by the irony that his Bible was a translation from the

Chinese, which was in turn a translation of the King James English of 1611,

itself a translation of inferior tenth-century Greek manuscripts that included

verses 9-20. Since 1611, we have discovered older manuscripts with far

greater claim to priority. No one had made that clear to the pastor.

So which Bible do we read? The truth is, when it comes to the text of “the

Bible,” we will never “get to the bottom of things,” as our letter writer hoped.

There is no “bottom” we can reach. Textual criticism is not like excavating

for foundation stones. Beneath every apparent foundation may be another
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layer. Some young person may find a whole new cave full of manuscripts, one

of which may be an ancient copy of the New Testament. When it comes to

the text of the Bible, there is only a past, a present, and a future of a process on

which we shall continue to depend. Someone must continue to sort out

alternatives and offer reasons for a decision; committees must vote. One
might well ask, in the face of such facts, what it means to speak of the Bible as

“true.” Trusting the Bible has to do with trusting scholars and committees

and processes. Is a Bible that has gone through so many hands reliable?

Confidence that it is reliable will include confidence that the Spirit of truth

continues to work through scholarly conversation and committee votes.

Different Voices Blowing in the Wind

Agreeing on a Hebrew or Greek text to translate as “the Bible” is only the

tip of the iceberg. Biblical works must be translated. New decisions must be

made. In whose idiom shall we render the Bible? Do we wish to make it sound

old-fashioned— like a classic? Or should it speak in the everyday language of

the street? If street language, whose? What clues do we get from the style of

biblical language itself? Is it high class or low class, classic or slang? We must

make such decisions— or someone will make them for us. If there are rules for

making a case, we will have to formulate and agree on them. We will even

determine who gets to participate in the conversation and who needs to be

convinced by our arguments.

Translations multiply, and so do interpretations of agreed-upon render-

ings. The extraordinary diversity of interpretations is one of the most striking

features of contemporary biblical studies. Bible readers do not agree about

what they read. There is good precedent for disagreement, of course. Most of

us are children of the Reformation, a movement that began by calling into

question traditional readings of the Bible and the sovereign rights of

authorized interpreters. The Reformers disagreed with their predecessors,

however, with great confidence that reading the scriptures would finally unite

the church. What made their exalted statements about scriptural authority

significant was their deep conviction that the Bible was clear to everyone who

read it, so clear that no one devoted to the scriptures could really get the

message wrong .

1

1 Meier Sternberg, in his magisterial The Poetics of Biblical Narrative (Bloomington:

Indiana University Press, 1987), offers a contemporary version of this confidence in the

biblical text. Narrative of the Hebrew Bible, he argues, particularly in contrast to the New
Testament, is characterized by “foolproof composition, whereby the discourse strives to
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Hardly anyone believes that anymore— and even if you believe it, whom
can you convince? Our reality is that people do not agree when they read the

Bible. Interpretation leads not to unity but to extraordinary diversity. For

those raised within authoritarian traditions, the possibility of new readings

still comes like a breath of fresh air. Having loosed the bands that riveted the

Bible to the stony rocks of ecclesiastical doctrine
,

2

scholarship has flourished.

The Society of Biblical Literature is an embodiment of incredible productiv-

ity over the last half-century. The diversity that seems to increase geometri-

cally is not an unmixed blessing, however. The more we read, the more we

disagree— and I need hardly point out how significant and painful some of

those disagreements are.

Nor is it accidental that scholarship has flourished at the expense of church

tradition. Modern biblical scholarship is heir to a project begun by the great

philosopher Baruch Spinoza, whose conceiving of historical reading of the

Bible arose from suspicion of the church and synagogue and his concern to

free society of the harmful effects of theological controversy.? One of the

significant features to emerge from the whole Enlightenment project is

confidence in suspicion. Heirs of Descartes have been led to believe that when

tradition and institutions and common opinion are subjected to the acids of

critical suspicion, the dross will be burned away and the truth remain.-*

Suspicion has not led to the brave new world Enlightenment philosophers

had imagined. It appears, rather, to have undermined the trust and goodwill

open and bring home its essentials to all readers so as to establish a common ground, a bond
instead of a barrier of understanding. ... By foolproof composition I mean that the Bible is

difficult to read, easy to underread and overread and even misread, but virtually impossible

to, so to speak, counterread” (p. 50). He must immediately add qualifications, however:

“Here as elsewhere, of course, ignorance, willfulness, preconception, tendentiousness . . .

may perform wonders of distortion. ... In a hermeneutic and moral as well as a theological

sense, interpretation may always be performed in bad faith” (p. 50). One may ask what this

means in practice. Sternberg’s own violent reaction to disagreement with his reading of the

rape of Dinah in Genesis 34 indicates that “foolproof composition” is a helpful category
only when there is agreement about interpretation. The only recourse in the case of

disagreement is to characterize one’s opponent as a fool.
2 The words are those of Albert Schweitzer, The Quest of the Historical Jesus: A Critical

Study ofIts Progressfrom Reimarus to Wrede (New York: Macmillan, 1 968), 399.
? See the helpful discussion of Spinoza’s contribution to historical criticism in Roy

Harrisville and Walter Sundberg, The Bible in Modem Culture: Theology and Historical

Critical Methodfrom Spinoza to Kdsemann (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,

1995), esp. 32-48.
4 Richard J. Bernstein characterizes the need to find some clear and distinct idea on

which to establish the self and the world— some “Archimedean point”— as the “Cartesian

Anxiety.” It is, he insists, one of the driving forces of Western culture, the response to

which is either objectivism or relativism (Beyond Objectivism and Relativism: Science, Herme-
neutics

,
and Praxis [Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983]).
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necessary for conversation about truth, leading to what Wayne Booth calls the

“modern dogma”: people take for granted there are no good reasons for

believing one thing or another when it comes to matters of value like religion

and politics. There are only personal opinions.?

In a context where difference of opinion and suspicion are the norm, does it

make sense to speak of the Bible as “true,” if “true” has to do with actual

interpretations that claim public assent? To do so may only make matters

worse. It raises the stakes, unwisely so ifwe have no way to converse in such a

way as to change anyone’s mind. Some, in fact, like the literary scholar Frank

Kermode, insist there are no sound ways to convince anyone of a particular

reading of the Bible— or of any other literary work for that matter.

Distinguishing meaning and truth is not simply a strategic move designed to

allow room for reason to operate, but an absolute one. The conditions do not

exist for measuring interpretations against absolute standards. We live in a

realm where only meaning is possible. To move beyond differences of

opinion, he argues, we are forced to resort to cunning or violence. Talk of the

Bible’s truth, in this view, is either a harmless abstraction or a thinly veiled

power play designed to offer support for private interpretations when

persuasion fails— as it must .

6

However inadequate the philosophical underpinnings of his argument,

Kermode’s thesis sounds chillingly familiar in a culture where persuasion is

understood as manipulation of public opinion. Cunning and violence are the

only means open to us if interpretation aims at truth. Best to settle for what is

meaningful.

"‘'The Way, the Truth, and the Life
”

Most students are quite aware of the problem but are likewise convinced

that the Christian church cannot afford to abandon truth questions. They

recognize the church is invested in a God who is known in the particular— in

the history of a specific people and in the career of one individual who claims

to be “the way, the truth, and the life.” They are unsure how to proceed

beyond the boundaries of the private opinion, however. Their papers quickly

move from “truth” to what has been meaningful to them; talk of revelation or

faith or the working of the Spirit takes the place of arguments as a kind of last

resort. Such traditional imagery seems to suggest there is a safety zone where

5 Wayne Booth, Modem Dogma and the Rhetoric ofAssent (Notre Dame: University of

Notre Dame Press, 1974).
6 Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy: On the Interpretation ofNarrative (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1979).
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their private beliefs are untouchable and their assertions about the Bible’s

truthfulness are beyond contesting.

The result is a divide between public and private, fact and value, a division

not unfamiliar to our society. To speak of the Bible’s “truth” as a private

matter may offer some satisfaction, but “truth” implies a public claim. We
may choose to speak only to our own kind, to those who will agree with us; or,

if we choose to speak with strangers, our witness may take the form of

assertions. But assertions will help no one; arguments are required. If we are

possessed by something we believe to be true, we shall have no choice but to

work at changing minds in a public forum where we have no privileged

position, where rules of argument are themselves open to debate. Paul speaks

of it as taking every thought captive in obedience to Christ.

The Christian enterprise is utterly invested in changing minds. The gospel

truth, for which the church has regarded the Bible as a reliable source and

norm, matters only when it enters bound imaginations and frees people who

have no hope and dare not dream of living abundantly. But if people are to

hear a strange new word, someone will have to learn their language and speak

with them. Genuine conversation is required, and conversation is risky.

God-talk may touch sensitive nerves. Strangers to our culture and religious

traditions may ask embarrassing questions— about the Bible, for example—
that the church has trained the faithful not to ask. In the process of

conversation, everyone may be changed. A real question is whether there is a

Spirit of truth who may be trusted with the future of those conversations.

Appealing to the Spirit is not an excuse for evading our responsibilities as

interpreters. The Spirit of God works through means. We may well ask,

therefore, what means are most promising. When we say the Bible is true,

what do we mean, and what methods of interpretation appreciate its

truthfulness?

“Just the Facts
”

One way scholars have paid their respects to questions of truth is to attend

to “hard facts.” Interpretations should be constructed on something substan-

tial, the sorts of things to which historians attend. The enterprise is not

unique to Bible scholars or to the Christian church; nor is it inappropriate.

The creeds make particular claims about a first-centuryJew named Jesus who
was “born of the virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified,

died and was buried.” Affirmations about Jesus’ resurrection, enthronement,

and return are bound to the particularity of his person and career. Discussion

of the second person of the Trinity requires focus on a very specific historical
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setting. Jesus is not a typical figure who can appear in a variety of guises. He
was crucified under Pontius Pilate. Whatever is known of God’s graciousness

was played out on that stage.

Is that true? The question is entirely appropriate. Given the kinds of

answers historical investigation yields, I would suggest a modest formulation:

Can a reasonable person look at the facts and take them seriously? That

remains to be seen. Christians occupy no privileged position here. Historical

arguments are required; rules of evidence pertain. A strong case can be made

that the story ofJesus is too outrageous to be invented. I believe people can be

persuaded by sound reasons that the climax ofJesus’ career was much as it is

described in the Gospels. 7 Such belief, of course, requires testing. We must

actually make the arguments in the face of current opinion among some

members of the Jesus Seminar who are convinced the passion narratives have

been so thoroughly worked over by the church that historical investigation

cannot penetrate the theological and ideological curtain.

A question, of course, is what such persuasion accomplishes. The issue is

not the appropriateness or even necessity of historical study but its utility.

Some might say that historical investigation can provide a solid foundation on

which theology can build— more solid, certainly, than books and creeds.

Some students of the Bible have devoted their lives to studying the history

behind the biblical texts convinced they will unearth those unmovable

foundation stones. The most elementary knowledge of the state of profes-

sional societies should sober anyone seeking foundations, however. History is

less like giant rocks and more like that hypothetical river that is different every

time you step into it. The most interesting thing about the past is its future.

Yesterday may look very different the day after tomorrow than it looks

tomorrow.

I recall my family’s visit to the battlefield at the Little Bighorn. Growing up

during the hopeful years between the end of the Second World War and the

Korean War, I had been raised on the story of Custer’s Last Stand. The story

of his courage in the face of insurmountable odds was as much a part of the

mythology that shaped my world as the story of the “Little Train That

Could” (a story, I suspect, that most of you have never heard). Our guide at

the battlefield was a Lakota woman with a doctorate in history. She told the

story I knew very differently. The site of the battle hadn’t changed; the

positioning of Custer and his troops was the same. The story, however, was

t An example of such an argument is Nils A. Dahl’s “The Crucified Messiah” xn Jesus the

Christ (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991). I have pursued this argument in my Messianic

Exegesis: Christological Interpretation ofthe Old Testament (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1 987).
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utterly new. Someone could speak of Sitting Bull and the chiefs as “our”

leaders, about the arrogant and headstrong Custer, and of the provocations

and broken promises that led to such battles. “The facts” about the battle at

the Little Bighorn— facts that had shaped my view of the wx>rld—now gave

me an entirely different sense of my neighbors and the wrorld we inhabited

together.

8

Biblical history is not essentially different. It is told from perspectives.

There are some solid realities— like the Red Sea and Solomon’s temple and

Pontius Pilate and Golgotha. People are always finding new shards and bones,

however—new solid realities that demand attention. Archaeologists may well

have stumbled onto the bones of Caiaphas— the first certain bones of

someone mentioned in the Bible. Like other solid realities, however, bones

are silent. Someone must give them voice; we must give them voice. And our

knowledge and our experience of the world are essential to the way “the facts”

are arranged. Shards and bones and city walls are constraints on our

imagination— but they do not speak without someone to tell a story.

Evaluation of “the facts” may be fundamentally altered w'hen strangers are

allowed into the conversation. Our past looks rather different now that

women and minorities have offered their versions of the story. Christian

tradition sounds different when narrated by Jews who have been its victims.

And because it is only within the context of those evaluative structures that the

facts exist at all, we can hardly say that “the facts” provide any solid, stable

foundation. There are constraints on our imagining; the particularity of the

biblical story must be attended to. But if we imagine that building things is

what we are about as interpreters, we will find no solid foundation in the past.

“The facts” are not irrelevant to those who believe the Bible is true, but they

do not establish the Bible’s truthfulness.

“Getting to Know You ”

Interpreters have sought another kind of stability that will sound familiar. A
colleague speaks of this branch of scholarship as the search for a “mind” and

scholars as “mind readers. ”9 You’ll recognize it in sentences like: “Mark is

using the parable in this context to instruct his community that . . . ”; “As an

advocate of the poor, Luke used his sources to portray a Jesus who was

8 A student from Ukraine, now a citizen of Canada, spoke of the “fluidity of the past” in

the former Soviet Union, where government-ordered changes in history books were a

regular feature of life. He said students spoke of the Soviet Union as “a country with an
unpredictable past.”

9 Patrick Keifert, “Mind Reader and Maestro: Models for Understanding Biblical

Interpreters,” Word and World 1 (1987): 153-67.
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likewise an advocate of the poor and enemy of the rich.” Interpretation is

conceived as conversation with another person who has something important

to say.
10

Such a view suits well a culture preoccupied with personalities. The
Romantic movement has succeeded at a level that would make its nineteenth-

century proponents blush. The culture of the U.S.— at least that aspect of the

culture dominated by the media—seems convinced that the only thing of

importance is individual feelings. When someone writes a great book, people

want to know intimate details of the author’s personal life, as though such

knowledge were a necessary condition for evaluating the book. Audiences may

be more interested in such personal gossip, in fact, than in the book.

There are still professional interpreters who are persuaded that the most

stable features of the text— and those most worthy of our attention— reside in

the “intention of the author.” Narratives and letters, according to this view,

provide an avenue into the mind of someone worth knowing. Interpretation is

truthful to the degree it represents what Matthew, Mark, or Paul intended to

say to their audiences.

Seeking to locate a stable personality behind the Gospels and Paul’s letters

has proven difficult. No one can agree about the authors of the Gospels.

Precisely who were they? When did they write? For whom did they write?

What did they “intend”? Solid answers would require more than we could

possibly know about past figures. And even ifwe could know what the biblical

authors intended, what would we have achieved? Those who have written

anything will acknowledge that you don’t really know what you intend until

someone reads your piece and tells you. What you may intend that people

hear is no guarantee that’s what they will hear. Meaning is something that

happens when texts are read or sermons heard— and people may hear

differently and see things in ways no one could fully anticipate. Written works

come to life among readers.

Intention is a shaky foundation on which to construct anything. While

appropriately acknowledging that the Word becomes concrete through the

pen or the mouth of real people, single-minded fascination with authors and

their intentions can inhibit the liveliness of conversation with the actual work

produced by Luke orJohn or Paul.

It may be that in ten years such an approach will have been so thoroughly

discredited among Bible readers that it need not appear in a survey of options.

“Intentionality” is under attack everywhere. Nevertheless, the option contin-

10 Wayne Booth makes use of this personalized notion of literature in his The Company
We Keep: The Ethics ofFiction (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988).
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ues to live on in some circles where the “truthfulness” of the Bible resides in

the mind of inspired individuals whose identities and personalities we seek to

reconstruct.

The Linguistic Paradigm and the Ascendancy

of Narrative Worlds

The last decades within biblical studies have witnessed a dramatic move to

literary methods of interpretation. There has been a shift in paradigms from

historical to linguistic .

11 Literary methods are not incompatible with histori-

cal, but their focus is different. Of interest is how words form semantic units:

sentences, paragraphs, and, finally, whole narratives or letters. Significant is

how words and images within a Gospel narrative refer to one another to form

a world.

Interpretation that focuses on the literary appreciates another feature of

language. Words are not only containers of meaning. They do things. They

wound and heal, kill and make alive. The prophets and the psalmists knew

that. So did Paul and the Gospel writers. They wrote to make some impact on

an audience. They were as aware as Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann that

language not only reflects experience and culture; it creates them .

12 Language

determines the way we will experience the world and ourselves; it creates the

conditions necessary to have an experience. While we must read Paul’s letters

and Mark’s Gospel and attempt to make sense of them (which includes

translation and all the historical work that entails), we ought not imagine that

the works themselves are simply objects. They have the power to change us.

They make arguments that intend to persuade. Their language may indeed

infect everything we think and do.

For this reason, as an interpreter I have found Ricoeur’s image of “the

world in front of the text” far more useful than images that suggest the task of

readers is to get “into” stories. Analogies with the arts are helpful here. In

drama it is the “world in front of the text” in which actors and audiences are

interested. The play comes to life on the stage. There must be interpretation

prior to the performance, sometimes requiring extensive study when the

drama comes from another language and culture. Actors and directors

consider various ways of making sense of the script. Finally, however, there

11 For a thorough discussion of this “paradigm shift” that has been extraordinarily

helpful for me, see Patrick Keifert’s unpublished dissertation, “Meaning and Reference:

Verisimilitude in Mark’s Gospel” (University of Chicago, 1983).
1

2

Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction ofReality: A Treatise in the

Sociology ofKnowledge (New York: Anchor Press, 1967). See also Peter Berger, The Sacred

Canopy: Elements ofa Sociological Theory ofReligion (New York: Doubleday, 1967).
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must be a performance. The “truthfulness” of the drama cannot be deter-

mined prior to performance. The same is true of music and dance. The goal is

an encounter with an audience when the symphony comes to life here and

now. This ought to be the case with the Bible as well.

It is interesting how such insight is resisted within biblical circles. Habits of

the Enlightenment persist. While recognizing that narratives and letters

require an audience and that they were written to reshape the symbolic

universe of the reader, scholarship has continued to ask principally about

other audiences at other times and places. The performances in which

scholarship invests itself are those that allegedly occurred in first-century

Rome or Asia Minor. It is no wonder that preachers and teachers whose task is

to bring the Bible to life in the present, on this side of the printed page, should

find much biblical scholarship frustrating. We study only completed perfor-

mances— or, to use an image from another colleague, we make do with the

spent voice of the text. Dredging a sermon out of the leftovers of a

hypothetical performance of a passage from Matthew in its “original” setting

is a dreary task.

Word Alive: Conversation and Truth

Having suggested that questions about the Bible’s truthfulness cannot be

divorced from performance and that literary methods will prove most fruitful,

let me suggest what interpretation might look like by giving three brief

accounts of engagements with the Bible that have helped me clarify the goals

and limits of interpretation as well as my role as teacher.

Rending the Veil: Mark 1:9-11

A Bible passage that has fascinated me since seminary days is the account of

Jesus’ baptism in Mark. Of particular interest is verse 10: “And as he was

coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens being torn apart and the

Spirit, like a dove, coming down into him.” I like the verse, perhaps, because I

learned something new about it. I discovered that the old RSV rendering,

“Jesus saw the heavens opened,” was inadequate on several grounds. The verb

in Mark is schizo, not anoigo, as in Matthew and Luke. Schizo means “tear, rip.”

Further, the participle here is not aorist but present. Jesus sees the heavens not

“torn” but “being torn.” Translation dramatically alters the way the story

feels to readers. I have also wondered, since being a student, what the image

means. Did Mark really imagine that the heavens can be torn apart? If so,

what do we make of such imagery, since this is hardly our view of the cosmos?

With a little information, we can at least make sense of the image by noting
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the connection with another tearing, this one at the moment ofJesus’ death:

“The curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom.” The curtain,

in front of the Holy of Holies, provided a barrier separating God’s real

presence from worshipers in the temple— necessary, of course, because

standing face to face with God would mean death.

We can at least understand what the imagery means. The heavens are

pictured here not as a firmament— a great dome holding back the waters— but

as a curtain. God spread out the heavens like a curtain, says the psalmist—

perhaps as protection for the whole creation from the blinding brilliance of

God’s presence and the searing holiness that would consume us all. The

structure of the temple in Jerusalem suggests such a picture of the cosmos.

In the story Mark tells, with Jesus’ baptism God begins to tear through that

barrier; at Jesus’ death the temple curtain is torn and the barrier destroyed.

Interpreters may seek to capture the “message” in a sentence or two. “The

tearing means that in Jesus God has removed the barrier, affording us access.”

I encouraged such a view. It’s close to the argument of the author of Hebrews:

Jesus our high priest has entered the Holy of Holies once for all, so that we

may with confidence approach the throne of grace.

At a sleepy Sunday-afternoon Bible study, a young high school student,

who had come with his mother and had not said a word throughout the class,

suddenly challenged me. “That’s not what the passage means,” he said. “It

isn’t that we have access to God; it’s that God has access to us. The protection

is gone. God is here among us, on the loose.”

The moment the words were out of his mouth, I knew he was right— and

something invaded my imagination that has reshaped my experience of

Mark’s Gospel, the Christian message, God, and the world. A curtain has

been torn, never to be repaired. I find myself dangerously vulnerable to the

presence of God whose medium is familiar language that has suddenly come

to life.

The class could have focused all its energies on what the words in that

passage might have meant to a hypothetical audience at another time and

place. We could have gathered information about the passage. I could have

convinced them to leave interpreting to experts, since they w ill never know as

much as I do. What happened in that class session, however, did not require

that people understand everything. It helped to know some things about the

meaning of the Greek and the place of the imagery within some coherent

framework— but the actual reading of the story of Jesus’ baptism did

something within the world on this side of the biblical page. Words were let

loose in the imaginations of a small class (and their teacher) that tore gaping
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holes in their imaginations. Through ordinary words, God intruded into the

intimate realm of our imagination and began reshaping our world.

Our question about the Bible’s truthfulness must deal with the life of the

narrative in our midst. This story claims to be the beginning of the good

news— the good news— about Jesus Christ. The claim is true only if the Bible

is good news to someone— to us. Is it? Is it true that in Jesus God comes

dangerously close, so close that people— so that we— are driven to take

defensive action? In the telling of this story, does God who “watches from a

distance” tear away the curtains drawn over our imaginations, intruding into

our private space? Is it the case that Jesus, out of the tomb and on our side of

Easter, is still on the loose, coming unbidden to free people who do not even

know of their bondage? To put the matter in a form close to the heart of the

American pragmatic tradition: Does the Bible work?

Such questions are best asked in the context of performance. Interpretation

cannot give a theoretical answer. The question is whether or not the gospel

story does what it promises. The critical issue is whether repentance and

forgiveness are actually preached to all the nations— and that people repent

and are forgiven.

The question of truthfulness in this sense does not evade attention to the

way we invest the story with meaning. I have suggested a particular way of

reading the story that shapes my performance— and, I trust, that of my
students. I will do my best to prepare an audience to hear that story,

highlighting what I regard as the critical features. I have not always told the

same story, with the same highlights. A young man reshaped my appreciation

of the gospel story. Fortunately, he felt free to speak. What other such

enlightening and disquieting experiences await all of us? What stranger,

whether an ancient commentator or a sainted woman or a salty pagan or a

naive young student, will change the way you read and hear the Bible? That

remains to be seen— and the question of “truth” and truthfulness cannot be

separated from the experience of the Bible by particular audiences at

particular times and places. Interpretation will not— ought not— provide the

kind of stability that closes offnew experiences of the story. To do so would be

effectively to silence the Word of God.

Adrift? Irony and Mark 15:39

New experiences of familiar texts can be unsettling. During a discussion of

Mark’s passion story and its ironic tone, a student suggested we read the

“confession” of the centurion at the moment ofJesus’ death ironically. I tried

it: “And when the centurion who stood opposite him saw how he thus
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breathed his last, he said, “Sure this was the Son of God.” (On my printed text

there are no performance rules. This is one place where you must hear

someone read the text to get the point.) I was immediately convinced and now

cannot hear the “confession” in any other way.

When I read the passage with my advisees, one of the older members of the

group became terribly upset. The younger people could not understand why

he was so irritated. They liked irony (actually, sarcasm). Besides, even if the

statement of the centurion is ironic, they pointed out, it still functions as a

testimony to the truth for readers— just like the soldiers’ mockery ofJesus as

king of the Jews and Pilate’s inscription of the charge. Readers know the

statements are true. That they are spoken by enemies does not change that.

My troubled advisee finally put his finger on what bothered him. “If you can

read this verse ironically and change an entire tradition of interpretation by

your tone of voice, what is to say you cannot do that elsewhere? What is to

protect the Bible from your fondness for irony?” 1 ^

A fine question— and one that explains a principle for public reading I was

taught in worship class: Pastors should never inflect their voices when reading

the scriptures in church lest they interpret them. Apparently, that is the work

of the Spirit who must function in a disembodied way. The result, of course,

has been that people think the Bible is as boring as the readings to which they

are subjected!

To protect the Bible is to silence it. It must be read, heard, and

interpreted—which will lead to different readings and hearings. “Creative”

readings must be justified. There are rules. How to play the role of the

centurion in Mark requires attention to the rest of the passion narrative, to

how characters play their roles, and to the whole notion of irony. Rules and

arguments and methods do not get us to the truth, however. For that we must

rely on creative imagination— or, to use a nice word, divination. If the Spirit is

at work among us, we may trust there will be such moments of illumination.

Determining what is a valid reading and where minds need changing are

community tasks. Conversation is not only a means of testing, however; it is

the way communities are formed and grow. Disagreements are not a sign of

13 Robert Gundry’s commentary on Mark has as one of its stated goals refuting ironic

interpretation of Mark’s Gospel. “The Gospel of Mark contains no ciphers, no hidden
meanings, no sleight of hand. . . . No Christology of irony that means the reverse of what it

says. Mark’s meaning lies on the surface. He writes a straightforward apology for the cross”

(Mark: A Commentary on His Apology for the Cross [Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1993], 1). Gundry is well aware of the danger that irony poses for the

interpreter who wishes to pin the Gospel narrative down or capture it within an interpreta-

tion. He invests over one thousand pages in an effort to get hold of the Gospel that seems so

successfully to resist capture— unsuccessfully, I would add.
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community breakdown, but of life. The possibility of edifying conversation in

the face of differing opinions, however, requires a measure of trust and

goodwill— the result, the church claims, of the presence and work of the

Spirit. Here is why interpretation should not be divorced from the life of a

worshiping community that engenders goodwill and trust.

The Limits of Interpretation: Hosea as a Test Case

Interpretation does not always engender trust and goodwill. It easily

becomes a means by which we protect ourselves from one another, from God,

and from the truth. There are, of course, reasons why we may need

protection. A female colleague, a professor of Old Testament and a convert

from Judaism, spoke at a conference dealing with the authority of the

scriptures. Hosea was the focus of our study. Her presentation dealt with the

way the ancient prophet’s words worked for her. She said two things: First,

Hosea’s prophecy is one reason she is a Christian. She explained briefly how
the book had been important in her life. Second, as a woman, she found the

language in chapter two, comparing God’s humiliation of Israel to stripping a

woman naked and parading her in public, increasingly offensive and utterly

unpalatable theologically. What kind of a God would speak such words

through a prophet?

The moment she sat down, a male colleague stood up, as he said half in jest,

to “fix her problem.” He offered an ingenious interpretation of the chapter

according to which the prophet was offering males an opportunity to

experience the shame and humiliation usually reserved for women. That

would presumably change the way women felt about the text. When women
in the group indicated that didn’t do it for them— that the words of the

prophet still frightened and angered them— other hands went up from the

male contingent. The point seemed to be that if people were offended by

words it was only because of a misunderstanding. Interpreters, like Moses,

stepped boldly into the breach, interposing themselves between God and the

women so as to blunt any offense.

What if they had succeeded? A campus pastor spoke to me about such

interpretation. “I read the Bible from beginning to end when I was fifteen,”

he said. “It frightened the daylights out of me. I thought, ‘What if God is

really like this?’ Since that time, my pastors and seminary teachers have

o Based on his experience as a university administrator and teacher in the late 1960s,

Wayne Booth, in Modem Dogma and the Rhetoric ofAssent, notes the absence of such trust

and goodwill as characteristic ofcontemporary American culture. He calls for a “rhetoric of

assent” as opposed to the hermeneutic ofsuspicion that characterizes the “modern dogma.”
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helped me to see there is nothing to be frightened about. They taught me

sophisticated ways to domesticate the Bible. I am no longer frightened— but I

also have difficulty finding the Bible interesting.”

Fortunately, the interpreters at this conference were not successful.

Women in the group sensed that creative renderings of the prophet’s terrible

words held no promise. The words can be silenced for a while, but then

suddenly they come roaring off the page into the imagination of those who

have no protection, and they are capable of doing real damage. As the group

polarized around this issue, speeches began to take on an edge. Those who

sought to help became frustrated and irritated. When cunning proved

unsuccessful in convincing women that the God whose prophet spoke the

words in Hosea 2 could still be trusted, violence seemed near at hand. Even

within this group of reasonably like-minded Christians, the goodwill and trust

necessary to work on seemed imperiled.

The problem is that people trust interpretation to do more than it is able.

Those who seek to assure troubled readers that everything will work out

sound like Hosea’s audience:

Come, let us return to the Lord;

for it is he who has torn, and he will heal us;

he has struck down, and he will bind us up.

After two days he will revive us;

on the third day he will raise us up.

(Hos. 6:1-2)

One may well ask, however: Is that true, or is the invitation simply pious

prattle— or worse, a power move designed to silence the cries of the hurting?

Interpreters cannot answer. The words of the prophet must do what they

promise, or assertions about the truthfulness of the biblical text will fall on

deaf ears . '5 The problem here is God, whose will seems hidden in words

enmeshed in a culture for whom women are expendable. If the hurtful words

'5 I do not wish to skirt the very real need for a hermeneutic of suspicion. Not only
interpretations of the Bible but the Bible itself is enmeshed in a world in bondage to sin,

manifested in racism, sexism, classism, and other forms of discrimination. The Christian

tradition itself operates with deep suspicions about the human enterprise that would suggest

there is no place where humans and their words and actions are free from sin. There is no
pure form of speech attainable through any means of interpretation. If God works through
the medium of human language, it will have to be through the imperfect words of sinful

creatures. If the church’s statements about the Bible and its truthfulness are to be taken
seriously, however, it must be the case that the word of God, as it comes to life among us,

actually works to free and sustain people of all sorts and conditions. This is a matter that

cannot be determined apart from Christian practice.
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of Hosea 2 are to serve some positive function for women as well as men, God
must somehow redeem them.

One way of dealing with a wrathful God is to seek protection in any way we

can— from reducing the capacity of language to frighten and judge to locating

meaning at another time and place. The problem is that by so doing, we

undermine the power of speech to heal and to give life. If we refuse to allow

the parallel drawn between God’s sense of betrayal and the experience of

Hosea as husband, God’s speech in 1 1:8-9 lacks all poignancy:

How can I give you up, Ephraim?

How can I hand you over, O Israel?

How can I make you like Admah?

How can I treat you like Zeboiim?

My heart recoils within me;

my compassion grows warm and tender.

I will not execute my fierce anger;

I will not again destroy Ephraim;

For I am God and not a man,

the Holy One in your midst,

and I will not come in wrath. 16

The relevant question for interpreters is whether or not God’s words in

chapter eleven— and beyond—redeem the language in chapter two for actual

hearers and reconcile those who have been alienated. Only then can we expect

from one another the trust and goodwill necessary to proceed with our joint

reading. The answer, however, depends upon what God does with actual

readers and hearers.

If the principal feature of language in which we are invested is its ability to

heal and liberate and make whole, our scholarly enterprise must focus on

performance of some sort. That means acknowledging the limits of interpre-

tation. Our scholarly work cannot solve the real problems we bring to an

encounter with the scriptures. Interpretation will not liberate us from sin,

death, and the devil and in fact may serve to protect us from liberating

encounters. Only God can deliver. The question is whether God does such

things. The Bible makes promises. Will they be kept?

16 “Giving you up” and “handing you over” have genuine emotional power here because

of their metaphorical setting, which is the experience of Hosea as a husband. That is why, I

would argue, the Hebrew should be translated, “For I am God and not a man.” The explicit

disclaimer finds in human experience a glimpse of God’s wrath and compassion, while

insisting on distance. The metaphor of God as husband both is and is not analogous— as is

the case with all metaphors. The force of the hopeful language is blunted, however, when
the image is generalized (as in the NRSV: “For I am God and no mortal”).
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The testimony of the church is that God will finally gather together the

scattered human family and wipe the tear from every eye. The creation that

groans in travail will be made new. We can trust God to keep those promises if

in Jesus God intrudes into our private worlds to lay claim to us, if the barrier

between God and the creation has been breached and continues to be

breached through the medium of words that accomplish reconciliation and

forgiveness and liberation.

This will occur only if words are spoken by someone, only if they address

particular people in their own language and setting. If the words of the Bible

are true, they must do what they promise. That is another reason why

interpretation is best done within a context where the word is preached and

the sacraments celebrated. Does the God who speaks such terrible words in

Hosea make them right? Will the God who spoke at Jesus’ baptism breach our

defenses, tearing the curtain that separates us, so as to come alive in our

imaginations and actually set us free? Will our capacity to change the Bible

merely by inflecting our voices be used for good or ill? That remains to be

seen.

Locating scriptural interpretation within the worship and tradition of the

church does not mean to domesticate or play safe. On the contrary, it is to

insist to colleagues that reading the Bible cannot exclude potentially danger-

ous questions about God— the sorts of questions Spinoza’s historical criticism

was designed to rule out. Nor does reading within the context of church

practice preclude surprises. The most interesting thing about the Bible is

what it is yet to become within the vast company of strangers among whom we

are called to preach the good news about Jesus. And the crucial question is:

Does it work? Does the Bible provide language and norms for ways of

speaking that do what God promises? Does it generate hope that will not

disappoint? If not, our enormous investment in the scriptures will yield little.

That we do not and will not ever possess the whole truth should be clear to

those who live by faith in God’s promises. “For who hopes for what is seen?”

The way we conceive our task as interpreters ought to reflect what is the case.

I am suspicious of foundational language, as though our reading of the Bible

will yield solid, immovable rocks on which to locate our edifices. Living with

the scriptures is more like sailing than like building cathedrals. We don’t have

control over the elements— just enough to navigate in the face of surprising

shifts of wind and changed water conditions. Some would perhaps hope for

more stability, but for sailors bedrock is where sunken ships lie.

Is the Bible true? That remains to be seen. And whose interpretations will

be most deserving of attention? Will suspicion give rise to more faithful and
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fruitful readings, or will suspicion lead only to further alienation? These

matters, likewise, remain to be seen. Such questions cannot be settled apart

from actual conversation among interpreters that must include not only those

of like mind but strangers to whom God extends hospitality. There is no

method that promises a way through the labyrinth. No ecclesiastical regula-

tions or structures can guarantee anything. We have only our wits, some

suggestions offered by the host ofwitnesses that surround us, and the promise

that the Spirit of truth will lead us into the truth.

Will our letter writer be satisfied with such an answer? That remains to be

seen. She would undoubtedly prefer something shorter. My guess, however, is

that she and others like her will find sailing out into the deeps far more

interesting than remaining anchored in some protected harbor. The one

whose Spirit brooded over the face of the deeps has promised that same Spirit

will lead us into the truth. However bleak the present state of our conversa-

tion around the scriptures, we do our work in hope that the breath of God will

fill our sails and carry us into the promised future where we will one day know

the whole truth.
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WE BEGIN, not in the first century, but in the eleventh, with a prayer

composed by Anselm of Canterbury:

O St Paul, where is he that was called

the nurse of the faithful, caressing his sons?

Who is that affectionate mother who declares everywhere

that she is in labour for her sons?

Sweet nurse, sweet mother,

who are the sons you are in labour with, and nurse,

but those whom by teaching the faith of Christ

you bear and instruct?

Or who is a Christian after your teaching

who is not born into the faith and established in it by you?

And if in that blessed faith we are born

and nursed by other apostles also,

it is most of all by you,

for you have laboured and done more than them all in this;

so if they are our mothers, you are our greatest mother .

2

For over half of my life, I have been engaged in studying and teaching the

letters of Paul. In that time I have heard Paul called many things— many,

many things. I have never yet heard anyone speak of Paul as “Mother.”

1 This lecture is dedicated with profound respect and affection to my Doktorvater,

Professor W. D. Davies.
2 The translation is that of Benedicta Ward in The Prayers and Meditations ofSaint Anselm

(London: Penguin Books, 1973), 152.
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Anselm’s prayer, however, is not simply the product of pious imaginings.

Anselm may well have been influenced by the medieval theme of Jesus as

Mother, but his prayer does not merely play variations on a common melody. 3

Instead, it draws on passages within the Pauline letters, passages that from all

evidence have faded from our view.

In an effort to correct this situation and restore those texts to their proper

place, I am engaged in an examination of maternal imagery in the letters of

Paul .4 In this essay, I intend to sketch in a programmatic way what I

understand to be involved in this study. I need to stress the word program-

matic, for this is very much a work in progress.

The questions I want to consider are as follows: (i) What passages in the

letters of Paul employ maternal imagery? (2) Apart from that imagery itself,

what else do these texts have in common that warrants treating them

together? (3) What avenues of investigation offer the best prospects for

illuminating this particular set of passages? (4) What learnings might be

gleaned from such a study? In other words, so what? What difference does it

make?

I. What Passages in the Letters of Paul Employ

Maternal Imagery?

In order to answer that question, I need first to identify those passages in

which Paul refers to himself{and sometimes his coworkers) in maternal terms :5

But we became babes in your midst, as a nurse cherishes her own children.

(1 Thessalonians 2:7)

Brothers, I was not able to speak to you as to spiritual people but as to

fleshly people, as to babes in Christ. I gave you milk to drink, not solid food,

3 Carolyn Walker Bynum’s perceptive analysis of the theme in twelfth-century texts

provides a convenient entry into the growing literature on this topic (“Jesus as Mother and

Abbot as Mother: Some Themes in Twelfth-Century Cistercian Writing,” in Jesus as

Mother: Studies in the Spirituality ofthe High Middle Ages [Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1982], 110-69).
4 For my earlier work on this topic, see “The Maternity of Paul: An Exegetical Study of

Galatians 4:19,” in The Conversation Continues: Studies in Paul andJohn in Honor ofj. Louis

Martyn, ed. Robert T. Forma and Beverly R. Gaventa (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1990),

189-201; and “Aposdes as Babes and Nurses in 1 Thessalonians 2:7,” in Faith and History:

Essays in Honor of Paul W. Meyer, ed. John T. Carroll, Charles H. Cosgrove, and E.

Elizabeth Johnson (Adanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 193-207. In addition, see the suggestive

essay of Calvin Roetzel, who draws on these essays and the work of Caroline Walker Bynum
to understand Paul’s conversion (“Paul as Mother: A Metaphor of Conversion,” in

Removing Anti-Judaismfrom the New Testament, ed. Howard Clark Kee and Irvin Borowsky

[Philadelphia: North American Publishing and Trinity Press International, forthcoming]).

s All translations are my own unless otherwise indicated.
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for you were not yet able, but even now you are not able.6 (i Corinthians

3:1-2)

My children, with whom I am in labor again until Christ is formed in

you . . . (Galatians 4:19)

The metaphor that underlies all three of these passages is “I am your

mother.” In 1 Thessalonians 2:7, the metaphor serves as a reminder of the

loving character of Paul’s work (“I am the mother who cared for you”). First

Corinthians 3:2 similarly draws upon the mother’s feeding of her child (“I am

the mother who was not able yet to wean you to solid food because you were

not ready”). In Galatians 4:19, Paul returns to the time of birth itself (“I am

the mother who labored to bring you into the world”).

In two other instances Paul employs maternal imagery as a way of speaking

metaphorically about the eschaton:

Then sudden destruction will come upon them as labor pangs upon a

pregnant woman. (1 Thessalonians 5:3)

For we know that all creation groans together and labors together even

until now. (Romans 8:22)

That is, the arrival of the eschaton cannot be predicted or controlled, any

more than can the pangs of maternal labor.

Two additional texts employ maternal imagery to refer to Paul’s calling to

the apostolic vocation:

God ... set me apart from the womb of my mother and called me through

his grace . .
.
(Galatians 1:15)

Now last of all, as to something monstrously born, he appeared also to me.

(1 Corinthians 15:8)

6 O. Larry Yarbrough has recendy attempted to connect this passage with the presence of

male nurses in Roman households, men who would assist with the tasks of child care, even
including the feeding of milk (“Parents and Children in the Letters of Paul,” in The Social

World ofthe First Christians: Essays in Honor of Wayne A. Meeks
,
ed. L. Michael White and O.

Larry Yarbrough [Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995], 126-41). The study by Keith R.

Bradley on which Yarbrough draws, however, analyzes inscriptions involving thirty-nine

men, of whom only one is identified as a nutritor lactaneus, an attendant who fed milk to

children. Bradley does not himself argue that males routinely were involved in feeding milk
to infants through some precursor to the baby bottle (“Child Care at Rome: The Role of
Men,” in Rediscovering the Roman Family: Studies in Roman Social History [New York: Oxford
University Press, 1991], 37-75)- The most obvious reading of 1 Corinthians 3:2 is that Paul
is the nursing mother whose breasts provide milk to the infant community, not that Paul is

the male nurse who administered “goat’s milk sweetened with honey” (Yarbrough,
“Parents and Children,” 133).
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This last text poses notorious problems because of the difficulties of translat-

ing the Greek word ektromaJ This rare noun refers to the product of an

untimely birth or miscarriage, and, thus, it may connote either the untimely

character of Paul’s calling or his state of being unfit for the calling. However

we translate the word, Paul here refers to himself by means of birth imagery.

These seven passages differ from one another, but, at the very least, they all

involve maternal imagery
,
whether Paul or someone else is the mother. 8 That

observation prompts my second question.

II. What Else Do These Texts Have in Common That
Warrants Treating Them Together?

To grant that each of these passages involves maternal imagery does not

necessarily mean that anything else justifies examining them together. Is

maternal imagery something that can rightly be called a “topic” or a “thread”

in the Pauline letters, or is it simply a handful of disparate images? Four

considerations prompt me to regard it as a topic.

First, most of these passages involve complex metaphorical movements,

movements I have come to think of as “metaphors squared.” When Paul says

in i Corinthians 4:15 that he begat the Corinthians, he speaks metaphorically.

He transfers the fathering act of which he is presumably capable from the

begetting of a physical child to the begetting of a spiritual child. Similarly,

when he describes himself as a “skilled master builder” (1 Cor. 3:10) or a

farmer who plants a field (1 Cor. 3:6), he employs metaphors that are

relatively simple and direct.

All that changes when he writes, “I gave you milk to drink, not solid food.”

While certainly it is within the realm of possibility to imagine Paul as “a

skilled master builder” who laid a foundation, or as a farmer who planted a

field, or as a father to children, he could never be a nursing mother. That

metaphor involves a kind of double switch or what I intend by the expression

“a metaphor squared.” First, he metaphorizes (if you will pardon the

7 George W. E. Nickelsburg proposes that ektfoma be understood in light of the birth

imagery in Galatians 1:15; see his discussion and his review of the secondary literature in

“An eKTpwp-a, Though Appointed from the Womb: Paul’s Apostolic Self-Description in 1

Corinthians 15 and Galatians 1,” in Christians among Jews and Gentiles
,
ed. George W. E.

Nickelsburg with George W. MacRae (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), 198-205.
8 Another text that might be considered is Galatians 4:21-31, the allegorical interpreta-

tion of Sarah and Hagar, especially in light of J. Louis Martyn’s important argument that

they represent two forms of Christian mission, the law-free Gentile mission associated with

Sarah and the law-observant Gentile mission associated with Hagar (“The Covenants of

Hagar and Sarah,” in Faith and History, 160-92).
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barbarism) the gospel as milk, then he squares that by metaphorizing Paul as

the mother whose body supplies the milk.

An extrabiblical example may help to clarify this point. Among my dearest

friends is a male colleague who is several years younger than 1. 1 have actually

introduced him on occasion as my “little brother.” Had I introduced him as

my “little sister,” I would have been squaring the metaphor— taking a

friendship, metaphorizing it by means of an appropriate familial relationship,

and then metaphorizing the metaphor.

More complex than i Corinthians 3:2 is 1 Thessalonians 2:7: “But we

became babes in your midst, as a nurse cherishes her own children . ”9 First

Paul speaks of himself and his colleagues as “babes,” and then he abruptly

takes up the nurse metaphor. When Paul identifies himself as a nurse caring

for her own children, he again speaks metaphorically about his relationship

with the Thessalonians. As in all metaphors, the relationship is figurative, but

here also the figure has been squared: First Paul metaphorizes the relationship

between himself and the Thessalonians as that between family members; then

he metaphorizes himself into the role of the nurse-mother.

The most complex of these passages, metaphorically speaking, is the one

with which I began my investigation, Galatians 4:19: “My children, with

whom I am in labor again until Christ is formed in you. .
.” As in other

passages, Paul is the mother. Here he is in the process of giving birth again.

(How exactly it is possible to give birth again we will not pause to consider.)

Paul remains in labor, not until the child is born, but until Christ is born in the

child. Anyone who does not see the problem this verse involves should try

sketching its dynamics.

My point is simply that, time and again, these passages involve complex

metaphorical moves. 10

9 The NRSV translates this verse differendy, reading “we were gende” rather than “we
were babes.” That significant difference arises because of a notorious text-critical problem;
see my discussion of the problem in “Apostles as Babes and Nurses,” 194-98. In addition to

the literature cited there, see also Stephen Fowl, “A Metaphor in Distress: A Reading of

NHniOI in 1 Thessalonians 2.7,” New Testament Studies 36 (1990): 469-73; Fowl and I

come to the same text-critical judgment on different grounds. The text-critical problem is

not urgent for the point under discussion since, even if it is resolved in favor of “gentle,” we
still have another double metaphorical transference here.

10 In his discussion of the marriage analogy in Romans 7:1-6, C. H. Dodd comments that

Paul “lacks the gift for sustained illustration of ideas,” probably because of a “defect of

imagination” (The Epistle ofPaul to the Romans [New York: Ray Long and Richard R. Smith,

1932], 103). Generalizing about Paul’s use of metaphor is perilous, but my impression is

quite different from that of Dodd; Paul employs metaphors well, and his mixed metaphors
(the ones Dodd would regard as defective) often appear in settings where he is striving to

convey a particular point and to avoid another. For example, the analogy in Romans 7:1-6
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A second consideration that leads me to connect these texts with one

another is that they cannot be dismissed as mere variations on the larger

theme of paternal imagery. That would seem to be obvious since mothers and

fathers are not customarily confused with one another, but apparently it is not

obvious. Commentaries on these passages regularly say things such as: “Paul

often refers to himself as the father of believers; see also i Corinthians 4:15.”

That is, the two sets of texts are understood as being part and parcel of the

same phenomenon, and in one sense they are, because both employ

metaphors of family to speak of the Christian community.

The distinction between them is an important one, however. At one level, it

is important because we have too long neglected any sort of references to

women or imagery involving women. Just as we failed to ask about the apostle

Junia and the household of Chloe, we failed to notice these astonishing

references to the maternity of a male apostle. As one conversation partner, not

incidentally a woman, commented in response to my initial work on this

problem, “I have been reading the Bible my entire life, and I never even

noticed these texts.”

Beyond this first-level task of retrieval, however, these passages convey

something quite distinct from what is conveyed with paternal imagery.

Maternal imagery appears in contexts referring to the ongoing nature of the

relationship between Paul and the congregations he founded; paternal

imagery, by contrast, regularly refers to the initial stage of Christian

preaching and conversion. 11

English translations sometimes render this distinction obscure. In the

NRSV, Philemon 10 says that Paul became the father of Onesimus, a

translation that might suggest a protracted period of care and concern. The

Greek, however, is more concise; Paul says he begat Onesimus, and the

context makes it clear that he refers to the fact that he is the one who

introduced Onesimus to the Christian faith. Similarly, in 1 Corinthians 4:15,

Paul refers to his role in the initial formation of the church at Corinth as an

act of begetting and appeals to that role to persuade the Corinthians to

continue to listen to him. The biological act of fathering takes place in a single

logically requires Paul to say that the law has died, but he refuses to do that, affirming

instead that believers died to the law.
1

1

Earl J. Richard identifies Paul’s use of maternal imagery with his founding visit and his

use of paternal imagery with the process of growth and discipline (First and Second

Thessalonians [Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1995], 86, 106). In so doing, however,

Richard considers only the maternal imagery in 1 Thessalonians 2:7 and does not take into

account the other passages under discussion here. Richard also fails to note that all of 1

Thessalonians 2:1-12 concerns Paul’s founding visit, including the paternal metaphor of 1

Thessalonians 2:11.
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instant, and Paul’s references to begetting believers are metaphorically

congruent with that biological fact: He refers to a single event in past time. 12

In addition to these two passages in Philemon and in i Corinthians, only

two others refer unmistakably to Paul’s paternity. In Philippians 2:22, he

compares the relationship between himself and Timothy with that between

father and son. Since he is referring to a specific working relationship rather

than to his relationship to believers in general, that text seems to fall outside

our purview. In 1 Thessalonians 2:11-12 (just following the use of maternal

imagery in 2:7), he speaks of the apostles as dealing with the Thessalonians “as

a father with his own children, urging and encouraging you and insisting that

you lead a life worthy of God.” Here paternity does involve a process of

maturation, of course; in 1 Thessalonians 2, however, Paul is contrasting his

mission with those who would flatter and seek praise and make demands (1

Thess. 2:5-7), so that he may have a particular reason for drawing attention to

“urging and encouraging” in this context. That is, Paul distances himself

from the sophist who manipulates his disciples for his own ends.

Incidentally, the four texts I have just mentioned are the only ones I can

identify in which Paul uses paternal imagery, apart, of course, from his

references to God as father. 1
? Statistically, that means that Paul uses maternal

imagery more often than he does paternal imagery, a feature that is simply

astonishing, especially when we consider its virtual absence from most of our

discussions of the Pauline letters.

I have left out of consideration the occasions when Paul addresses believers

as his children without clearly depicting himself either as father or as mother.

In 2 Corinthians 6:13, he writes, “I speak as to children— open your hearts

also.” And in 2 Corinthians 12:14, he defends his decision not to be a burden

to the Corinthians by analogy with parental responsibilities: “Because

children ought not to lay up for their parents but parents for their children.”

Other than perpetuating the familial relationship between apostle and

12
J. Louis Martyn rightly characterizes gennan, the Greek verb for begetting that appears

in Philemon 10 and 2 Corinthians 4:15, as Paul’s “missioning verb” (“The Covenants of

Hagar and Sarah,” 177). Norman R. Petersen similarly comments on Philemon 10 that

fatherhood is “a metaphor describing one who brings an individual into the church,

whether through preaching or through baptizing, or through both” (Rediscovering Paul:

Philemon and the Sociology ofPaul's Narrative World [Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985], 85
n. 69).

13 A recent essay by John L. White attempts to trace both Paul’s Christology and his

ecclesiology to his conception of God as father; God’s generativity brings about both the

son Jesus Christ and the Christian community (“God’s Paternity as Root Metaphor in

Paul’s Conception of Community,” Foundations and Facets Forum 8 [1992], 271-95). Much
in White’s article is suggestive, but in my judgment he has not taken adequate account of
the presence of maternal imagery (although see p. 280 n. 19).
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congregation, these texts add little to our understanding of Paul as either

father or mother.

To return to the question of the difference between Paul’s use of paternal

and maternal metaphors, it is striking that none of the instances in which Paul

uses maternal imagery can be read as referring to a single event that occurred

at one moment in the past. Quite the contrary, when Paul uses maternal

imagery, the image always requires the elapse of some extended period of

time: a woman who is pregnant, after all, is pregnant for a period of time and

does not control when her labor will begin; the process of labor itself

generally extends over a period of time; the physical nurture of feeding an

infant is seemingly endless; the care of a nurse-mother lasts until the child is

able to perform certain tasks independently. Later on, parents may feel as if

infancy lasts only moments, but for a nursing mother, a 3:00 A.M. feeding can

be a glimpse of eternity!

Whether or not Paul is conscious of the choices he makes, the biological

and, to a certain extent, cultural differences between mothering and fathering

shape the differences between these two sets of texts. However much the

paternal metaphors and the maternal metaphors have in common, they are by

no means merely interchangeable with one another. To take a particularly

telling example, I cannot imagine how one would rewrite the laboring image

of Galatians 4:19 in the language of fathering.

A third factor that connects these texts is that in them Paul describes the

apostolic office; that is, he is not referring to himself in general terms but to

his vocation. Given that most of Paul’s statements of self-reference have to do

with his apostolic role, that claim is almost tautological; the distinction is,

nevertheless, important. These metaphors do not serve merely to decorate

Paul’s text or to illustrate a point; instead, they are a vital part of communicat-

ing what the apostolic task involves.

The connection between maternal imagery and apostolic task is easy to see

in 1 Thessalonians 2:7, where not only the verse but the passage as a whole

describes the work of an apostle. And in Galatians 4:19, Paul explicitly applies

the image of a woman’s birth pangs to his work as apostle in sustaining

Christians in the Galatian churches. Even in 1 Corinthians 3:2, however,

where he speaks of feeding with milk rather than with solid food, he is

concerned both with the maturity (or the lack of maturity) of the Corinthians

and with his own task as apostle, as the remainder of the chapter and chapter 4

make clear. And in the strange case of 1 Corinthians 15:8, where he speaks of

himself as a “monstrous birth,” he is referring to his calling as an apostle and

makes that connection explicit in the very next sentence. Something in Paul’s
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understanding of the apostolic task causes him to turn to this language of

maternity.

A fourth feature that connects several of these texts is their association with

apocalyptic contexts. Obviously, that is the case with i Thessalonians 5:3,

where the topic under discussion is the “day of the Lord.” Similarly, Romans

8:22 depicts the longing of creation for its future redemption. Although 1

Corinthians 15:8 (“something monstrously bom”) itself does not direcdy

concern the apocalyptic future, certainly the larger discussion of the resurrec-

tion and the final triumph ofGod does concern apocalyptic.

In connection with apocalyptic, Galatians 4:19 is the text that proves most

interesting. Paul’s comparison of himself to a woman in labor may well derive

from the apocalyptic convention of using the birth pangs of a woman to refer

to the suddenness of the end time or its unpredictability. By applying that

conventional metaphor to himself, to his own work, Paul associates his own

apostolic vocation with the anguish anticipated in an apocalyptic era and

recalls for the Galatians their crucifixion with Christ. As such, Galatians 4:19

employs a conventional metaphor, that of the anguish of a woman in labor, to

identify Paul’s apostolic work with the apocalyptic expectation of the whole

created order.

By virtue of their unusual metaphoric structure, their distinctiveness from

paternal imagery, their association with Paul’s apostolic vocation, and their

location in apocalyptic contexts, then, these texts merit our attention under

the general rubric of maternal imagery. That conclusion brings me to my
third question.

III. What Avenues of Investigation Offer the Best Prospects

for Illuminating This Particular Set of Passages?

Of the many approaches that could promote understanding of Paul’s use of

maternal imagery, three seem essential: First, attention to the history of

traditions within these passages will help us to see where Paul may have

acquired some of these expressions and how he has employed them. Most

obvious here is the way in which Galatians 4:19 replays maternal imagery in

texts such as Jeremiah 6:24: “We have heard the report of it, our hands fall

helpless; anguish has taken hold of us, pain as of a woman in travail”

(NRSV).h And Paul’s depiction of himself as a nursing mother in 1

Thessalonians 2:7 recalls Moses’ frustrated complaint to God in Numbers

14 See also Micah 4:10, 1 Enoch 62:4, 2 Banich 56:6, 4 Ezra 4:42, and my discussion in

‘The Maternity of Paul,” 192-94.
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11:12: “Did I conceive all this people? Did I give birth to them, that you

should say to me, ‘Carry them in your bosom, as a nurse carries a sucking

child’?” (NRSV). Somewhat less aggrieved, in the Hodayoth of Qumran the

Teacher of Righteousness rejoices:

Thou hast made me to be a father to the sons of grace,

and a foster-father to men of marvel;

they have opened their mouths like little babes [at the

mother’s breast] . . .

like a child playing in the lap of its nurse.

(iQH 7:19-23, 25)
i s

The maternal imagery in these and other texts promises to enhance our

sense of ways in which biblical and other Jewish traditions shape (consciously

or unconsciously) Paul’s language, but the history of traditions must be

supplemented by attention to the sociocultural context of Paul’s usage. What
cultural codes are enforced or violated when Paul images himself as a woman
in labor or a nurse caring for her own children? Do other men use such

imagery and, if so, how?

These questions are exceedingly complex, not only because of the vast

literature that needs to be combed but also because of the difficulty of

deciding what constitutes a parallel. To take but one example, commentators

often adduce a passage from Epictetus as a parallel to 1 Corinthians 3:2.

Epictetus asks his audience: “Are you not even yet willing, like little children,

to be weaned and to grasp more solid food, and not to cry for mothers and

wet-nurses— the wailings of old women?” (Discourses 2.16.39). Epictetus does

make use of the distinction between milk and solid food, although his usage

differs dramatically from Paul’s. Paul places himself in the middle of the

analogy (he is the mother who feeds), but Epictetus stands at arm’s length

from those who must be weaned. Epictetus also scorns the very role of

“mothers and wet-nurses,” a role Paul claims for himself.

This last observation moves us from the issue of parallels to the even more

elusive question of how Paul’s contemporaries might have heard his use of

maternal imagery. The emerging literature on gender construction in the

Greco-Roman world offers some important clues that will need to be

pursued. 16 One of the prominent themes in that discussion is gender hierarchy

5 The translation is that of Geza Vermes, in The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, 3d ed.

(London: Penguin Books, 1987), 185. See my discussion of this text in “Aposdes as Babes

and Nurses,” 202-3.
,<s See especially Maud W. Gleason, Making Men: Sophists and Self-Presentation in Ancient

Rome (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995); John J. Winkler, The Constraints of
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and the severe loss of pride experienced by a male who was suspected of

“going AWOL from [his] assigned place in the gender hierarchy.” 1 ? One

could go AWOL by wearing women’s clothing, by engaging in certain sexual

practices, or simply by not being sufficiently “manly.” It is not difficult to

imagine that some would hear Paul’s use of maternal imagery as an abandon-

ing of his assigned role.

These are important approaches, but they risk dismantling the metaphors

into parts that can be traced and analyzed without looking directly at the

metaphors themselves and what they accomplish in their contexts. Here I

think contemporary work in metaphor theory can assist us. Again, I need to

offer a caveat, for I have only begun to explore this area and do not pretend to

be an expert on metaphor theory. In such reading as I have done, however, I

find several developments that are particularly helpful in approaching Paul’s

use of maternal imagery. 18

First, much contemporary discussion of metaphor, beginning with a pivotal

essay by Max Black in 1954, attends to the cognitive character of metaphor.

Precisely how metaphor influences cognition is hotly debated and is not

significant for my present purposes. What is important is to recognize that

metaphor does not merely decorate or illustrate; it provokes reflection and

even insight. Metaphors ask us to change our minds . '9

Samuel Levin notes that when we encounter a metaphor, especially one

that is either novel or still lively, typically we react by noticing what’s wrong

with it. We reject it out of hand. 20 An example may prove amusing as well as

illustrate my point. An advertising agency was devising a campaign that

required some way of identifying the Society of Biblical Literature that would

catch the attention of the general public (and I happened to be the contact

Desire: The Anthropology ofSex and Gender in Ancient Greece (New York: Roudedge, 1990);
David M. Halperin, John J. Winkler, and Froma I. Zeidin, eds., Before Sexuality: The
Construction ofErotic Experience in the Ancient Greek World (Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 1990); and Thomas Laquer, Making Sex: Body and Genderfrom the Greeks to Freud
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990). For a recent attempt to read a Pauline letter

in conversation with issues of gender construction, see Dale B. Martin, The Corinthian Body
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995).

17 Winkler, The Constraints ofDesire, 21.
18 Perhaps a word of clarification is in order at the outset. Some may already be

uncomfortable with my use of metaphor theory for the study of images, some of which,

technically speaking, are similes (e.g., “as a nurse”). Recent work on metaphor regards that

distinction as insignificant, and I have followed that lead.
'9 Max Black, “Metaphor,” in Models and Metaphors (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,

1962), 25-47; originally published in Proceedingsfrom the Aristotelian Society 55 (1954).
20 Samuel R. Levin, “Standard Approaches to Metaphor and a Proposal for Literary

Metaphor,” in Metaphor and Thought
,
ed. Andrew Ortony (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, 1979), 124-35.
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person for the Society in those negotiations). One draft of a brochure the

agency proposed read: “The SBL is the NFL of biblical scholarship.”

Although the advertising people had my great sympathy for a difficult task, I

did reject that particular metaphor out of hand. And I have not revised my
view.

If a metaphor does work its way with us, however, it forces us to consider

things differently. It alters our perspective. Let me offer a somewhat more

successful example. During the vile winter of 1994, one that broke many

records in the Northeast Corridor, my son’s ninth-grade English class was

studying metaphor. A teacher who knew how to capitalize on current events

asked the students to compose metaphors for snow. As I recall, one metaphor

that emerged was “Snow is the underside of hell.”

That metaphor makes no literal sense. We reject it, seeing initially only the

absurd differences between snow and hell. Or we recall other expressions in

which snow and hell are treated as opposites, such as, “a snowball’s chance in

hell.” By thinking through the new metaphor, however, especially by recall-

ing the early months of 1994 in the Northeast, we may think differently about

both snow and hell. We may see points of similarity. We may change our

judgment. We have gained a new perspective.

Eva Fedder Kittay, speaking metaphorically about this aspect of metaphor,

says that a metaphor rearranges the furniture of the mind. 21 Think about the

living room for a moment. If I move the sofa across the room and add a chair

on the opposite wall and place the coffee table between them, something

happens to the room. The room may seem larger, or smaller. It becomes more

hospitable, or, perhaps, colder. The changes force me to take a new path

through the room. Metaphorically speaking, metaphors do all these things

also.

Similarly, when Paul says, “I am in labor [with you] again until Christ is

formed in you,” he invites the Galatians to contemplate their relationship

with him, how he can be their mother, how he can be giving birth a second

time, and how Christ can be formed in them. Rather than dismissing this

assertion as some sort of odd mistake or unimportant misstatement, we are

provoked (I hope) to look more closely at what exactly he is saying.

To a certain extent, at least, this vivid use of language requires a decision on

the part of the hearer or reader. As Wayne Booth puts it, “To understand a

metaphor is by its very nature to decide whether to join the metaphorist or

21 Eva Fedder Kittay, Metaphor: Its Cognitive and Linguistic Structure (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1987), 316-24.
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reject him [or her], and that is simultaneously to decide either to be shaped in

the shape [the] metaphor requires or to resist.”22

Here Booth touches on a second feature of metaphor theory that proves

helpful for reading the maternal imagery in Paul, namely, the relationship

between metaphor and intimacy. Ted Cohen has proposed that a metaphor is

an invitation to intimacy. 23 That insight is helpful if we realize that the

invitation may be quite unconscious on the part of the speaker or writer. If I

say to you, “Snow is the underside of hell,” I am implicitly inviting you to join

in my assessment of snow. You may respond negatively (but only ifyou sat out

the winter of 1994 in some southern territory) with something like “snow is a

white cotton blanket.” Or you may concur, “Snow is a curse from the

heavens.” If we find that we agree, a certain relationship has been created,

however transient and even silly in this instance.

The relationship between metaphor and intimacy is particularly appropri-

ate when we think about the way in which Paul employs maternal imagery.

That connection is easy enough to see in 1 Thessalonians 2:7, where he is

recalling his close relationship with the Thessalonians, or in Galatians 4:19,

where he seeks to reestablish a relationship that now seems jeopardized. But

even in 1 Corinthians 15:8, where he refers to himself as “monstrously born,”

he creates a connection between himself and his correspondents. Had he said,

“Even though I did not deserve it, Christ appeared to me,” the letter might

have been clearer {ifthat is what he means). For the Corinthians, however, the

figure of the “monstrous birth” serves as an invitation to puzzle through

Paul’s meaning and to draw their own conclusions.

To associate metaphor with intimacy is not to say, of course, that all

metaphoric intimacy is of the happy, collegial sort. Just as jokes can be told

with hostile intent, metaphors also can be invitations to hostility. If metaphor

creates boundaries around a community, it also creates barriers against

outsiders, against those who “just don’t get it.”

The third development in metaphor study that I want to mention concerns

a specific category of metaphor, namely, kinship metaphors. Here I am
drawing particularly on Mark Turner’s book, Death Is the Mother of Beauty.

1 ^

Turner analyzes the ways in which a vast number of kinship metaphors work.

Behind these metaphors he detects ten basic metaphoric inference patterns

about kinship. One of the inference patterns Turner identifies is “what

springs from something is its offspring,” as in “a proverb is the child of

22 Wayne C. Booth, “Metaphor as Rhetoric: The Problem of Evaluation,” in On
Metaphor

, ed. Sheldon Sacks (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), 63.
23 Ted Cohen, “Metaphor and the Cultivation of Intimacy,” in On Metaphor

,
1-10.

24 Mark Turner, Death Is the Mother of Beauty: Mind, Metaphor, Criticism (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1987).
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experience.
” 2 5 Or, to return to snow metaphors, we might say “snow is the

mother of boredom.” Another of Turner’s inference patterns is “members of

a natural group are siblings,” as in “death is the brother of sleep” or “accuracy

is the twin of honesty.” 26
It is this inference pattern that prompts me to refer

to my colleague as my “little brother” because we are members of a “natural”

group.

By definition, Paul’s use of maternal imagery belongs in Turner’s category

of kinship metaphors. What is helpful about Turner’s work is that he

demonstrates the overwhelming prominence of metaphors involving mothers

and sisters within the vast realm of kinship metaphors. And he finds that

biological and social expectations drive the creation of these kinship meta-

phors. To no one’s surprise, then, metaphors having to do with nurture are

almost exclusively associated with mothers. 2
? Turner’s work appears to cor-

roborate two points I made earlier: Mother-talk relates to nurture over a

period of time, and Paul’s uses of maternal imagery and paternal imagery are

not interchangeable.

IV. What Learnings Might Be Gleaned from Such a Study?

I have pointed to a number of texts and a number of research directions

without actually doing justice to a single text or investigative strategy. My
hope is that this very sketchy presentation has managed to convey the

existence of a topic in the Pauline letters that is rightly called the “maternity”

of Paul and to suggest some directions for studying that topic. What remains,

of course, is the final question: So what? The answer to that question can only

be given when the project itself is completed, but I can say a bit about what I

hope and why I regard this project as worthy of my time and energy.

First, I want to retrieve these texts from their place in the footnotes of

Pauline studies. Even those passages that have received attention (such as i

Corinthians 15:8) have not been examined— at least to the best of my
knowledge— in connection with the topic of maternal imagery as such.

In addition, such a study has implications for the continuing discussion of

how to identify and understand Paul’s theology and theologizing. 28 Here I am

helped by the work Steven J. Kraftchick is doing on metaphor theory as a way

2 s Ibid., 24.
26 Ibid., 25.
27 Ibid., 55.
28

I refer especially to the work carried out in the Society of Biblical Literature’s Pauline

Theology Group; see the essays in Pauline Theology: Volume 1, ed. Jouette M. Bassler

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991) and in Pauline Theology: Volume 2, ed. David M. Hay
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993).
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into thinking about Paul’s theology in general. Kraftchick is working with

generative metaphors, those implicit metaphors that may structure large

aspects of thought, such as “War on Poverty.” In 2 Corinthians, for example,

Kraftchick argues that Paul uses the death and resurrection of Jesus as a

metaphor that structures his understanding of his own task and challenges his

readers to restructure their understandings. 29 What Kraftchick and I have in

common is that both of us are moving away from the notion that Paul’s

theology is only to be found in and described by his use of propositional

statements. Paul speaks theologically when he says, “all have sinned and fall

short of the glory of God.” He also speaks theologically when he says, “I am in

labor until Christ is formed in you. ”3°

The study of maternal imagery should also enhance our understanding of

the social function of Paul’s language. Wayne Meeks has helped us to see ways

in which Paul’s use of familial terminology creates and maintains cohesion

within the communities he addresses.

3

1
1 suspect that is particularly true when

the language is maternal, precisely because references to the anguish of labor,

to childbirth, to nursing, assume a profound intimacy between parties.

Finally, I wonder whether a study of Paul’s use of maternal imagery may

have implications for the interrelated and complex sets of questions regarding

Paul’s understanding of leadership and his attitudes toward women. One
reading strategy that has become conventional in recent decades involves

dissecting Paul’s letters into texts labelled “hierarchical” and other texts

labelled “egalitarian.” With that dualistic approach to Paul, the texts in which

Paul refers to himself as “father” fall neatly into the hierarchical pile, and

those in which he refers to believers as brothers fall neatly into the egalitarian

pile.3 2 The result is a conflict between the “bad” hierarchical Paul and the

“good” egalitarian Paul.

What happens when we take seriously the use of maternal imagery for the

apostolic office? Maternal imagery scarcely belongs in the egalitarian pile, for

29 Steven J. Kraftchick, “Death in Us, Life in You: The Apostolic Medium,” in Pauline

Theology: Volume 2, 156-81; see also my response, “Aposde and Church in 2 Corinthians,”

in Pauline Theology: Volume 2, 187-93.
3° This approach may be contrasted with that of Victor Paul Furnish, for whom Paul’s

theology is located more narrowly in his
“
critical reflection on the beliefs, rites, and social

structures in which an experience of ultimate reality hasfound expression ” (“Paul the Theolo-
gian,” in The Conversation Continues, 25).

3 ' Wayne A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians: The Social World ofthe Apostle Paul (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), esp. 84-94.

3 2 Even without taking maternal imagery into account, there are problems with this

strategy. As Dale B. Martin has observed, Paul sometimes “uses patriarchal rhetoric to

make an anti-patriarchal point” (Slavery as Salvation: The Metaphor of Slavery in Pauline

Christianity [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990], 142).
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mothers do not treat their children as equals (as my son would be the first to

insist that I acknowledge). We might conclude that maternal imagery belongs

in the hierarchical pile, but that designation also will not fit. Mothers in Paul’s

world do not have the authority of fathers. More important, when Paul

presents himself as a mother, he voluntarily hands over the authority of a

patriarch in favor of a role that will bring him shame, the shame of a

female-identified male. Still, maternal imagery becomes effective precisely

because it plays on hierarchical expectations: Paul presents himself as the

authority who does not conform to standard norms of authority.

Taking seriously the presence of maternal imagery, in fact, subverts the

reductionistic dichotomy between hierarchical and egalitarian texts. It nudges

us to seek some other lens through which to view the matter of leadership in

the Pauline letters. Here I can only assert rather than demonstrate what that

lens might be, but in my judgment, the lens that lies ready-to-hand is that of

the cross. The same cross that reveals the criminal as Son of God and the

bankruptcy of human wisdom also calls forth leaders who can risk identifying

themselves as slaves of Christ Jesus (Rom. 1:1), as the “refuse of the cosmos”

(i Cor. 4:13), and even as women in labor for the second time with the same

child.

These are matters for further research, reflection, and conversation. For

the time being, I find it encouraging to recall that earlier generations of

Christians read these passages closely and drew upon them when they spoke

of Paul. Anselm prays to Paul as “our greatest mother.” A little-known

preacher of the same era proclaims that Paul’s conversion changed him from

torturer to mother, from executioner to nurse. 33 These views find eerie

anticipation as early as the Acts ofPaul, a second-century text that culminates

in an account of Paul’s execution. When struck by the executioner’s sword, so

the story goes, what Paul’s body yielded up was not blood— but milk. The

narrator concludes: “[T]he soldier and all who stood by were amazed, and

glorified God who had given Paul such glory.”34

33 Guerric of Igny, “Sermon 45: The Second Sermon for Saints Peter and Paul,”

Liturgical Sermons
,

2 vols. (Spencer, MA: Cistercian Publications, 1970-71), 2:155. This

sermon is an extended interpretation of Song of Solomon 4:5, in which Guerric identifies

Peter and Paul as the breasts of the church.
34 An English translation of the Acts of Paul by Wilhelm Schneemelcher and Rodolphe

Kasser is conveniently available in New Testament Apocrypha
,
2d ed., ed. Wilhelm

Schneemelcher, 2 vols. (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1991-92), 2:237-70.
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No one knows the Father except the Son and anyone to whom the Son

chooses to reveal him.

—Matthew 1 1:27

There is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven

given among mortals by which we must be saved.

—Acts 4:12

I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father, but

by me.

—John 14:6

WHAT SHOULD CHRISTIANS who live in a religiously pluralistic world do

with such texts? That is what I want to talk about today. I shall

concentrate on the question of interreligious dialogue between Christians and

followers of other religious traditions, but since we live also in a pluralistic

church in which Christians themselves do not agree on the meaning of such

texts, we shall also have to talk to some extent about “interreligious dialogue”

within the Christian community.

It has become customary to say that Christians have three alternatives in

dealing with non-Christians and with other Christians who are different from

them: exclusivism, pluralism, and inclusivism. 1 These options may be charac-

terized as follows:

(1) Exclusivism. Jesus Christ is the way, the truth, and the life. There is no

other name, no other way, no other truth. That means that, whether in a

gende and loving way or flat out, Christians have to say to non-Christians:

The Christian religion (or our church’s particular version of it) is the one true

religion and all others are false. We have the truth, and you don’t. We
worship and serve the one true God; you worship and serve false gods. Our

1 See Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1989), 171-83; Schubert M. Ogden, Is There Only One True Religion or Are
There Many? (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1992); Clark H. Pinnock, A
Wideness in God's Mercy (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992); Carl E.

Braaten, No Other Gospel (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992); and Paul F. Knitter, No Other
Name? (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1990).
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way of life is right, and yours is wrong. We live in the light; you grope in the

darkness. God is for us, and we are and will be saved; God is against you, and

you are and will be damned unless you too accept Jesus Christ as your Lord

and Savior, become a Christian, and join the (or our) church. Only then will

you know the real truth about God and yourself, find true happiness, know

how to live rightly in this life, and have any hope for salvation when you die.

(2) Pluralism. For us Christians Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life. But

there are also other paths to God, other expressions of the truth about God
and human life, other ways to live a good and meaningful life. We Christians

have experienced the enlightening, renewing, and saving presence and work

of God in Christ, but others have found the same thing in other religious

figures. Jesus is one way but not the only way. There is no other name by which

we Christians are saved, but there are other names by which others are saved.

Indeed, beneath all the historical, cultural, and ritual differences that distin-

guish the great religions of the world, there is a common faith in one God
who, through a universal divine logos or spirit, is savingly present and at work

in them all.

Pluralists generally emphasize that this acknowledgment of religious and

ethical truth in other religious traditions does not mean a kind of wide-open

relativism that says that all religions are equally true. There may be some

religions (including some versions of Christianity) that are superstitious,

personally destructive, and socially and politically oppressive. But wherever

we encounter a religion that acknowledges the mystery of a loving and just

transcendent Reality that gives direction and meaning to human life, pro-

motes psychological wholeness, maintains high ethical standards, contributes

to the liberation of all people, and integrates individual persons and nations

into a larger human community— there we may recognize a true, valid, and

saving religion, although its followers may call on the name of Mohammed,

Moses, the Buddha, or some other instead of the name ofJesus.

2

(3) Inclusivism. A third alternative is a mediating position between exclusiv-

ism and pluralism often identified with Karl Rahner’s idea of “anonymous

Christians . ”3 With exclusivists, advocates of this position argue that Christian-

ity is the true, unique, and definitive religion. But with the pluralists, they

insist that God’s grace is also at work outside the Christian circle, enabling

also non-Christians to be genuinely religious, ethically responsible, “Christian-

like” people even though they do not know and confess Jesus Christ as Lord

1 See Knitter, No Other Name? 231.
3 Karl Rahner, “Christianity and the Non-Christian Religions,” in Theological Investiga-

tions, vol. 5 (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1966), 115-34. See a lso the discussions of Rahner’s

position in Newbigin, Gospel, 174; and Knitter, No Other Name? 125-44.
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and Savior. Therefore, not only confessing Christians but also those who live

in light of the best and most authentic religious faith that is available to them

will be saved, for in their own way they are Christians too.

In my opinion, the problem with these alternatives is that they seem to

force us to choose between one of two unacceptable positions: Either (with the

exlusivists) we must choose to be faithfully Christian at the price of being

arrogant and intolerant in interreligious discourse, or (with the pluralists and

inclusivists) we must choose to be open and tolerant of religious differences at

the price of compromising the unique claims and promises of the Christian

gospel. Those of us who are unhappy with both choices seek a way of

understanding Christian faith and life that is faithfully Christian and at the

same time open to the truth that is found in religious commitments other than

our own.

The usual way of trying to do this is to look for a way to combine the

strengths of the exclusivist, pluralist, and inclusivist positions. I want to argue,

however, that the way to achieve the goal is first to recognize a weakness they

all share and then to seek a genuinely new, fourth alternative.

Their common weakness is that in one way or another all of them tend to

lose sight of the person who stands at the center of Christian faith and life.

Exclusivists tend to be more interested in the superior wisdom, virtue, and

privilege of Christians, Christianity, or the Christian church than in Jesus

Christ himself. Pluralists tend to be less interested in what the gospel tells us

aboutJesus than in measuring the truth of the Christian religion and all other

religions by their own philosophical, psychological, ethical, or ideological

criteria for establishing what any true religion must look like. For the sake of

their (in my opinion correct) concern to acknowledge the free grace of God

that is at work wherever and however God chooses, inclusivists tend to make

knowledge of the grace of God in Jesus Christ desirable but finally unneces-

sary.

I believe (and this is my proposed fourth alternative) that if we want to

understand Christian faith and life in a way that is authentically Christian and

at the same time open to listening to and learning from other religious

perspectives, we must begin with the Christian confession that seems at first

glance to make honest and fruitful interreligious conversation most difficult—

precisely with the confession thatJesus Christ is the way, the truth, and the life.

But if that confession is to open rather than close the door to such a

conversation, we must first make a clear distinction between the gospel of

Jesus Christ and the Christian religion and then ask afresh who this Jesus is

whom Christians confess.
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I. The Christian Gospel and the Christian Religion

In the last full volume of the Church Dogmatics, Karl Barth writes: “The

statement that Jesus Christ is the one Word of God has really nothing

whatever to do with the arbitrary exaltation and self-glorification of the

Christian in relation to other [people], of the Church in relation to other

institutions, or of Christianity in relation to other conceptions.”

4

I believe

that Barth is right: To be a Christian is to exalt and glorify Jesus Christ, not

Christianity. It is to believe that what is good and true is not defined by what

we Christians are, what we know, and what we have to offer to others; it is

defined by who Jesus is, the truth he brings, and what he has to offer. We
Christians and our church are not called and empowered to instruct, judge,

reconcile, liberate, transform, and save the world; that is his work. It is the

good news ofJesus Christ, not the superiority of Christians, their church, and

their religion, that we have to proclaim in word and deed to the world.

The problem, of course, is that we never have the pure gospel of Christ to

proclaim. In the words of the Confession of 1967, “The Christian religion, as

distinct from God’s revelation of himself, has been shaped throughout its

history by the cultural forms of its environment. ”5 For centuries it was shaped

by the language, philosophical categories, political options, and cultural

patterns of Greco-Roman civilization. More recently it has been interpreted

through the lens of the presuppositions and questions of the eighteenth-

century Enlightenment. Ancient or modern, it has traditionally been represen-

tatives of the “Christian West” or “Christian North America” who have

defined the gospel, sponsored it, and exported it around the world. Protesting

against the Western monopoly on the gospel, Christians in Latin America,

Africa, and Asia now define it from the perspective of their cultural context.

Postmodern Christians everywhere do the same from the perspective of their

particular racial group, social class, or sexual identity and orientation. What

“the gospel” means depends to a great extent on who is defining it, in which

context, and for or against whose self-interest.

The contextual relativity of these different interpretations of the gospel is

not bad in itself. On the contrary, it is a sign of commitment to communicate

the gospel in understandable and relevant ways in every new time, place, and

situation. But, as especially theology in the Reformed tradition has always

insisted, it is a perversion of the gospel to identify or to confuse it with any

particular interpretation of it. Then it is no longer the gospel ofJesus Christ

4 Church Dogmatics, vol. IV/3 (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1961), 91.

5 See the whole statement in the Confession of 1967 on “Revelation and Religion,”

9.41-42. See also A Declaration of Faith 7.4: “The church encounters other faiths.”
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that is proclaimed and defended but the culturally and historically condi-

tioned self-understanding of some individual or group in the church. And the

results are always the same. First, those who are sure that their interpretation

of the gospel is the correct one try to “help” others understand and accept

their true religion, true morality, true vision of a just political and social order.

Then, in one form or another, violent or non-violent, come the crusades,

inquisitions, religious wars, colonial or economic or cultural imperialism that

try to force everyone to accept and live by this or that version of true

Christianity. All in the name of the Christian gospel, of course, but the gospel

in the service of Western individualism, capitalism, and the political and

economic power of this or that Christian nation— or more recently the gospel

in the service of Marxist socialism or this or that version of “political

correctness.” (We ought not to be overly cynical about this. Once in a while,

here and there, Christians and the church have said and done a few good things

in the name of Jesus Christ. But the danger is always there as soon as the

gospel is made subservient to anyone’s version of true Christianity.)

Is there anything we can do to free the gospel from its co-option and

perversion by various forms of what Barth called a self-exalting or self-

glorifying Christianity that makes Christians with their particular version of

the gospel superior not only to other people but to Christ himself?

The most popular answer in our time is to begin immediately talking about

“dialogue”— first between fellow Christians who are different from each

other and then with representatives of other religious traditions. But as

indispensable as it is, interreligious dialogue is not enough. It can help us see

as we can never see by ourselves how all of us confuse the gospel with our own

personal, ideological, and cultural biases and presuppositions. But it cannot

tell us what the gospel itself is. It can help us sympathetically to listen to and

learn from what others tell us about who they are and what they believe. But it

does not help us know what we have to say to them about who we are and what

our faith teaches us to believe.

My proposal is that if we really want to distinguish between the authentic

Christian gospel and the various forms of Christian religion that, in one way

or another, are always a distortion of it, and ifwe want to hold up our end of a

mutually informative and helpful interreligious dialogue with others, we must

first turn for help not to interreligious conversation itself but to the radical

claims of the Christian gospel about Jesus Christ. For it is not dialogue but he

who is the way, the truth, and the life— Christ himself, not the true

Christianity of any one church or group in the church, traditional or

contemporary, conservative or liberal, male or female, of any race or class or
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culture. Jesus Christ alone is the way, the truth, and the life— not the religious

and ethical insights of Jews, Muslims, Buddhists or Christians, or what they

may discover they have in common if they work at it hard enough. For there is

no other name by which we can be saved.

Now, of course, the name “Jesus Christ” is not a magic key that opens all

doors. We have just confessed that it can be used to justify the very arrogant

and intolerant exclusivism that is a denial of the gospel and cuts off

interreligious dialogue. Every church or group within the church can make

and often has made Jesus in its own image and used his name to serve its own

self-glorifying and self-serving version of the gospel and to discredit everyone

else.

But what would happen if we stopped using the gospel’s claim that Jesus is

the way, the truth, and the life to glorify and exalt us Christians or any

particular version of true Christianity? Suppose we hear it first of all as an

invitation to ask afresh who he is and what he says and does, not to

congratulate ourselves on what we are and what we have to say and do. And

suppose we looked for the answer in the church’s ancient confession of Christ

in the context of its confession of the triune God to whom scripture bears

witness, the one God whose works of creation, liberation, reconciliation,

redemption, and life renewal are never separated? I believe then we will be in a

position to discover an understanding of Christian faith and life that is

uniquely and faithfully Christian and at the same time open to a genuinely

productive and mutually corrective conversation with fellow Christians who

are different from us and with followers of other religious traditions— just

because we believe that Jesus Christ is the way, the truth and the life.

n. The Way, the Truth, and the Life

Who then is thisjesus whom Christians confess to be the way, the truth and

the life, in whose name alone salvation is found?

A. The Work of God the Creator

He is one in whom is revealed the will and work of the God who is the

Creator and Ruler ofheaven and earth; the Giver, Protector, and Defender of

the life, health, and well-being of all creatures everywhere; the God whom
Israel confessed before there were any Christians; the God who, according to

Calvin, ordained that there should be political leaders and civil governments

in the world to preserve freedom and justice in human society, defend the

weak, deliver the oppressed from their oppressors, and provide for the safety
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and promote the common good of all people .

6 To confess the unique

self-revelation of God in Jesus Christ, then, is to confess not just what God
has done, is doing, and promises to do for and among us Christians; it is to

recognize what the life-giving, life-preserving Creator of the world has been

doing, is doing, and intends to do also outside the Christian circle, among all

people everywhere, including those who do not know, confess, and voluntar-

ily serve Jesus Christ as their Lord.

B. The Work of God the Reconciler and Redeemer

Who is the one whom Christians confess to be the way, the truth, and the

life? According to the New Testament witness, he is the expression of God’s

love not just for Christian believers but for all humanity, the one in whom
God was at work to reconcile the whole world to himself. He came not just to

give his followers everything they wanted to be happy, successful, and secure

now and forever but to announce and usher in the worldwide reign of God’s

justice and compassion for everyone. He was the friend not just of law-abiding,

God-fearing insiders (they were his enemies) but of sinful, unbelieving or

different-believing outsiders. He believed that caring for suffering and needy

human beings was more important than conformity to the moral and

theological requirements of religious orthodoxy. He came not to condemn,

defeat, and lord it over those who rejected him but to give his life for them to

restore to them their own true humanity and to reconcile them to God and to

their fellow human beings. And God raised him from the dead and made him

to be the crucified and risen Lord over all principalities and authorities

everywhere, not just Lord over the church or Lord in the hearts of Christians

but the risen Lord who continues his healing, reconciling, liberating, saving

work everywhere in the world— even where he is not yet known, acknowl-

edged, and served; even before Christians get there to tell others about him.

C. The Work of God the Renewer of Life

Who is the one who is the way, the truth, and the life? He is the one who
was empowered by the Spirit of the God of Israel, the Spirit who from the

very beginning has been the origin of all life, beauty, truth, goodness, and

freedom, wherever they appear.? He is the one who said that the same

life-giving, life-renewing, community-creating Spirit who dwelt in him and

6 Institutes of the Christian Religion, 4.20.3, 9. Throughout this essay, references to the
Institutes are taken from Calvin: Institutes ofthe Christian Religion, ed. John T. McNeill, trans.

Ford Lewis Battles, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, i960).
? Ibid., 2.2.15-16.
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whom he promised to his followers is a Spirit who “blows where it will,” a

Spirit not trapped in or possessed by Christians and their church but loose in

the world to create not only new Christians but a whole new humanity.

8

In short, Jesus Christ is the way, the truth, and the life of the triune God
who is not only present and at work among and for the sake of Christians but

present and at work among and for the sake of all people everywhere— even

people of other religious faiths, people of no religious faith, and who knows,

maybe even fellow Christians for whom we have contempt because they are

too liberal, too conservative, or too pietistic in what they believe and too

tradition-bound or tradition-shattering in the way they live.

Where then shall we begin interreligious dialogue with people whose faith

and life are different from our own? I think Lesslie Newbigin has it right:

“We must begin with the great reality made known to us in Jesus Christ, that

God— the creator and sustainer of all that exists— is in his own triune being an

ocean of infinite love overflowing to all his works in all creation and to all

human beings. ”9

III. Consequences for Interreligious Dialogue

What are the implications of faith in such a Christ and, therefore, such a

triune God, for Christians’ encounter with people who are outside the

Christian circle altogether or outside their particular circle of Christians? I

want to mention two. The first has to do with Christian openness to mutually

informative and corrective conversation, the second with what evangelical

theologian Clark Pinnock calls “a strategy for truth-seeking encounters in

interreligious dialogue.” 10

A. Openness

In the first place, ifwe remember who Jesus and the triune God revealed in

him are, we cannot look at people of other faiths or different understandings

of the Christian faith as our enemies and the enemies of our God. We can

only recognize them as fellow human beings who, just like us, are created in

8 The Declaration of Faith of the Congregational Church in England and Wales (3.6)

says of the Holy Spirit: “Nor is his gracious presence confined to the Church. Even where
his relation to Christ is not understood, where his presence is undiscerned, where his very

existence is denied, there too God works perpetually in the Holy Spirit to enlarge the

possibilities of human life and to turn men from self-centered isolation towards himself,

their living God.”
9 Newbigin, Gospel

, 175.
10 Pinnock, Wideness, 1 3 8ff.
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the image of God; 11 people who, just like us, are loved and cared for by God;

people for whom just as for us, also Christ lives, died, and rose again; people

who are also promised the life-renewing Spirit of God. Moreover, ifwe know

that when we go to meet them, we do not go into foreign territory but into

territory where the living, triune God has already been at work before we get

there, we will expect and gladly welcome evidence that the grace and truth we

have come to know in Jesus Christ have reached into their lives too. We will

expect and be glad to hear them say things about their God and their faith that

sound remarkably similar to what we have to say about our God and our faith.

Without the slightest trace of reluctance or suspicion, we will thankfully

welcome such similarities as confirmation of our own faith in a gracious God
who is present and at work not only among us but everywhere in the world.

More than that, we will be prepared to discover among those whose faith and

life are different from ours depths of faith, personal integrity, gratitude for the

goodness of God, and self-giving love for others that put us Christians to

shame because we sometimes see in them more of the way, the truth, and the

life taught and demonstrated by Jesus than we see in our own lives and in the

Christian community. Those “outsiders” (whom Jesus called “the last”) may

sometimes teach us (who consider ourselves “the first”) what our own faith

looks like when it is actually practiced and remind us that we need to repent

and be born again just as much as they do. In other words, just when we are

committed to the way, the truth, and the life of the triune God revealed in

Jesus Christ, we shall enter into dialogue with people whose faith is different

from our own not only because of what we have to offer them but because of

what they have to offer us. As Pinnock puts it (quoting Max Warren, whose

language is still unfortunately sexist):

We remember that God has not left himself without witness in any nation

at any time. When we approach the man of a faith other than our own, it

11 See Calvin, Institutes 3.7.6: “We are not to consider that men merit of themselves but to

look upon the image of God in all men, to which we owe all honor and love. . . . Therefore,
whatever man you meet who needs your aid, you have no reason to refuse to help him. Say,

‘He is a stranger’; but the Lord has given him a mark that ought to be familiar to you, by
virtue of the fact that he forbids you to despise your own flesh. . . . Say, ‘He is contemptible
and worthless’; but the Lord shows him to be one to whom he has deigned to give the

beauty of his image. Say that you owe nothing for any service of his; but God, as it were, has

put him in his own place in order that you may recognize toward him the many and great

benefits with which God has bound you to himself. Say that he does not deserve even your
least effort for his sake; but the image of God, which recommends him to you, is worthy of
your giving yourself and all your possessions. Now if he has not only deserved no good at

your hand, but has also provoked you by unjust acts and curses, not even this is just reason
why you should cease to embrace him in love and to perform the duties of love on his

behalf.”
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will be in a spirit of expectancy to find how God has been speaking to him

and what new understanding of the grace and love of God we may ourselves

discover in this encounter. Our first task in approaching another people,

another culture, another religion is to take off our shoes, for the place we

are approaching is holy. Else we may find ourselves treading on men’s

dreams. More seriously, we may forget that God was here before our

arrival. 12

Now, all such talk about wide-open Christian readiness to be instructed and

corrected by conversation with people of other faiths (or different versions of

Christian faith) immediately raises Pinnock’s question about truth-seeking

encounters, and that leads me to a second implication of trinitarian Christian

faith for Christian participation in interreligious dialogue.

B. A Strategy for Truth-Seeking Encounters

How can we recognize the grace and truth of the triune God when we run

into it in interreligious conversation? By what norm can we distinguish

between what is true and false, what is faithful to the gospel and what

compromises it for the sake of a lowest-common-denominator religion that

ignores or glosses over real differences? My answer (not exactly the same as

Pinnock’s) is that the norm is the same commitment to Jesus Christ as the

way, the truth, and the life that leads us to dialogue in the first place.

Does that mean the arrogant claim that we Christians are right after all and

that we will only accept from others that which confirms what we already

know and believe? Is not such a claim the end of a real two-way dialogue in

which both sides have something to learn from each other? No; it means,

rather, that the grace and truth of the triune God we come to know in Christ

is the standard by which all religions, including our own
,
are judged, corrected,

and set free to know, love, and serve the one true God who is not the captive of

any religion. It means, in the words of the Confession of 1967 that “the

reconciling word of the gospel is God’s judgment upon all forms of religion,

including the Christian” (9.42). What Lesslie Newbigen says about the

relation between the Christian gospel and culture in general is applicable

here: “To affirm the unique decisiveness of God’s action in Jesus Christ is not

arrogance; it is the enduring bulwark against the arrogance of every culture

[or religion] to be itself the criterion by which others are judged . ”'3 The truth

12 Pinnock, Wideness, 141.
3 Newbigin, Gospel, 166.
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of the triune God revealed in Christ is not a weapon to use against those

whose faith and life are different from our own in order to prove our

superiority over them; it is the norm for truth-seeking encounters that enables

us to appreciate what is good and true in the practice of their religion and to

criticize what is not good and true in the practice of our own religion.

I want to give four examples of how this trinitarian norm for interreligious

dialogue works:

(1) We may gratefully recognize the presence and work of the God whom
Christians confess to be the world’s Creator and Preserver wherever and among

whomever (Christians or not) physical-material life is treated with respect and

used responsibly—including the physical-material life of animals as well as

human beings and that of life-giving land, plants, water, and air.

On the other hand, wherever and among whomever (including people who

call themselves Christians) there is indifference toward or contempt for the

physical-material life and health of any part of the created world; when its

natural resources are exploited and destroyed for the wealth, comfort, and

power of some at the expense of others— there is exposed lack of faith in,

indeed opposition to, the God our own faith tells us is the God who created

the world and called it good.

In our time it is important to add that wherever and among whomever

(including people who call themselves Christians) there is worship of any part

of the created world—where there is romantic worship of nature and natural

forces instead of their Creator; where human beings convince themselves that

they worship and serve God when they actually worship and serve only the

health and beauty of their own bodies, their male or female sexuality, or their

rationality and intelligence— there we see only blasphemy against the Creator

and worship of false gods.

(2) We may gratefully recognize the presence and work of the Creator in

whom Christians believe wherever and among whomever (including people

whose religion is different from our own) the dignity and value especially of

human life is respected and protected, both in personal relationships and in

public policy— every human life, female and male, of every race, class, and

culture; friends and enemies; those we consider worthy, deserving, and

productive and those we consider worthless, undeserving, and useless.

On the other hand, wherever and among whomever (even if they call

themselves Christians) there is indifference toward, or contempt for, any

human life, however sinful or threatening to our own personal or collective

self-interest— there the God Christians confess is absent or present only in
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judgment. For that God is the God who became a human being, for the sake

of all human beings, to make and keep all human life human . *4

(3) We may recognize the presence and work of the God whom Christians

believe was uniquely revealed in Jesus Christ wherever and among whomever

(including Jews, Muslims, Hindus, and followers of other religions) we see

religion and morality with characteristics such as these: those whom the rich

and powerful ignore or reject are befriended; those whom the liberal or

conservative pious and good exclude are invited in; love is offered without any

qualifications about what people must be or believe or do in order to be

eligible for it; justice is administered to reconcile, heal, help, and restore those

who have made themselves the enemies of God and human society, not to pay

back, get even, punish, and wipe out; religious faith and morality are

motivated by love for God and fellow human beings rather than by

self-serving desire to be rewarded for believing and doing the right things or

to escape punishment for not doing so. Whenever and among whomever

(whether they are Christians or not) we see that kind of faith and life, there

Christians gladly recognize the presence and work of the God they have come

to know in the life, death, and resurrection ofJesus Christ.

On the other hand, wherever and among whomever (even though they may

claim to be Christians) we do not see that kind of religion and morality— there

we must say that the God-in-Christ whom Christians confess is not yet known

at all, or has been forgotten or rejected.

(4) Finally, we may gratefully recognize the presence and work of the Spirit

of the triune God in whom Christians believe wherever and among whomever

(including non-Christians) people are being set free from everything that

enslaves and dehumanizes them. Where the Spirit of God is, there isfreedom,

freedomfrom the fears and animosities that set family members and people of

different genders, races, classes— and religions— against each other; freedom

from self-destructive addictions, whether to drugs or to narcissistic preoccu-

pation with one’s own health, happiness, and accumulation of power and

possessions in this life or eternal salvation in the next; freedom from the

paralyzing despair or apathetic resignation that comes with the conviction

that nothing can ever be different in one’s own life or in the world; freedom

for new beginnings in personal and social relationships and hope for what the

life-renewing Spirit of God can and will do in a world that was, is, and will be

the world of a just and compassionate God.

On the other hand, wherever and among whomever (including people who

congratulate themselves for being Christians) there is fearful, hopeless,

‘4 Paul Lehmann, Ethics in a Christian Context (New York: Harper and Row, 1963), 85.
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defensive, or (worst of all) pious acceptance of the way things are; where there

is resistance to every attempt to create a more just and compassionate human

community because of a cynical “hermeneutics of suspicion” that takes it for

granted that human relationships are always, only motivated by self-interested

power struggles; where there is the pious argument that God has ordained

some people to be healthy and some sick, some rich and some poor, some

superior and some inferior, some included and others excluded— there the

Spirit of the living God whom Christians confess is resisted or not believed in

at all. For where the life-renewing Spirit of God is at work, there people are

set free to move toward a new humanity in a new world.

IV. Conclusion

The purpose of serious dialogue between people of different religious

commitments is more than just to give each other the opportunity to share

religious experience and convictions. It is more than just to enable people to

understand each other better, be more tolerant of each other, and live

together in peace. It is to discern the truth about God and the will of God for

our lives. But the truth Christians seek to discern in such dialogue is not their

truth. It is God's truth, the truth of the triune God revealed in Jesus Christ. It

is truth that exposes, judges, condemns and corrects the limitations, fallibility,

and sinfulness of us Christians and our Christianity as well as that of other

people and their religion. More important than that, it is also truth about what

Pinnock calls the “boundless generosity” of the triune God who is present

and at work in the world for and among “them” as well as for and among

“us.” 1 ?

If we want to discern and be faithful to that truth, we will enter into

conversation with people whose faith is different from our own both outside

and inside the Christian community with honest recognition of the differ-

ences that separate us; with great modesty about our own piety, wisdom and

virtue; and with eager willingness to meet our own God in our conversations

with them. And we will do it with a “boundless generosity” of our own that is

the very best witness we could possibly make to our crucified and risen Lord

who is the way, the truth, and the life.

u Pinnock, Wideness, 178.
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DURING THE PAST FEW YEARS, fences have been much on my mind as I

have attempted to grow a garden and care for a yard at our home in

Ewing Township. We have green acres behind our property, a large area of

woods and fields that is home to abundant wildlife— rabbits, racoons, opos-

sums, groundhogs, deer. Of course, all of these creatures of God’s good

creation take special delight in the tender shoots of beans, peas, carrot tops,

and swiss chard. For the first few years of my gardening, I had no problem.

Just touch the handle of the back door and the animals would bolt for the

woods. It seems the previous owner had sat on the back stoop with a shotgun

to protect the predecessor garden. But soon the critters learned there was

nothing to fear and that family schedules meant hours with no one at home to

interrupt foraging activity. So I began to look to fences. Over the years, I’ve

tried chicken wire, electrified wire, black plastic (on the theory they have to

see it to want it), all to no effect. The animals insist that I share with them

whatever is most delicious.

But one needn’t go off campus to see fences. At the comer of Mercer and

Alexander, for example, is a beautiful wooden fence. It serves an important

purpose, preventing Dr. Deming’s preschool children from running into the

street after a loose ball. Or consider the several-story-high iron grillwork that

encloses the open side of the sunken courtyard between the Speer and Luce

libraries. This too is designed for a purpose— to help keep the books from

disappearing (not, I am assured, by student pilferers, but at the hands of

professional book thieves who prey upon great libraries such as ours). And

then there are the sedate fences that adorn the sidewalk edges of faculty lawns

along Mercer Street— in front of Professor Roberts’ home, for example.

These last fences have nice gates at the entry walkways of the homes, but they

don’t “enclose” anything. They’ve obviously been around a long, long time.

My guess is that they are primarily decorative, perhaps reflecting the styles or

preferences of long-ago Princeton.

Fences and Neighbors

by Katharine Doob Sakenfeld
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Fences to keep out, fences to keep in, fences to protect or to guard, fences

that are traditional more than functional, fences that are ineffective— our

physical surroundings are full of fences. And often we don’t even see them

until something happens to draw our attention to them.

But of course it isn’t only physical fences that play their role in the human

community. Our scripture readings address some of those invisible fences,

often stronger than physical fences, that make distinctions within the human

family.

Consider our lesson from the book of Numbers— hardly a familiar passage

to most churchgoers. The setting is the first anniversary of the Israelites’

departure from the oppression of Pharaoh’s Egypt. It is time to celebrate the

passover festival, in which the deliverance of Israel’s firstborn from death and

the deliverance of the entire community from bondage to freedom is to be

commemorated and celebrated. As the passage opens, the people are in-

structed to observe the passover “at its appointed time” and “according to all

its statutes and regulations.”

But a problem arises. Keeping the passover requires ritual purity. Some

members of the community report that they have come in contact with a dead

body and have not had time to fulfill the prescribed period of purification

before the passover observance. They are frustrated that they cannot join in

the celebration (lest the entire community become defiled). In response to

Moses’ inquiry, God prescribes that these persons may indeed observe the

passover; they must follow all the regulations (which are summarized in some

detail), but they are to hold their observance exactly one month later, by

which time they will be ritually pure.

God’s instruction does not conclude, however, with this response to the

people’s inquiry. Further guidance, legislation that, some scholars would

argue, may have accrued over centuries of subsequent Israelite reflection on

this central ritual, is offered to the community. Israelites who have been away

on a journey may also celebrate at the later date. Israelites who have no other

excuse must all celebrate at the regular annual date or risk severe sanctions.

But still God’s instruction is not done. Hear again verse 14: “Any alien

residing among you who wishes to keep the passover to the Lord shall do so

according to the statute of the passover and according to its regulation; you

shall have one statute for both the resident alien and the native.” We have

moved far from corpses and journeys. Why these instructions about the

passover?

From beginning to end of the biblical period, Israel and the successor

Jewish community never lived alone in the land. Many biblical narratives and
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dozens of legal texts bear witness to the reality of the “aliens residing” in the

midst of this self-identified Israelite community. These non-Israelites, called

“sojourners” in some translations, were physically neighbors to the Israelites

of their community, yet the clear knowledge of everyone as to who were

Israelites and who were not constituted a permanent fence between these two

communities. And it is to this situation that God’s instruction is addressed.

What about non-Israelites, outsiders, at the time of passover?

At first glance, the instruction appears to be helpfully informative to the

resident alien. If you want to participate in this most holy Israelite ritual, you

must meet the full standards for its observance. We can imagine that this

insistence goes beyond the technical matters of not breaking a bone of the

lamb or not leaving any of it over till morning. The non-Israelite who wishes

to join in the ceremony must also, somehow, be able to affirm that “the Lord

brought even me out from the land of Egypt,” that is, in some way to affirm in

the words of the Shema, “the Lord is our God, the Lord alone.” Okay,

outsiders, be sure you meet the mark!

But on second look, we recall that God’s instruction is addressed not to the

resident-alien neighbors of Israel but to Israel itself. What is at stake for the

insider community here? From the insiders’ perspective, we can imagine that

many in the Israelite community wanted to keep this most sacred rite of their

relationship to God just for themselves. We can almost hear their voices:

“Who wants to join us? Those people, those outsiders, those neighbors we

really wish weren’t there, at our festival? Of course not!” To this exclusionary

self-fencing of the community, and of its ritual, God says, No. The non-

Israelite may participate.

And again we may imagine that a cry from the insiders goes up, “Well at

least hold them to some higher standard— let them know the tradition better

than we ourselves, give them an extensive theological examination, like an

ordination exam perhaps; or hold them to some higher ethical requirements—
after all, they are outsiders.” To which God says, No. “You shall have one

statute for both the resident alien and the native.” The fence of your

biological bloodline shall not be a basis for division in the celebration of the

passover.

What then of us, here today, at the beginning of a new year, gathered for

the central ritual of our faith community? Where are our fences? What do we

hope to protect?

I suspect that even members of the junior class, who have been here only a

week, have already heard quite a bit about the fences within the Princeton

Seminary community. There are the ones based on physical appearance,
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separating persons of different race or ethnicity or gender. There are fences

based on nationality, regions of the world, or language, which overlap race

and ethnicity but really form another set of fences. There are fences between

students, faculty, and staff (again structurally visible). There are fences

between folks of various theological stripes, self-named or named by others.

There are fences of separation on each ethical issue confronting the contem-

porary church. There are fences based on personal style (party animals and

bookworms) or on preferences in hymns, and you can probably add to this

litany.

Our little neighborhood is full of crisscrossing fences. It is probably

difficult to find a single neighbor who can be “classified” (dare we admit to

the term?) as on our own side of the fence in every possible category. But, just

as with physical fences, we mostly notice the fences that bother us, the fences

that seem to shut us out. Of those we say with Robert Frost, “Something there

is that doesn’t like a wall.” Those other fences, the ones that serve to protect

us, to keep us safe, we often tend not to see, or when we do notice them, we

say with a sense of satisfaction (again with Frost, in the same poem), “Good

fences make good neighbors.”

We cannot easily agree on which fences to preserve and which to seek to

tear down. Theological, ethical, personal, and artistic disagreements have

existed within the Christian community from the start, and they will crop up

over and over again in new forms. This side of the second coming, they appear

to be a permanent fixture in our Christian life. The question before us, as we

gather at this table, is how in God’s name and for Christ’s sake we are going to

live with these fences. As we face this question, our Numbers text, that

unlikely ancient word ofJewish ritual regulation, offers at least two sugges-

tions.

First, there is one standardfor all as we come to this table. The global church

struggles mightily with what this may mean in its ongoing life. Even within

this seminary community there are those whose communions officially forbid

or informally discourage their participation in this Reformed version of the

sacrament and whose clergy are officially instructed not to welcome most of

us should we appear to receive the sacrament at their services. “Closed”

communion remains a way of fencing this table in many traditions.

By contrast, consider the words of invitation to the sacrament in which we
will soon partake, as they appear in the current PC(USA) order for worship:

“This is the Lord’s table. Our Savior invites those who trust him to share the

feast which he has prepared.”

The invitation is to those who trust in Jesus. No particular theory of the
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atonement is specified. No trinitarian heresies to which one or another of us

might be subject are mentioned. No one name for God is required or

forbidden.

The invitation is to those who trust in Jesus. No position on war or abortion

or human sexuality or physician-assisted suicide or the work of the World

Council of Churches is mentioned or required.

The invitation is to those who trust in Jesus. No position on the authorship

of the Pentateuch or of the so-called deutero-Pauline episdes is prerequisite

to participation in this sacrament.

Of course, all those issues are real and important and call for our best efforts

to seek truth with God’s guidance. But the fences that divide our community

over such issues do not count at this table. The single standard set by the

invitation to the table is trust in Jesus Christ.

The regulation in our Numbers text also suggests a second, and perhaps

more difficult, lesson for us as we gather at this table. The insider is not to cast

aspersions on the readiness ofthe outsider to pa?ticipate. And here we must attend

to our New Testament lesson. Recall the background of our reading from

Acts. Instructed by the Spirit through a vision, the apostle Peter has accepted

the invitation of a Gentile (that is, an outsider) named Cornelius to tell the

gospel story to Cornelius’ household. Our reading begins with the words of

Peter’s testimony. After Peter gives his summation of the good news ofJesus

who died and was raised so that “everyone who believes in him receives

forgiveness of sins through his name,” the Holy Spirit falls upon the listening

Gentiles.

Then, the narrator reports, “The circumcised believers who had come with

Peter were astounded that the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured out

even on the Gentiles.” They were astounded. The opening words of Peter’s

speech, explaining that “God shows no partiality,” are nearly incomprehen-

sible to the circumcised (Jewish) believers.

Here the theme of the Numbers text is played again in a new key. Not only

is it the case that God shows no partiality; now we hear narrated how difficult

it was even for the earliest followers ofJesus as “insider” Jews to accept this

truth.

I suspect it is all too easy for us to distance ourselves from their difficulty.

After all, we know the story so well—we know that those who wanted to

include the Gentiles won out, and we, after all, are Gentiles. Thus, we know

that God shows no partiality. We easily side with Peter and smile at the

misguided astonishment of the Jewish Christians. In those reactions, we are

heirs to centuries of Christian negative portrayal of the Jewish community.
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And we display our usual tendency to identify with the “winners” in any story,

with the ones whom God declares right. But as I try to identify not with the

outsider Cornelius or his predecessor resident aliens but with the insider

circumcised Jews of this story and of our Numbers text, I at least am led to

examine my heart more closely.

It is so seductively easy to sit in this chapel as the communion trays are

being passed, and look around to identify those on the other side of whatever

fence I care about this week. There sits so-and-so, who disagrees with me

about. . . How can that person possibly not understand. . . Can the Spirit of

God really be in so-and-so? That person’s view on X betrays what I think the

good news ofJesus Christ is all about. For me at least, and perhaps for some of

you, such thoughts threaten to divide me from my neighbors just when I

ought to be uniting with them in this service. I am unready or unable to be

astounded that the Spirit has come upon those other folk across the fence.

And yet, our Savior does still invite all those who trust in him to join in this

feast. We are invited in all of our weaknesses, in our repentance, yes even in

our sin and frailty at the very moment of participation. And it just may be that,

in receiving this bread and this cup, we will be released from our bondage to

our fences.

For in this sacrament, we partake of the very body of Christ. Thus, we are

bound first of all to Jesus Christ; we are drawn into union with him in whom
there is no east or west, no south or north. And, in being united with Christ,

we are bound at the same moment and inextricably with the body of Christ

that is Christ’s church, the communion of saints not just in some global or

historic sense but most immediately with those members of Christ’s body who
are in this room, on this campus, in our most immediate circles of contact.

In that uniting, we are called to attend to those “other” folk across whatever

fence, not to ignore them as if they did not exist. We are called to grow in

openness and respect, to set aside our active hostility or the grudging

character of our tolerance for difference. We are called to be astounded by the

possibility that the Spirit is alive in those persons on the other side of that

fence.

Nearly everything about our fallen human experience says that so to grow

and so to live is impossible. Nonetheless, we are called to regard one another

no longer from a human point of view but from the viewpoint ofJesus Christ,

who reached out to embrace one unlikely neighbor after another after another

until, his arms stretched wide upon the cross, he embraced the whole world.

In the power of that same Jesus Christ, now risen from the dead and praying

for us, let us eat, and drink, and be astounded. Amen.
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WHEN I WAS A LITTLE GIRL, my family used to come and spend several

weeks in Montreat every summer. We had a house here—way up on

Mississippi Road Extension, which seemed in those days like a kazillion miles

from the center of things— and my three brothers and I used to love our

carefree days spent playing in mountain streams, going to clubs, making up

plays to entertain our parents and relatives, and—when boredom set in—
pestering the people in the post office many times each day as to whether or

not there was any general delivery mail for our family.

One summer, when I was about six or seven, I remember camping out at the

post office even more than usual. For I was awaiting a package. I had saved my
allowance money for weeks until, as I recall, I finally had $3.12, and then I had

ordered from Sears Roebuck and Company a miniature tea set.

Now, in those days, tea sets were tea sets. No plastic plates and cups

here— these were made of real china, with tiny little flowers painted on the

miniature tea pot, the tiny cups and saucers, and the small dinner plates.

There was service for four, enough for me and my three favorite dolls to

entertain ourselves on the back porch of our house for hours upon end.

And when that cherished package finally arrived, that is exactly what we did.

I would turn a box upside down to serve as a miniature table, cover it with a

towel for a makeshift table cloth, position my doll friends all around it, and,

with great ceremony, serve them tea and all the delicacies the surrounding

woods could provide: red berries, tiny green leaves, yellow and purple

wildflowers, a little mica for garnish— it made for a very pretty plate.

But the greatest joy, as I recall it, was that I got to play the adult role at this

table. Instead of being the child, I was the parent at this table. Instead of being

the one cared for, I was the caregiver. Instead of being served, I had the

privilege of serving others. And I practiced the kind of serving I imagined that

I— a girl growing up in the 1950s—would be doing for the rest of my life, by

imitating those who had served me so well and fed me at table for all of my
seven years.

In our scripture passage from John’s Gospel that we read this morning,
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Jesus gives the disciples serving lessons. The disciples have gathered for what

becomes their farewell meal with Jesus, and Jesus, their teacher and Lord,

startles them by taking off his outer garment, wrapping a towel around his

waist, and— in the role of a slave— going from one to the other washing their

dusty, dirty feet.

When he has finished this act and has rejoined them at table, he says to

them, Now, you go out and do likewise. Imitate me, by serving one another.

“For truly, I tell you, servants are not greater than their master, nor are

messengers greater than the one who sent them. Ifyou know these things, you

are blessed ifyou do them.”

The disciples, as usual, are resistant to this instruction. Peter is the first to

protest, for he doesn’t like being put in the position of being served and

having to receive from the one whom he calls Messiah and Lord. “Lord,” he

says, “are you going to wash my feet?” Shouldn’t this thing be the other way

around? With me serving you?

But Jesus’ response is firm: “Unless I wash you, you have no part in me.”

Unless you share in my cleansing, my washing (an act the church has

sometimes likened to baptism)— unless you let me wash you and unless you

receive this act as a gift of grace from me, your servant— then you have no part

in me. So, of course, Peter goes overboard and says, “Well, then, how about

giving me a bath?”

But the biggest resistance at this last meal comes not from Peter but from

Judas. For after Jesus tells the disciples in no uncertain terms that servants are

not greater than their masters and that they, his disciples, are to go out and

serve others just as he has served them by washing their feet— after he gives

these serving lessons—we read that Satan entered into Judas. And Judas, after

receiving a piece of bread from his servant Lord (a factJohn reminds us of not

once but three times), chooses to serve not Jesus but another master. And he

goes out, and he sells Jesus for thirty pieces of silver.

Serving lessons. The church has not always received them well. Our Lord

has called us to serve others as Christ has served us, but there have been times

when, instead of serving, we Christians have humiliated others, excluded

others, even persecuted others— and have even done so in Jesus’ name.

I remember as a child in the fifties (a little younger than I was when I

ordered that tea set), driving away from a large church in Georgia on a hot

summer’s Sunday morning with my mother weeping in the front seat.

“What’s wrong?” I asked. “What’s wrong?” “Oh,” she mourned, her face

ravaged with a pain I did not fully understand, “some people came to worship

God this morning, and the elders in this church refused to let them come in.”
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“Why?” I asked, absolutely perplexed that anyone would be refused admit-

tance at a worship service. “Why wouldn’t they let them in?” “Because,” said

my mother, using the language of the times, “they are Negroes. And the

pastor and elders of this church believe it is God’s will that Negroes and white

people shouldn’t mix.”

The church has not always received well the serving lessons Jesus has given.

A friend of mine tells about her sister Jane, who, as a divorced mother of

two, struggling to make her way in the world as best she could, became active

in a church in the community where she lived. Eventually, she became an

adviser to the senior-high-youth group, which her two teenage daughters

attended. One evening, the program for the youth was on divorce. One of the

pastors of the church presented the program, declaring that divorce was

never, under any circumstances, a viable alternative for Christians and that

those who were divorced were living outside God’s will. That night, my friend

recounts, her sister and her two daughters returned to their home, looked at

one another sadly, and said, “I don’t believe we’re wanted at this church.”

“They left the church,” my friend said with tears in her eyes. “They left the

church. And as far as I know, my sister never was active in the church again

before she died prematurely of cancer several years ago.”

The church has not always received well the serving lessons Jesus has given.

When I graduated from college over twenty years ago, I went to be the

director of youth ministry at a church in South Carolina. One of the young

people in my youth group was an irrepressible and wonderfully lovable

seventh grader named Tom. Tom loved Jesus. Tom loved people. Tom loved

the church. Tom often told me he wanted to be a minister when he grew up,

and I encouraged him in that direction. I thought he would make a fine

minister.

While he was in college, Tom finally came to terms with what he had

known for a long time— that he was gay. Instead of pursuing a calling in

ministry, he pursued a career in hotel management.

Several years ago, when I was in Atlanta for a conference, Tom and his life

partner of many years, John, invited me to their home for dinner. The talk

eventually wound its way around to church, and I asked Tom about his

involvement. “I still love God,” he said. “I still love Jesus. And I’d like to

worship in church. But I’ve had a hard time finding a place where I—where

we—would be welcomed. I hope you understand. It’s not that I don’t want to

be there. It’s just that I really don’t want to barge in where I’m not wanted.”

The church has not always received well the serving lessons Jesus has given.

Early in my ministry, I decided to preach a sermon series on the church and
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prepared what I thought was a fairly good sermon for my congregation,

calling the church to welcome and embrace all people as Jesus did. I, the

open-minded seminary graduate, went into the pulpit that day with a righ-

teous zeal to preach the whole, inclusive gospel of Christ to my flock.

But something happened that day in the service that I had not anticipated. A
guest in our congregation— a man who, I had heard, had a history of mental

illness stemming from an injury he had sustained while in Vietnam— began

laughing out loud at inappropriate places in the service. As I read the

scripture, he— seated on the front pew, directly in front ofme—would, from

time to time, burst into laughter. And as I launched into my sermon, the

inappropriate laughter continued. After it happened several times, I was so

unnerved by it that I stopped my sermon and told him that if he did not stop,

he would have to leave, for he was disrupting worship. And when laughter

next erupted from his lips, I asked him to leave— and watched as he walked to

the back door, his head hung low.

I still remember the horror of having to continue that sermon after he left,

of standing in that pulpit and carrying on with my prepared text— about the

church being a place ofwelcome for all people when I knew in the core ofmy
being that I, in the name of Presbyterian decency and decorum, had denied it

by my actions. I had denied a place at the table to one whom Jesus would have

gladly welcomed and given an honored place. I had sent to sit on the steps as a

servant one whose feet Jesus would gladly have washed.

Serving lessons. The ones Jesus gives are more difficult to imitate than the

ones I tried to imitate at tea with dolls on lazy Montreat summer afternoons.

For we deal not with dolls but with real, live people who frighten us by their

difference, who don’t always live their lives as we think good folk should, and

who can disrupt our orderly patterns for worshiping and living together. And

all too often, we can find ourselves responding— not in a mode of service but

in the mode Jesus himself shunned—by using our own position to lord it over

the very ones Jesus wants us to serve. We fail. Oh, how we fail.

But Jesus, it seems, does not give up easily on us— any more than he gave up

on those disciples. He comes to us at table, just as he came to those disciples

who gathered to share a meal with him: washing our feet, even though we, like

Peter, know our unworthiness and beg him to wash all of us; stooping to serve

us, even though he knows that we, like Judas, will betray him; and issuing his

insistent call that we imitate his service. “For I have set you an example, that

you also should do as I have done to you. Very truly, I tell you, servants are not

greater than their master, nor are messengers greater than the one who sent

them. Ifyou know these things, blessed are you if you do them.”
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He is persistent, this Lord of ours. Persistently loving. Persistently giving.

Persistently forgiving. Persistently challenging. And I can’t help but won-

der— in light of the passage we read this morning from Revelation— if part of

that persistence isn’t due to the fact that, by taking a towel and serving us,

Jesus is not only preparing those disciples and us for “blessed” living here and

now. Jesus is also preparing us for “blessed” living throughout all eternity.

The scene in Revelation 5 suggests as much. There in heaven, the saints and

angels and all living creatures have gathered in expectation of one who will be

deemed worthy to open the scroll that reveals the destiny of history. They

expect that that one will be a conquering lion from the tribe of Judah. But

instead— surprise!— the one who alone is deemed worthy to open the scroll is

a lamb— a broken and bleeding “lambkin” (a better translation of the Greek),

“standing as if it had been slaughtered.”

What is the response of all the heavenly host to this Lamb’s appearing?

Does Revelation picture them spending all eternity lounging on beds of ease

and relaxing in the knowledge that the Lamb is in control? No; their response

is to spend their days praising and giving glory to the Lamb, serving this

broken and ascended one. They, who on earth worshiped the Lamb through

their service, now spend eternity serving the Lamb through their worship.

Could it be that what we so easily divide— doing worship, doing justice— is,

when viewed from an eternal perspective, not really divisible at all but one and

the same entity? Perhaps Jesus meant it quite literally when he said, “When
you do it to the least of these, you do it to me.” When you serve others, you

worship me. The serving lessons we practice here on earth prepare us for an

eternity of serving the Lamb through our worship in heaven.

Sometimes, on a long summer’s afternoon I would lose track of time on my
back porch and play there at my tea table after the twilight had come and the

fireflies were flickering. There was no light on the porch, and often night

came early, as the thick foliage of Montreat shrouded my little room from the

setting sun.

But adjacent to the porch was a large open room filled with light— a room

where my mother and grandmother were busy preparing the evening meal, a

room where one brother set the table for supper while another made iced tea,

a room where music was softly playing on a portable radio, where beans were

being snapped or tomatoes sliced, and where there was the smell of chicken

frying. A room where service looked like joy and where that which I practiced

was modeled for me. A room to which I knew it was only a matter of time

before I, too, would be called to serve.

Sometimes I think that sitting here at the Lord’s table is a little like sitting
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on the porch, gazing into the light and warmth of that heavenly place with

many rooms where joyous service will one day be ours for all eternity. There

are saints busding about there:

Saints like Flora Miller, an eighty-something member of a white congrega-

tion in a small town in Georgia in the late 1950s who, when the elders of her

church called a congregational meeting in response to the so-called Negro

crisis and read aloud their policy ofwelcoming any who came to worship with

their congregation “so long as there was room”— emphasizing over and over

again the “so long as there was room” part— rose in her seat and said, “Mr.

Moderator. I just have one thing to say. If there is not room, they can certainly

have my seat and my pew.”

Saints like Sam Goodwin, a dairy farmer and lifelong member of one of the

first congregations that I served, who taught me much about care for the

mentally disabled through his loving care of the family who lived across the

street from the church: an elderly widow with two grown, mentally and

physically disabled sons. It was Sam who made sure that Taylor, the oldest

son, got to ride with him on his tractor in the fields (and Taylor loved tractors

more than anything else on earth). It was Sam who made sure Taylor got to

come to church and who saw to it that Taylor helped collect the offering. And

it was Sam who also showed up on my doorstep the Friday after the Sunday on

which the hunger offering had been collected in our congregation with a

fistful of money to be added to it. “Why Sam,” I said in surprise, “where did

you get this money?” “I collected it,” he replied. “I went and visited

everybody who wasn’t in church last Sunday and gave them an opportunity to

contribute.” “But why?” I asked. “Whatever possessed you to do that?”

“Well,” he replied, “I collect money for projects of the Lions Club. I collect

money for projects of the Ruritan Club. Now you tell me. Can you think of

any cause more worthy than feeding God’s hungry children?”

And saints like my grandmother Sarah, who was never very good at pouring

tea (or doing much of anything in the kitchen for that matter) but who was

wonderful at visiting the sick, providing hospitality to strangers, and loving

grandchildren. And who, in her early twenties, insisted on going alone as a

single-woman to answer Christ’s call to service in a girls’ school in Japan,

despite her father’s very accurate prediction that if she went, she would never

again see him alive on this earth.

Dear friends, we come today to this (communion) table, for serving lessons.

Our Lord, who is our host here, models that service for us— by washing our

feet, by offering his own body and blood for our pardon, and by ruling

eternally— not as the Lion ofJudah as expected but as a bruised and bleeding
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Lamb who, for our sakes, was slain. We come not alone but surrounded by a

great company of faithful servants who, having faithfully worshiped Christ

through their service here on earth, now serve him through their worship

eternally. And we come to hear both the challenge and the promise our Lord

gives to us who would follow: “Ifyou know these things, you are blessed ifyou

do them.”

To the one seated on the throne and to the Lamb be all blessing and honor,

glory and power, now and forever. Amen.
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Text: Luke 8:26-39

THE STORY OF THE healing of the Gerasene demoniac is one of the

strangest in the entire gospel tradition. Recounted with some variations

by Matthew, Mark, and Luke, the episode may strike us at first as so bizarre

and eerie as almost to sound like an incident from a Stephen King novel. The

evangelists tell the story, however, not to entertain us or to give us a thrill but

to proclaim the gospel and to portray the mission of the church in a violent

world.

The story is especially timely, I think, because there is so much uncertainty

and handwringing today about the future of the church and its mission in the

world. Along with our sisters and brothers in other so-called mainline

denominations, we in the Presbyterian Church are longing for new vision and

seeking faith renewal to continue our witness to Christ and our mission in his

name into the twenty-first century. Our decline as a denomination in num-

bers and influence is common knowledge, and the diagnosis ofwhat ails us has

become a small industry. According to some, we are suffering from a

withering of spirituality. According to others, our crisis is rooted in our loss of

biblical and confessional identity. Still others contend that the fundamental

problem is our deadly accommodation both as individual Christians and as a

faith community to the materialism and relativism of modernity.

No doubt, there is truth in each of these diagnoses of our condition. But let

me suggest that a lasting renewal of the church in our time depends on a

rediscovery of a sense of mission, of being part of the divine purpose, of

participating through our worship and life and witness in the missionary

activity of God in the world.

If we are serious about Christian mission today, we would do well to listen

again to the story our text tells. As he enters into the land of the Gerasenes—

a

region we are told lies on the opposite side of the Sea of Galilee—Jesus is

confronted by a wild man. All of the evangelists describe this strange and

pathetic figure as demon possessed. Ifwe collect the details from their various

accounts, we learn that the wild man lives by himself in the hill country

beyond the city limits, sleeps in caves used as burial places, runs around naked,

Mission in a Violent

World
by Daniel L. Migliore
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howls and screams day and night, and cuts himself with stones. On numerous

occasions he is captured and bound in chains, but he repeatedly breaks his

chains and flees into the wilderness again.

Abused, abandoned, and filled with explosive anger, the wild man has

nowhere to turn for help. He has fallen, as the current expression has it,

through the safety net of his society. The Gerasenes do not want to hear his

cries that would only remind them of the precarious cohesion of their social

order that his misery represents.

When they first meet, the wild man half begs, half threatens Jesus to leave

him alone. Unintimidated, Jesus commands the evil spirits to leave the man.

In response, the spirits first try to frighten Jesus off by describing themselves

as legion— a mighty army of thousands. When that doesn’t work, they ask to

be allowed to enter a herd of swine nearby. Jesus agrees, and the swine quickly

rush down the hillside and are drowned in the sea. When the people of the

region see what has happened, they are afraid and ask Jesus to go away. In the

final scene of the story, the healed demoniac begs Jesus to be allowed to follow

him, but Jesus instructs him to remain in his land to tell everyone what God
has done for him.

What are we to make of this strange story? To begin with, what we should

not make of it is something less strange and offensive than it is. We should, in

other words, resist our inclination to dismiss the story as primitive and naive.

The purpose of the text is to disclose something hidden to us, to proclaim the

good news of God’s renewal of life in Jesus Christ, to describe the disturbing

mission of Christ and his followers in a violent world. What is that gospel, and

what is that mission?

I ask you to note first that, according to this story, the mission ofJesus takes

place in a world saturated with violence. The context of Christian mission is a

world of destructive forces, and their most prominent expression is violence—
violence to the body, violence to the soul, violence to life in community. The

world into which the gospel enters is not a Leibnizian “best of all possible

worlds” but, rather, a world in which screams are heard.

In his autobiography, Whittaker Chambers recounts a conversation he had

with a Russian woman whose father had once been extremely pro-Stalinist but

had become deeply disillusioned with Stalin’s regime. Asked what brought

about her father’s conversion, the woman said simply, “One night he heard

screams.”

In the land of the Gerasenes, too, there are screams in the night. No doubt,

the demoniac is mean and dangerous. Yet as we ponder the story, we begin to

wonder whether the wild man is a perpetrator or a victim of violence. The
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Gerasenes do not hesitate to match the violence of the wild man with violence

of their own. As a result, the Gerasene world is entangled in a web of violence

and counterviolence, of threats and screams and self-destructive acts on the

one hand and vigilante groups and mob violence on the other.

It is a sobering picture, isn’t it? All the more so because it could almost be a

description of our own world. Somehow, the story of people driven by violent

forces, or of people reacting violently to others they think are possessed by

demons, does not seem all that preposterous in our century of genocidal wars

and wanton acts of terror: Auschwitz, Rwanda, and Bosnia are a few of the

names of times and places of horrible violence now seared in our memory, but

the names are in fact legion. Somehow, the talk of demons of rage, bitterness,

and revenge inhabiting human beings, of groups and societies looking for

some scapegoat whose ritual exile or sacrifice might reestablish social har-

mony, could, with a little editing, just as easily be reports from our morning

newspaper about events in New York or Oklahoma City or Tokyo.

If talk of Christian mission today is not to be an exercise in fantasy, it will

have to recognize, with the unflinching realism of this missionary text, that

there are terribly violent and destructive forces in our world, that they are

both around us and in us. The context of mission is a world of violence that

scars our personal lives, our families, our congregations, our cities, our world.

But we must not linger on this point too long. Even the tough-minded can

quickly become depressed by the scale of violence manifest in our world.

Recognition of the presence and power of vicious circles of violence in our

lives is crucial, but by itself it leads not to hope and mission but to a kind of

dejection, sullenness, even despair— a sickness unto death. So we must move

quickly to a second affirmation about mission that is etched in our story of the

Gerasene demoniac. While the mission of the church will honestly recognize

the reality of the demons of violence in us and around us, Christian mission

arisesfrom the joyful confidence that the power of God in Jesus Christ is victorious

over the many terrifying forces of this world. That’s the good news, and the

church is called to engage in mission in this confidence.

The victory of God’s grace in Jesus Christ over sin and sickness and death

and all destructive forces comes about through a different kind of power— not

the power of coercion, not the power of manipulation and compulsion, not

the power that refuses to let another act or even speak for him- or herself. All

these forms of power characterize the power of evil. The Gerasenes know

only how to fight potential violence with preemptive violence. But the power

manifest in Jesus is life-giving power. The power ofjesus brings the demoniac

to health and gives him his own voice.
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Some defenders of animal rights will take offense at the apparendy senseless

destruction of the swine in this story. While this is a difficult feature of our

text, I do not think we should allow it to obscure the fundamental theological

intent of the story. Given Jewish dietary laws, the flight of the demons into the

swine, followed by the herd’s frantic plunge over a cliff and into the waters, no

doubt had for the evangelist and his original hearers an almost humorous

dimension. The real point is that the evil forces are not overcome by superior

firepower. They simply flee from Jesus’ holiness and goodness and disappear

into the abyss where they belong.

Still, we have to admit that the description of God’s power in this text does

not convey the whole of the gospel. The rout of the destructive forces is

described in terms that are a little too easy; we will have to be reminded by the

rest of the gospel narrative that the victory of God’s grace is not cheap but

quite costly— costly to Jesus, costly to God. What our passage does not tell us,

but what we know from the gospel narrative as a whole, is that in the end it

will not be some swine, or some other arbitrarily chosen scapegoat, that will

bear the evil forces away. Instead, this Son of the most High God will himself

freely bear in his own body all the fury of the evil forces that destroy our

personal and corporate life. On the far side of the Sea of Galilee, a victorious

skirmish with evil forces takes place. The decisive victory, however, occurs

not in the country of the Gerasenes but on a hill called Golgotha and in an

empty tomb on Easter morning. Only then will the unshakeable confidence

arise that motivates all Christian mission: that the redeeming, forgiving,

noncoercive love of God in Jesus is incomparably superior to the destructive

forces at work in the world. As faithful participation in the way of the cross

and resurrection of Jesus, Christian mission in a violent world will be costly

but confident.

Mission in the name ofJesus has a context, and it has a confidence. It also

makes a difference. Mission matters. Our text affirms that the mission ofJesus in

which the church participates brings about real beginnings oftransformed human life.

This transformation, the story proclaims, is not a mere possibility, a vague

promise, a far-off hope, but a reality commencing here and now. The

scattered and hopeless life of the wild man of the Gerasenes is dramatically

transformed byjesus.

Look at the differences between this person before and after he meets Jesus.

Before, he was driven by wild and dangerous forces; after meeting Jesus, he is

calm and in control of himself. Before, he ran about naked; now, he is fully

clothed. Before, he was a victim of a hostile world around him and enslaved to
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his rage and bitterness; now, he is free to make his own decisions and to

determine the direction of his life. Before, he was filled with self-hatred and

tried to injure himself with stones; now, he has a new self-respect and a new

sense of vocation. Before, he had no reason to continue living; now, he lives

for the purpose of serving Jesus and proclaiming the good news of God’s

transforming love.

This story was no doubt told by the New Testament community and

should also be understood by us as, in a way, the story of every Christian life.

It is the story of our transformation and liberation by the love of God in

Christ; the story of our movement from bondage to freedom, from self-doubt

and self-hatred to confidence in God’s goodness and love and the new

self-respect that is based on that confidence; the story of our journey from

irrationality to reason, from death to life, from life in isolation to life in

friendship with God and with our neighbors. God in Jesus Christ reconciles

us to God, to others, and to ourselves, and thus brings about the real

transformation of human life. And that’s good news for us and for the world

caught in destructive circles of violence.

But there is still one more affirmation about mission contained in our story.

Mission not only has its context in a violent world; it not only has its

confidence in the noncoercive love of Jesus Christ; it not only makes a real

difference in human life; mission also creates a new humanity
,
a new community of

God that notably includes those once despised and excluded. The mission of God in

Jesus Christ is inclusive, sometimes disturbingly, sometimes shockingly,

inclusive. Since the land of the Gerasenes is Gentile territory, the story of

Jesus’ healing of the wild man anticipates the extension of God’s grace to the

Gentiles. The formation of a community that crosses the boundary between

Jew and Gentile is in itself a great miracle of grace.

But according to our story, God’s new community will be still more

shockingly inclusive, more astonishingly boundary-crossing. It will include

not only the so-called normal but also the so-called abnormal, not only the

familiar but also the strange, the different, the alien, the marginalized. For

only in this way, only when a truly inclusive community of all of God’s

children is created by the reconciling love of God, will the reign of terror

finally stop.

What a strange message and what an awesome mission in a fragmented

world where violence rules. But this is the gospel. Not only the apostle Paul

but also the evangelist Luke reminds us repeatedly that God in Jesus Christ is

creating a community ofJew and Gentile, men and women, young and old,
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rich and poor. The good news is that by the grace of God so many strange,

different, often mutually hostile and mutually estranged people are gathered

into one new humanity. Good news!

Or is it? Our text says the Gerasenes were “seized with fear”— the text says

it twice so that we don’t miss it— and they asked Jesus to go away. It is this

aspect of the story that may, after all, be most pointedly the word of God for

us today.

Why were the Gerasenes afraid? That is surely the greatest mystery of this

story. Were they afraid that Jesus might be a sorcerer more dangerous than

the demons that he had cast out? That Jesus had been the occasion of the loss

ofvaluable property, and they wanted to prevent further loss? Perhaps there is

some truth in these answers. But the most likely explanation is that they were

afraid for much the same reason that the good news frightens us. They were

frightened, as are we, as our society is frightened, as our churches are

frightened, because the inbreaking of God’s new world in the words and deeds

of Jesus brings with it a community so unique, so unprecedented, that it

includes the likes of this demoniac. How fearful that must have been to the

Gerasenes, and how fearful it is to us. This person for whom the Gerasenes

had shown only contempt, this despised and abused person who had no voice

or dignity of his own, now speaks in his own voice and stands among them

with dignity. Indeed, he now not only speaks for himself but speaks the word

of God as he tells all within hearing how much Jesus has done for him.

No wonder the Gerasenes are frightened. Their social world is threatened;

their understanding of the divinely ordained order of things is shaken. The

structures that determine who is in and who is out, who is to be included and

who excluded, have been radically called into question. After all, what will

happen to decency and order if the contemptible become prophets? What will

happen to religion if demoniacs proclaim the word of God? How will we

survive as a society, as a nation, as the human species ifwe can no longer count

on creating our social solidarity by the sacrifice of designated victims? How
will we survive if we no longer have enemies and scapegoats? The Gerasenes

were afraid, and so are we and so is our world when the good news ofJesus is

proclaimed.

Fear of difference, fear of the stranger, fear of the other stands in the way of

God’s missionary work in Jesus Christ and his Spirit. Which is why the gospel

is always accompanied by an exhortation: Be not afraid! In Luke’s Gospel in

particular, which repeats so often that God’s mission includes all, and most

particularly the people on the margins, the admonition not to be afraid stands

at the beginning and the end, bracketing as it were the whole gospel narrative.
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Don’t be afraid, the angels say to the shepherds on the night of Jesus’ birth.

Don’t be afraid, the risen Jesus says to his disciples. Don’t be afraid, says the

Spirit to the church, when you see the victorious grace of God in Jesus Christ

embracing also the demoniac, the stranger, the outcast, the poor, and all the

other forgotten ones.

The fear of difference is all around us and deep within us, and it is a major

contributor to the violence that courses through human history and the

human community today. Christian mission confronts this fear with confi-

dence. We are called to mission in the name of Christ in a world of profound

and explosive ethnic, cultural, racial, and gender differences. We will, our text

suggests, rediscover our mission and our identity as we attend to the work of

Jesus and the work of the Spirit. In Jesus Christ God is bringing into being a

community where all live by grace, where those once silent now speak, where

those once despised are now considered equals, where being different—Jew or

Gentile, male or female, young or old, black or white— no longer threatens

but rather enriches the common life, a community where all are invited to tell,

with joy and in their own voice, what God has done for them.
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I
N August 1818, Samuel Simon Schmucker, then nineteen years old,

crossed the Delaware River at Trenton and proceeded to Princeton. From

its Nassau Inn, one could see two prominent buildings: Nassau Hall, where

the Continental Congress had met and where the College ofNew Jersey was

based. Off to the right at some distance, a massive four-storied structure with

cupola housed the six-year-old Princeton Theological Seminary. The New
Main (later Alexander Hall) had only been completed the previous year.

Nearly everything was under one roof: assembly hall (the oratory), lecture

rooms, library, dining hall, kitchen, offices, student quarters, and so on. The

two professors— Archibald Alexander and Samuel Miller— occupied dwell-

ings at either end of the Main. Between them they offered a substantial

curriculum.

The Seminary was the pride of the Presbyterians. At an earlier time, when

William Tennent’s Log College had given rise to the College ofNew Jersey,

Henry Melchior Muhlenberg, in 1765 confided to his journal the envious

thought that, like the Presbyterians, the Lutherans, too, require a seminary.

In contrast to the already established ecclesia plantata in Europe, the still-to-be

ecclesia plananda in the New World demands a new and enterprising breed of

ministers to plant the church. Schmucker was heeding the call.

Perhaps Dr. Justus Helmuth, last of the Muhlenberg associates in the big

St. Michael and Zion parish in Philadelphia had the Patriarch’s vision in

mind, when after a period of tutoring he recommended young Schmucker to

Princeton Seminary. This was nothing new. A few years earlier, Helmuth had

sent Christian Frederick Heyer off to Goettingen for a year of further study in

Germany. As we know, that venture paid off magnificently in Heyer’s

missioning first at home and then in India.

Being exceptionally well prepared, and upon examination by Archibald

Schmucker at

Princeton— 175
Years Ago
by E. Theodore Bachmann
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Alexander, Samuel Schmucker was given advanced standing, skipping his

junior year and proceeding as a middler. He was one in a class of twenty-three

and in a student body totaling eighty-three. Among them were a few

Methodists, Episcopalians, and others. Presbyterians, of course, were the

large majority. Schmucker’s biographer, Dr. Abdel Ross Wentz, gives us this

quotable rundown of a rare bird:

In this diverse student body, Samuel Schmucker was the only Lutheran,

the only student from the University of Pennsylvania, the only Pennsylva-

nia German, the only student who spoke German, read German authors,

and stood in a direct line of descent from German Pietism. The wide

variety among the students geographically, denominationally, and theologi-

cally, and Samuel Schmucker’s unique position among them, helped to

widen his mental horizon and prepare him for general leadership of

Lutherans in a pluralistic American Christianity. It began to open his eyes

to the ecumenical character of the Christian church and to its ecumenical

task.

A six-month probationary period preceded matriculation, which included

this solemn declaration. “Deeply impressed with a sense of the importance of

improving in knowledge, prudence and piety in my preparation for the

Gospel ministry, I solemnly promise, in reliance upon divine grace, that I will

faithfully and diligently attend on all instruction of this Seminary, and that I

will conscientiously and vigilantly observe all the rules and regulations in the

Plan for its instruction and government . . . and readily yield to all the

wholesome administration of the professors and directors of the Seminary.”

Behind such a submission, and overarching its aims, stood the commitment

of the gathered church. The Presbyterian General Assembly of 1811, con-

vinced that the time was at hand to act, had resolved that “the state of our

churches, the loud and affecting calls of destitute frontier settlements, and the

laudable exertions of various Christian denominations around us, all demand

that the collected wisdom, piety and zeal of the Presbyterian Church, be

without delay called into action, for furnishing the Church with a larger

supply of able and faithful ministers.”

Then comes this warning: “That, as filling the Church with a learned and

able ministry without a corresponding portion of real piety, would be a curse

to the world, and an offence to God and his people,” therefore the Seminary is

to be “a nursery of vital piety as well as of sound learning.”

Student life was disciplined and ordered. Chapel twice daily. Class atten-
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dance compulsory. Specified times for study. Neat attire. Cleanliness. Good
manners. Orderly rooms. Appropriate speech. And so on. There might be

occasional pranks. But those in training were soldiers of Christ.

Academically, Schmucker performed well. He passed his entrance examina-

tion “very satisfactorily.” It covered the subject matter in which he had

already been tutored, namely, the original languages of scripture, biblical

criticism, sacred chronology, sacred geography, biblical and profane history

“connected,” Jewish antiquities and Oriental customs.

For a middler the work was more concentrated, and here Schmucker

latched on. It included the original languages of scripture (continued),

didactic theology, and ecclesiastical history. The requirements of the senior

year were again more diversified: didactic theology (concluded), polemic

theology, ecclesiatical history (concluded), church government, composition

and delivery of sermons, and pastoral care.

The efforts of the two-man faculty were spread widely, but each of the

professors had his field of concentration: Archibald Alexander in didactic

theology, and Samuel Miller in ecclesiatical history. Lectures were mainly by

dictation. When, by way of a quiz, the professor asked a question, the student

stood up and responded. If students had questions, these could be asked after

class.

As for textbooks, Professor Alexander leaned heavily on Francis Turretin’s

Institutes. Seventeenth-century Calvinist orthodoxy was expounded (in Latin)

in this four-volume work, the product of an erudite Genevan scholar.

Students could borrow copies from the seminary library. Schmucker’s reac-

tion was negative. But it gave him an idea. There was, as he put it, need for “an

eminent system of Lutheran dogmatics” to be translated.

Before he left Princeton, with the help of knowledgeable persons in New
York (Frederick C. Schaeffer), Andover (Moses Stuart), and Jena (Friedrich

August Koethe), Schmucker was on the trail of an eminent system. Thanks to

Professor Samuel Miller, who mediated the contact with Professor Stuart, at

the new Congregational seminary in New England, Schmucker became

friends with the first American theologian to advocate “the new biblical and

theological literature produced by German theologians.”

Farsighted and persistent, Schmucker departed from Princeton with three

aims over and beyond the parish ministry. The second was to found a

Lutheran Seminary—which he did at Gettysburg in 1826 on the Princeton

plan. The third was to establish a liberal-arts college—which he also did at

Gettysburg in 1832. But the first was to translate from the work of Gottlob

Christian Storr (1746-1805) and his younger colleague Karl Christian Flatt.
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Their Lehrbuch der christlichen Dogmatik differed from earlier works in that it

was based not on systematized doctrine but on biblical records. This “supra-

naturalism” showed the influence of Kant and had room for human experi-

ence. The Church ofWuerttemberg had accepted the Storr work as its official

dogmatics.

During the middle two years of his six-year parish ministry in Newmarket,

Virginia, Schmucker achieved a landmark. His 889-page translation, pub-

lished in Andover, Massachusetts in 1826, bore the modest title An Elementary

Course ofBiblical Theology translatedfrom the Work of P?~ofessors StoiT and Flatt,

with Additions (by the author). At Princeton, there appears to have been no

cheering for this Lutheran alumnus, for there was still a fear of “German

Theology.” But in Congregationalist New England, Schmucker had made

friends.
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Fortune, Marie M., and James N. Poling. Sexual Abuse by Clergy: A Crisis for

the Church. Decatur: Journal of Pastoral Care Publications, 1994. Pp. iv + 65.

$12.50.

The four essays in this book are based on plenary addresses given at the

1993 annual convention of the American Association of Pastoral Counselors.

Marie M. Fortune directs the Center for the Prevention of Sexual and

Domestic Violence in Seattle. James N. Poling is Professor of Pastoral

Theology and Counseling at Colgate Rochester Divinity School.

Fortune’s lead essay quotes Ezekiel: “I am going to call the shepherds to

account. I shall rescue my sheep from their mouths; they will not prey on

them any more.” With this prophetic beginning, she identifies the problem

that all four essays address, namely, that ministers violate the relationship

boundary with a congregant, student, or employee when they “sexualize” the

relationship. Because the ministerial profession brings us into “the intimate,

sacred and fragile dimensions of others’ lives,” we “face the risk of engaging in

inappropriate or unethical behavior.” Thus, paradoxically, the more faithful

the minister is to the expectations of the profession, the greater the danger

relationship boundaries may be transgressed. She discusses the scope of the

problem, noting that while research on clergy sexual involvement with

congregants is sparse, one study reported that about 13 percent of clergy

surveyed acknowledged having had sexual intercourse with a church member.

This is more than double the percentage of male and twenty-five times that of

female clinical psychologists. She offers an ethical analysis, focusing on issues

of role violation, misuse of authority and power, exploiting another’s vulner-

ability, and absence of meaningful consent. While “conservatives” have

framed the issue in terms of adultery, key for her is not that clergy offenders

have harmed their families but that they have violated their professional role.

On the other hand, “liberals” have hesitated to frame the issue at all, using

vague norms like “judge not that you be not judged” or “sex is God’s gift to be

shared with someone you love.”

If her ethical analysis centers on boundary violations, her ethical prescrip-

tions are based on justice making. Among the steps that must be taken by an

institution to ensure that justice is done, key are hearing and believing the

survivor of abuse, acknowledging that wrong was done, and meting out real

punishments to the abuser. Regarding forgiveness, she emphasizes that “there

is never a suggestion in Christian scripture that the less powerful are expected
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to forgive the more powerful.” Therefore, forgiveness may occur only when

the more powerful person relinquishes power, which is “most concretely

accomplished by the payment of restitution, by the relinquishment of status

and role, such as ordination or licensing, [and] by acknowledgment of the

reality of the abuse and responsibility for it.”

Her second essay addresses the charges against her that she is “antisexual”

and that she fails to take adequate account of the “moral agency” of the

victim, that is, her own complicity in the relationship. Fortune sees irony in

the fact that, when abuse survivors do come forward and act as moral agents,

asserting their right not to be exploited, they are often castigated as “playing

the victim.” She also laments the many failures of institutional accountability,

believing they are due less to ignorance and more to the fact of “little will and

less courage” on the part of judicatory administrators to seek justice for all. In

the interest of breaking the wall of silence, she cites four cases of “high profile

religious leaders” who were suspended or forced to resign their positions,

identifying them by name and institution.

If Fortune begins with Ezekiel’s prophetic warnings, Poling begins his first

essay with an account of his personal disillusionment with his mentors who

abused women in their pastoral counseling relationships: “Facing my own

hurt and disappointment” and “acknowledging the consequences of my
distorted training from these men has been an agonizing struggle.” He
focuses on the role of religious images, especially of God, and theological

concepts, especially of atonement, in emboldening some (mainly men) to

abuse their powers and others (mostly women) to suffer abuse in silence. He
argues that when male pastors sexualize the relationship, they replicate “the

dynamics of the drama between a patriarchal God and an obedient, self-

sacrificing Jesus standing in for a sinful humanity.” In religious terms, “the

clergyman has taken the place of God who is all-knowing, all-powerful, and

all-loving, and the parishioner has taken the place ofJesus who takes on the

sins of humanity, submits her will to God’s, and sacrifices her life unto death

on the cross for the sake of the relationship.” This “theological drama” is

painful enough when it is used by Christian clergymen to justify their abusive

behaviors. But the survivors of sexual abuse are saying more than this: “They

are saying that an abusive God and abusive clergymen do not contradict the

church’s theology” as “the images of abuse are inherent in the symbols

themselves.” He believes, “It is from survivors that the church will discover

the new images of God that can bring healing and transformation.”

Poling’s second essay focuses on his own accountability as a white male who
has been “part of the silent conspiracy about the sexual violence of men.” The
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problem he now faces is another paradox, for, in speaking out, he reasserts his

“privileged position as a white, heterosexual, educated, professional male

without awareness of what I am doing” (that is, making the situation even

more dangerous for women). To counter this dilemma, he establishes the

conditions under which he and other white males may legitimately speak out,

one being a reliance on feminist and womanist methods of sociopolitical

analysis, which are preferable to psychological methods of analysis because

the latter fail to include “power analysis of gender relationships and social

institutions of sexuality,” and, therefore, “issues of abuse disappear into the

background.” Illustrations of such sociopolitical analyses, drawn from femi-

nist and womanist authors, comprise the second half of the essay. These focus

on patriarchy as a system of power and domination, and the church as a

patriarchal institution.

The original listeners were surely moved and heartened by these speakers’

courage, as the emotional power of their testimonies survives in written form.

I certainly agree with most of what they have to say. Yet, they leave me
dissatisfied on three rather important issues. First, these essays would be

strengthened by what everyone seems to be calling for these days but few

seem willing to employ in this particular instance, that is, congregational

analysis. If sociopolitical analysis at the macrolevel is essential, what is missing

here is a microlevel analysis that would help explain why some congregations

create conditions conducive to sexual abuse while others do not. Congrega-

tional analysis in this instance would risk diverting attention away from the

“perpetrator” and possibly weaken the authors’ case for holding him solely

responsible for the abuse. Yet, it would counter the rather simplistic “there

are a few bad apples in every bushel” explanation that is so often used to

exonerate the institution itself, and help to identify those psychosocial condi-

tions under which sexual abuse is less likely to occur. If 87 percent of clergy

claim not to have had sexual relations with a congregant, is this solely owing to

their personal virtue and/or marital satisfaction, or does the social context in

which they work have something to do with it? And, if so, in what ways?

Second, Poling dismisses psychological analysis too easily. Power analyses

need to be balanced by analyses of sexual desire. While the psychological

theories of intimacy and sexuality he cites obscure the fact that what is really

going on here is power and its abuses, power analyses obscure the fact that

what is also really going on here is sexual desire. They also fail to identify a

possible solution to the problem, namely, that sexual desire makes its creative

power felt in other venues when it chooses not to consummate itself in its own.

A clergyperson committed to this principle of sublimation (as distinct from
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repression) discovers that it funds the self-transcendent freedom that in turn

makes it possible to enjoy the company of a congregant without debilitating

inner conflicts; willpower and other violent acts of self-restraint are no longer

relevant. An understanding of sexual desire and its sublimations may also

result in a more profoundly Christian framing of the ethical issues involved

than the “conservative” emphasis on the sin of adultery, the “liberal” view of

sexuality as a divine gift, and Fortune’s (“moderate”? “prophetic”?) stress on

the deterent value of the fear of punishment.

Third, Fortune uses a prophecy from Ezekiel to set the context for her

discussion of clergy sexual abuse. Yet, David J. Flalperin shows in Seeking

Ezekiel (1993) that Ezekiel’s portrayals of women are violent, abusive, and

obscene. So, too, the prophet Flosea incorporated his abuse of Gomer as

punishment for her infidelities into his own theological drama of forgiveness.

Thus, the biblical prophets— those seeming paragons of justice making-

come under the same critique to which Poling subjects Christian atonement

theories. The problem that clergy sexual abuse raises for ethicists for whom
justice is the rallying cry is the difficulty of finding a place to stand that is not

subject to subsequent erosion.

Donald Capps

Princeton Theological Seminary

Wind, James P., and James W. Lewis, eds. American Congregations. Vol. 1,

Portraits ofTwelve Religious Communities

;

vol. 2
,
New Perspectives in the Study of

Congregations. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994. Pp. xi + 712 ;
ix +

292 . $34.95; $22 .50 .

At timely intervals, scholarly works appear and qualitatively advance our

understanding of congregations in America. These histories and essays are

such a publication. They stand as unparalleled accounts of the breadth, depth,

and complexities of American congregational life. Beyond colorful historical

narratives of particular congregations and beyond pluralistic perspectives and

contexts, these essays break through stereotypical explanations of American

local religious communities. They display the intricacies of public and private

spheres of congregational life and cast new light on the interaction of sacred

and secular at the grass-roots level.

The first volume surveys the histories, contexts, and witness of twelve

congregations of different faiths. Harry $tout and Catherine Brekus, mining

rich documentary sources, trace a “Yankee Church,” the Center Church

(Congregational) in New Haven, Connecticut, from its privileged to margin-
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alized position in New England. Rarely has the history of one congregation

been so expertly chronicled or so skillfully located in the wider context of its

community and society. Lawrence H. Mamiya describes how the Bethel

African Methodist Episcopal congregation in Baltimore evolved from a

prestigious, middle-class African American congregation into a neo-Pentecos-

tal community, with its increasingly credentialed clergy, progressive political

stances, and a jagged history of accommodation and resistance toward main-

line American values and social structures. Mamiya insists that the “triumphs

and tribulations” of an oppressed black people are reflected in the microcosm

of this one congregation. Detailed descriptions of the establishment of a

Swamingarayan Hindu Temple in Glen Ellyn, Illinois in the 1970s recount

the efforts of a well-educated, technologically trained, upwardly mobile

immigrant group to find “sacred space” in the American landscape. Jewish,

Catholic, Greek Orthodox, Presbyterian, and Mormon congregations are

studied with rich detail and interpretive comment.

This sampler of American religious communities, in short, unveils the

phenomenon of local religious perspectives and commitments. As the editors

rightly say, “One of the advantages of gathering these individual [congrega-

tional] portraits into a gallery is that such comparison allows the distinctive

identity, or particular genius, of each congregation to emerge.” Rarely have

seasoned observers of American religious life been so richly treated. The

“thick description,” cultural negotiation, theological diversity, and strenuous

efforts to preserve and accommodate are here spelled out in delicious detail.

This first volume simultaneously provides the mounting documentation for

the underlying thesis of this study, namely, that North American religion is

distinctive because it assumes a congregational pattern.

If the first volume enriches our historical perspectives of congregations, the

second volume seeks to interpret them. The editors, in the opening para-

graphs of the second volume, list the kinds of questions that drove their

concerns and inquiries. What makes a congregation a congregation? Why do

congregations endure in American culture? What is new about contemporary

congregations? What can we expect of congregations as we move into the

twenty-first century? What can congregations teach us about the shape of

religion in North America? The eight essayists— Brooks Holifield, R. Ste-

phen Warner, Langdon Gilkey, Dorothy C. Bass, Martin Marty, Donald

Browning, Jay P. Dolan, and Robert M. Franklin— seek to answer these

questions and more. At the same time, this volume demonstrates how the

interdisciplinary study of “congregation studies” is advancing. Methodologi-

cal insights garnered from historical research, sociology, theology, and ethics
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converge here. As one scholar puts it, these combined disciplines explore how

the holy and the transcendent relate to the particularities in local American

communities of worship.

Four essays will have to serve as entrees to these vital and suggestive

analyses. The essay that launches volume two is by a historian of American

culture, Brooks Holifield. While suggesting the pervasiveness of “de facto

Congregationalism” in America, he outlines the substantive changes and

stages in congregational development. American congregations have evolved,

he insists, from the “comprehensive congregation” in prerevolutionary

America, through devotional and social patterns in the nineteenth century, to

the current “participatory” form of congregation where members participate,

consumer-style, on their own terms. From Holifield’s perspective, congrega-

tional histories help us to understand how congregational “forms” have

followed their “cultural functions” in American society. In this light, the

study of congregations illuminates what Americans think about voluntarism,

money, punishment, leadership, education, institutional commitments, and

countless other topics.

Don S. Browning’s essay, “Congregational Studies as Practical Theology,”

suggests that a “critical practical theology” might find its prime locus in

congregational studies. Browning is well known for pressing his colleagues in

the guild of practical theology to develop a newer and more comprehensive

theoretical base. Instead of “theory-practice” models of understanding practi-

cal theology, Browning proposes a “practice-theory-practice” model or, as he

sometimes puts it, “strategic, practical reasoning.” Congregational studies, he

claims in this essay, are an important partner in a more “inclusive fundamen-

tal practical theological” effort. In arguing for this hermeneutical claim,

Browning promotes congregational studies to a new level of understanding

and explanation.

In yet another essay, Jay Dolan, who has focused his other research on

American Catholic history, traces how congregational leadership has changed

since colonial times. Dolan examines the diverse patterns of leadership among

Protestants, Jews, and Catholics in America. His essay contains a wealth of

insights on the origins and demise of clerical autocracy, the roles of women,

patterns of professionalization and credentialing, the adaption of models of

leadership from American business and therapeutic communities, the perva-

sive realities of class structures and voluntarism in the broader American

culture, the frequent tensions between lay and ordained leaders, and the rarity

of white congregational leaders who also emerged as community leaders. He
insists that the changes in congregational leadership after World War II rival
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the changes after the Great Awakening, when a democratic ethos permeated

early-nineteenth-century voluntaristic congregations. And he hints that inno-

vations in the 1990s, especially regarding the role of lay leaders, are once again

changing the religious landscape.

The final essay, by ethicist Robert M. Franklin, “The Safest Place on Earth:

The Culture of Black Congregations,” rounds out this second volume. He
argues persuasively that black congregations emerged in American society as

“alternative cultures wherein affirmations of God, community and selfhood

provided the strength to resist exploitation and to love others.” Without

diminishing the pivotal role of clergy in black congregations, Franklin insists

that black congregations are misunderstood if the “array of practices that are

sustained by the laity” are dismissed. Effective black preaching, he maintains,

is a catalyst that serves to “mobilize people by naming the issue, analyzing it in

the light of Christian faith commitments, pointing towards a solution, direct-

ing specific moral action, and offering hope through celebration.” The entire

culture of the black church, Franklin insists, works to create and maintain the

sensibilities necessary for public mission. “Maintenance and mobilization are

dialectically related.”

On balance, these two volumes heighten, enrich, and facilitate the unfold-

ing conversations about congregational life and culture in America. All who

participate in congregations, and especially those who lead them, are in these

scholars’ debt. And bravo to the Lilly Foundation for funding these far-

reaching studies.

John W. Stewart

Princeton Theological Seminary

Charlesworth, James H., ed. The Lord's Prayer and Other Prayer Textsfrom the

Greco-Roman Era. Valley Forge: Trinity Press International, 1994. Pp. ix +

292. $18.00.

This volume represents some of the first fruits of the Society of Biblical

Literature’s Working Group on Prayer in the Greco-Roman World. Launched

in 1989 as a Consultation and elevated to a Working Group in 1993, this

group exists “to explore, from historical-critical methodologies, the prayers of

the Hellenistic and Roman worlds from Alexander to Constantine.” A
desideratum of the group from the outset was the compilation of a bibliogra-

phy on these numerous and diverse prayers, which have long been isolated

from one another by the rigid compartmentalization of academic disciplines.

A bibliography containing 1999 entries and filling 60 percent of the volume
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redresses this urgent need. The first 40 percent of the volume consists of

seven essays by as many contributors.

The essays have no unifying theme except that each treats some aspect of

prayer in one or more early Jewish or Christian writings. Even this common
denominator is inconspicuous in Barbara Reid’s essay, which focuses on the

transfiguration of Jesus and treats prayer only obliquely. Nevertheless, the

articles are all well researched and open up fruitful avenues of inquiry into a

field of study that is yet in its infancy. The chapter byJames H. Charlesworth

correctly discounts two influential claims byjoachim Jeremias: (1) that Luke’s

shorter version of the Lord’s Prayer must be earlier than Matthew’s because

liturgical materials tended to expand rather than contract as they were

transmitted; and (2) that Jesus’ use of Abba is synonymous with the familial

“Daddy” and reflects a sense of God’s immanence that is unparalleled among

Jesus’ Jewish contemporaries. Mark Kiley’s essay explores the linguistic and

thematic affinities between the Matthean version of the Lord’s Prayer and

other parts of Matthew’s Gospel and (expanding the view of Gunther

Bornkamm) suggests that both the sayings following the Prayer in the Sermon

on the Mount, and much of the special Matthean material outside the

Sermon, are intended as a commentary on the Lord’s Prayer. Steven Ply-

male’s study examines Simeon’s prayer in Luke 2 and its function of introduc-

ing the Lukan scheme of salvation history. Mark Harding’s article shows how
the biblical prayers and benedictions included in Antiquities 1-11 are adapted

byJosephus to suit the sensibilities of a sophisticated Greco-Roman audience.

The chapter by Agneta Enermalm-Ogawa likewise explains Josephus’ para-

phrase of the prayers from 1 Maccabees in terms of his apologetic and literary

agendas. Linally, Barbara Bowe examines the long prayer at the end of 1

Clement in relation to the early Jewish and Christian tradition of offering

prayer on behalf of civil authorities and explores the prayer’s literary, rhetori-

cal, and social functions.

The volume’s most significant and useful contribution is the bibliography.

Compiled by Mark Harding in consultation with the Steering Committee of

the SBL Group, this bibliography brings together for the first time a mass of

studies that are not only surprisingly numerous but amazingly diverse in terms

of the ancient liturgical traditions represented, the modern academic disci-

plines involved, and the range of methods employed. As Harding notes in the

very helpful introduction, the bibliography is not exhaustive. One can always

quibble about omissions here and there, but the bibliography is appropriately

thorough and puts the user in touch with the major studies on virtually every

aspect of ancient prayer that has been the subject of research.
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Judged by whether it stimulates and informs further research into rich but

underdeveloped areas of study, the book gets very high marks. Serious lacunae

in the present state of research are evident from even a cursory glance at the

bibliography. Thus, for example, entries on prayers in the New Testament

and early Jewish sources are numerous, while those on prayers in other

Greco-Roman traditions are relatively few. Further publications from the

Group, including a forthcoming anthology containing fresh translations of

selected ancient prayers along with introductions and critical notes (to be

edited by Mark Kiley and published by Routledge) are eagerly awaited.

Randall D. Chesnutt

Pepperdine University

Goldingay, John. Models for Scripture. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans

Publishing Co.; Carlisle, England: Paternoster Press, 1994. Pp. 420. $19.99.

Contemporary struggles over the nature of scripture have elicited many

attempts to describe how we think of scripture and how it may be conceived

doctrinally. Here John Goldingay, Principal of St. John’s Theological Col-

lege in Nottingham, England, provides a rich resource that takes scripture

seriously. He proposes to “think through the doctrinal significance of scrip-

ture by considering the significance in scripture itself of various models for

understanding scripture, to see how they illuminate the particular parts of

scripture to which they initially apply, and then in the light of that to consider

how they work when applied to other parts of scripture.” This leads Goldin-

gay to propose four models: scripture as witnessing tradition, authoritative

canon, inspired word, and experienced revelation.

Scripture as witnessing tradition is most evident when focusing on narrative

books. Events of Israel’s history and the history ofJesus are witnessed to and

passed on within traditions. Scripture as authoritative canon is a characteristic

description of the way scripture functions through instructional material in

the Pentateuch and elsewhere. Scripture as inspired word— both human and

divine— describes prophecy. Scripture as experienced revelation identifies

materials that are experiential-reflective in nature, such as appear in the

Bible’s poetic books and in the epistles, as well as the revelatory materials in

apocalyptic passages.

Goldingay indicates that these categories have a broad correspondence

with the structure of scripture as found in the canon. “Witnessing tradition”

and “authoritative canon” would extend from Genesis to Esther and in the

Gospels through Acts. “Inspired word” covers the prophets and “experienced

revelation” marks the poetic books as well as Romans to Revelation.
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This approach avoids the difficulties of more familiar models for scripture

such as authority, inspiration, and revelation when used to describe scripture

as a whole. These, the author contends, do not take scripture’s diversity

seriously enough. While they truly and accurately convey dimensions of some

parts of scripture, they are not as useful for depicting the entirety of scripture

as a unit. Goldingay’s forthcoming Models for Interpretation of Scripture will

explore how diversity in interpretation may correspond to this diversity in

approaches to the doctrine of scripture.

Many salutary insights arise along the way. Goldingay sees that the whole

of scripture may be described by each of the models. Yet, each model has its

distinctive function. While scripture as a whole is a “witnessing tradition,” it

is “scriptural narrative that is the witnessing tradition par excellence.” The

canon of scripture is the locus for where stories of the witnessing community

are found. Insofar as these shape understanding and behavior, they are

“normative narratives,” and a key characteristic of the notion of canon lies in

“the function of normativity.” The authority of scripture “derives from the

authority of the gospel” and thus scripture “possesses an authority not

possessed by the Qur’an or by church tradition.”

Goldingay’s discussion of “Scripture as Inspired Word” (part 3) is espe-

cially perceptive. He contends that “the nature of the Bible’s inspiration we

must learn from scripture itself.” He critiques the Old Princeton view of

inerrancy found in B.B. Warfield, arguing that “scripture itself does not make

a special connection in either direction between inspiration and factual or

propositional truth. To say that something is true does not imply that it is

inspired, and to say that something is inspired is not a way of guaranteeing

that it is true.” The whole text of scripture is “God’s inspired word.” The
implicit claim of biblical narrative is to be “reasonably accurate, not inerrant,

and accepting it in its own terms and on its own evaluation involves accepting

it as such and not as purporting to be quite free of error.”

This highly significant work will greatly help us all think more clearly about

ways to regard and describe the doctrine of scripture.

Donald K. McKim
Memphis Theological Seminary

Mays, James Luther. The Lord Reigns: A Theological Handbook to the Psalms.

Louisville: WestminsterJohn Knox Press, 1994. Pp. xii + 159. $16.99.

As suggested by its subtitle, this book by the well-known Professor of

Hebrew and Old Testament Interpretation at Union Theological Seminary

in Virginia, is intended as a theological introduction to the Psalms, emphasiz-
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ing their use as liturgy and scripture in the life of the church. Many of the

fourteen chapters have been published previously in some form in journals.

Presendy, they are arranged in five parts under the following headings.

Part one, “The Liturgy of the Kingdom of God,” establishes the central

thesis of the book, which is that a root metaphor and organizing center for the

theology of the Psalms can be found in the sentence YHWH malak
,
“the Lord

reigns!” (Ps. 96:10). Thus, the Psalms are the liturgy of the kingdom of God.

As scripture, they also serve as instruction or a kind of manual for life in the

kingdom of God.

Part two, “Prayers of Need, Gratitude, and Trust” (chapters 3-6), deals

with the theology of the psalms of lamentation, thanksgiving, and confidence

and trust. The prayers are seen as appeals by a servant to his lord. The
language of affliction is highly symbolical and metaphorical. The enemies

present the possibility that the Lord may not be God.

Part three, “The Praise of the Lord” (chapters 7-8), gives instruction about

the nature and function of praise in the psalms. Mays emphasizes the

following three aspects of praise: (1) Praise is doxological, that is, the subject

of praise is God and nothing else. (2) Praise is confessional, it tells us who God
is; it is also monotheizing, in that it involves a No to all other gods or loyalties.

(3) Praise is evangelical, that is, inviting other nations and peoples to

acknowledge God’s sovereign rule. The Lord’s kingship over the world is

prior to his kingship over Israel. Similarly, the church must not confine God’s

work to the church.

In part four, “David as Psalmist and Messiah” (chapters 9-1 1), Mays

explores the connections between the Psalms and the canonical David and the

light this sheds on our understanding of the messianic psalms (2, 3, 18, 72, 89,

no, 132). The author treats the latter as christological, rather than reading

them simply as royal psalms. In the reviewer’s judgment, this works better for

some psalms (e.g., Psalm 2) than for others (e.g., Psalm 132). The acceptance

ofJesus as God’s Son and Messiah has certain consequences that change the

way life is viewed and lived. Among other things, it entails the desacralization

and relativization of human governments and ideologies, as well as viewing

Jesus as model and means or way to life in the kingdom of God.

In part five, “The Psalms as Book and Scripture” (chapters 12-14), Mays

focuses on the Psalms in their entirety as an object of interpretation. This is a

topic of growing interest in current scholarship on the Psalms, in which Mays

has played a leading role. The emphasis in this approach is on the final

canonical shape of the Psalter and on its function as sacred scripture. Mays

understands the Psalter as divine torah or instruction. Its fivefold division
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identifies it as “Davidic Torah,” analogous to the “Mosaic Torah.” David’s

connection with the Psalms identifies him as one of the lowly and humble who

cry to the Lord, and thus also as a sign of hope for the lowly. That this new

literary and canonical approach to the Psalms also has some limits and

problems is acknowledged by the author.

This book is a valuable addition to the growing literature on the Psalms and

should prove useful to all who turn to them for inspiration and spiritual

guidance. While the present reviewer experienced occasional discomfort with

Mays’ christological reading of the Psalms, preferring a more theocentric

approach to them, the book is a substantive and stimulating theological

introduction to the Psalter which anyone interested in the Psalms will read

with profit. It is also an eminently suitable companion volume to the author’s

Psalms commentary in the Interpretation series published by the same press.

The church and the ministry in particular will remain indebted to Mays’ fine

work on the Psalms for years to come.

Werner E. Lemke

Colgate Rochester Divinity School/Bexley Hall/Crozer

Greenspahn, Frederick E. When Brothers Dwell Together: The Preeminence of

Younger Siblings in the Hebrew Bible. New York: Oxford University Press,

1994. Pp. xi + 193. $29.95.

Currently Professor of Judaic and Religious Studies at the University of

Denver, Frederick Greenspahn has given us an important study of a major

motif of Old Testament literature, attending to its background in ancient

Near Eastern literature, law, and mythology, while focusing principally upon

the exegesis of various biblical texts wherein there is sibling rivalry and

conflict, often with the result that the younger sibling comes out on top. One

has only to think of Cain and Abel, Jacob and Esau, Perez and Zerah, Jacob’s

sons, and David’s sons. As the author puts it, “There is scarcely a family not

wracked by such conflict and rivalry.”

In the course of the investigation, Greenspahn makes some important

discoveries and conclusions. He finds biblical literature consistent with that of

the ancient Near East and the rest of the world in expecting favorable

treatment of the firstborn, so that the rise to prominence of the younger or

youngest child is not necessarily expected and, thus, often explained in the text

either directly or indirectly. Against some other scholars, the author does not

believe that there was ever any Israelite religious requirement for sacrifice of
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the firstborn and that this particular practice was not “primitive” but rela-

tively late on the scene.

Examination of Mesopotamian testamentary practices reveals little evi-

dence of primogeniture, that is, the preferential treatment of the older son in

matters of inheritance. At some length, Greenspahn demonstrates that Israel-

ite practice also lacked any clear tendency to primogeniture. Estates were

broken up and shared. There are no principles of seniority in the law of

Levirate marriage. Deuteronomy 21:15-18 shows some preferential treat-

ment of the firstborn, but only in terms of a larger share and not in terms of

family and property control and leadership. Indeed, fathers could determine

which son would be given leadership (e.g., David’s choice of Solomon), so that

the status of “firstborn” was assigned rather than automatic. This means that

the common notion that the Judean kings were regularly succeeded on their

thrones by their firstborn sons is mistaken. There are, in fact, a number of

counterinstances.

In his discussion of the success ofyounger children, Greenspahn shows how

that motif “converges with the themes of barren mothers and sole survivors in

its implication that the success of such figures rests not in their own strength,

but in their being favored by God” (p. 104). This is a quite important

conclusion, for here not only does one find a significant difference from most

other literary reflections of these motifs, but their theological character is

seen to be dominant.

Two features of the author’s presentation are worth singling out. One is his

attention to the effects of these motifs on the reader. He suggests the kinds of

expectations the repetition of this motif raises in the reader and the kinds of

possibilities for identification with the underdog in a story, “because on the

most basic level we are all younger siblings, assigned by fate to a position that

is lower than we deserve. . . . The innocence, vulnerability, and virtue which

play so important a role in the portrayal of these figures reinforce the

reassurance and the sympathy these tales arouse” (p. 93).

The other important contribution of this study is the author’s recognition

of the importance of the motif of God’s free choice of the unexpected child for

understanding the Old Testament depiction of God’s election of Israel.

“Israel’s image of herself as God’s bekor [firstborn] resolves [the] tension

between Israelite theology and political reality. Drawing on a father’s preroga-

tive to choose whichever child he wishes, it reconciles Israel’s doctrine of

election with the reality of her political ineffectiveness. . . . The prominence

achieved by younger sons throughout the Bible thus asserts Israelite merit

while tacitly conceding the weakness of her case” (p. 109).
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Greenspahn has produced a fine study of an important motif, one that is

rich in exegetical and theological insights. His arguments are rooted in

concrete evidence and persuasive in their presentation.

Patrick D. Miller

Princeton Theological Seminary

Minear, Paul Sevier. Christians and the New Creation: Genesis Motifs in the New

Testament. Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994. Pp. xvi + 142.

$14.99.

Paul Minear, Winkley Professor Emeritus of Biblical Theology at Yale

Divinity School, cotranslator for the New Revised Standard Version, and

former vice-rector of Tantur in Jerusalem, offers in his latest book a valuable

study for pastors and students of biblical theology. In Christians and the New

Creation: Genesis Motifs in the New Testament, Minear traces the intertextual

links between Genesis 1-4 and selected New Testament texts, illustrating

how profoundly these first chapters of the Bible fund and shape the concep-

tual world of the New Testament writers.

Minear’s interest in the topic began when, in reading through the New
Revised Standard Version of the Old Testament, he noticed intertextual links

between Genesis 4:10-12, the account of the earth’s reaction to the murder of

Abel, and Revelation 12:13-17, the account of the earth’s reaction to the

murder of Christian martyrs. He also noticed how the primeval curse on the

ground from Genesis 3 provides a clue to understanding the story of Jesus’

writing on the ground during his interchange with the adulterous woman in

John 8:2-1 1. From there his journey led him to the texts that occupy most of

his attention in the book: Luke-Acts, 1 Corinthians 15, and the Gospel of

John. Minear’s first chapter in particular offers a fresh examination of the

Lukan angels’ announcement of peace on earth to the shepherds and their

greetings to Mary. Here Minear points out how these stories presuppose the

“symbolic world” of Genesis 3-4 and announce the Christ in language that

indicates the reversal of the primeval curse.

He concludes his study with two convictions:

First, the Old Covenant will never become fully our own unless and until

we understand the Genesis story of creation in such a way that the episode

of the serpent’s lie is heard again by the heirs ofAdam with all its original,

universal, sinister overtones. Second, the New Covenant will not become

fully our own unless and until we hear the good news ofJesus in such a way

that it liberates us from satanic deceptions and Adamic rebellions and until
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through that liberation we gain a new understanding of God’s design for

our own work.

While he clearly shows that we must enter the “symbolic world” of the

opening chapters of Genesis ifwe are to understand the New Testament texts

he considers, Minear assumes here (without arguing for it) that our relation as

Christians to this “symbolic world” is or should be that of the New' Testa-

ment writers. His literary categories do not, however, allow for such a claim to

be convincingly made: “The language of Genesis had become the native

language of Christians. It stocked their store of images and idioms that gave

shape, color, and substance to their thinking about ‘the times of the Most

High’. Apostles felt completely at home in the symbolic world that had earlier

found expression in scriptural stories, songs and prayers.” The question

logically follows: what if we, for our part, do not “feel at home” in this

symbolic world? Is it possible for us to enter it only for the purposes of reading

the New Testament and then to reenter our own symbolic world(s)? Or do

the claims of the storied universe of the Bible require us to live within its

symbolic world as our real world? These questions are not addressed here.

Like the scribe trained for the kingdom, Minear brings out of his treasury

both what is old and what is new. He is of a generation that valued a truly

liberal education (see, e.g., his articles on J. S. Bach as theologian in the

bibliography at the back of the book) and took “Biblical Theology” to be a

serious scholarly concern. Yet, Minear has kept apace with current develop-

ments in theology and biblical studies and uses the categories and concepts of

the so-called Yale School. However, the use of such terms as “narrative

theology,” “symbolic universe,” and “intertextuality,” without distinction

vis-a-vis the work of Hans Frei, George A. Lindbeck, Wayne A. Meeks, or

Richard B. Hays muddies the waters a bit. Written with Minear’s characteris-

tically poetic flair, Christians and the New Creation is one of those rare books on

the Bible that actually draw the reader into the biblical text.

Kathryn Greene-McCreight

Yale Divinity School

Meier, John P. A MarginalJew: Rethinking the HistoricalJems. Vol. 2, Mentor,

Message, andMiracles. New York: Doubleday, 1994. Pp. xvi + 1118. $35.00.

The first volume of A Marginal Jew (1991) was concerned with sources,

method, and Jesus’ Galilean origins. Building on volume one’s conclusion that

no “exact order of Jesus’ events and sayings” is possible, Meier adopts a

topical structure for volume two. He examines three aspects ofJesus’ life: his
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relationship with John the Baptist (part i: “Mentor”), his proclamation of the

kingdom of God (part 2: “Message”), and his reputation as a miracle worker

(part 3: “Miracles”). Unlike some previous work, Meier considers sayings and

actions attributed to Jesus. Almost half of the volume investigates the often

neglected accounts of Jesus’ miracles, which Meier contends are crucial for

any study ofJesus.

Holding the three parts together is eschatology. From part one emerges

John the eschatological prophet announcing judgment on sinful Israel and

offering protection through changed living and baptism. Using the criterion

of embarrassment, Meier is certain that John baptizes Jesus, an action that

indicates Jesus’ acceptance ofJohn’s imminent eschatology. Meier argues that

this initial adherence to John leaves an indelible mark on Jesus, influencing

Jesus’ eschatological proclamation, call to repentance, baptism of disciples,

and ascetic lifestyle (pp. 9, 123-24, 130, 176-77, 349, 1042).

Given this influence, it is not surprising that in part two Meier discusses the

“kingdom of God” as a central part ofJesus’ message (employing particularly

the criteria of multiple attestation of sources and forms, and of discontinuity).

Nor is it surprising that he finds both present and future dimensions in Jesus’

use of this symbol. The case for Jesus’ references to a future kingdom rests on

Matthew 6:10 par. (“Your kingdom come”), Mark 14:25 parr, (not drinking

wine until the coming kingdom), Matthew 8:11-12 par. (“many will come

from east and west”), and Matthew 5:3-12 (the future promises of the

Q Beatitudes). Meier finds Jesus referring to the presence of the kingdom in

both his words (Luke 17:21; 10:23-24) and actions (miracles, Luke 11:20;

Matt. 11:2-6 par.; rejection of voluntary fasting, Mark 2:18-20).

Part three investigates Jesus’ reputation as a miracle worker. Having argued

for the limits of historical investigation, the theological nature of the claim

that God has performed a miracle, and differences between magic and

miracle, Meier poses the section’s central question: “Did the historical Jesus

actually perform certain startling extraordinary deeds . . . that were consid-

ered by himself and his audience to be miracles?” Using particularly the

criterion of multiple attestation of sources and forms, as well as the criterion

of coherence, Meier investigates the stories of exorcisms, healings, raising the

dead, and “the so-called nature miracles.” These criteria support the “global

assertion” that Jesus performed actions deemed to be miracles. In individual

stories, Meier finds a mixture of events from the historical Jesus and creations

from the early church. For example, the Lazarus story in John 1 1 “likely goes

back to some event,” while the so-called nature miracles generally stem from

the early church, though some event lies behind the feeding of the multitude
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(multiple attestation; coherence). Meier argues that the significance of these

miracles lies in their being displays of the presence of the kingdom in Jesus’

ministry. “His miracle working activity . . . dramatized and actuated his

eschatological message.”

Throughout, Meier locates his own conclusions in relation to other quests.

Most scholars have not recognized John’s influence on Jesus. Meier’s empha-

sis on Jesus’ future-oriented eschatology counters John Dominic Crossan’s

and Marcus J. Borg’s focus on the present. His argument thatjesus claims the

kingdom is present differs from E. P. Sanders’ future-oriented Jesus. Like-

wise, he peppers his discussion of Jesus the miracle worker with polemic

against those who, in the tradition of Thomas Jefferson, try to domesticate

Jesus by removing or ignoring the miracles. Meier’s work thus presents a Jesus

who is an eschatological prophet and miracle worker. So far there is little

room for Jesus the teller of parables (pp. 145-46, 290-91, 350), the one who

conflicts with religious leaders, the teacher, and the interpreter of traditions,

though Meier hints that volume three will consider some of these aspects.

The size of this book attests the huge amount of scholarly debate that Meier

deftly engages. His judicious division of material between the main text and

endnotes, his perduring concern to make explicit the basis for his conclusions,

and his clarity of writing result in a book that is accessible and engaging.

Future scholarship will need to assess his arguments on individual sayings and

actions. This fine volume makes a highly significant contribution.

Warren Carter

Saint Paul School ofTheology

Luedemann, Gerd. The Resurrection of Jesus: History, Experience, Theology.

Translated by John Bowden. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994. Pp. viii +

263. $17.00.

Gerd Luedemann is Professor ofNew Testament at Gottingen University.

When this book first appeared in Germany, it created a major furor. Under-

standably so, for it asserts that Christianity rests, if not on a hoax (a word

occurring in the title of the author’s lecture at the Jesus Seminar last March),

at least upon a hallucination. As Die Welt reported, “Newspapers mobilized

their opposition to the doubting Thomas from Gottingen; Antichrist! Her-

etic! Where will all this lead? The church will be destroyed.”

Like most scholars nowadays, Luedemann starts his historical inquiry with

the kerygmatic formula of 1 Corinthians 15:3-8. This is, of course, the earliest

accessible Easter tradition, and the most important part of the work is devoted

to historical-critical analysis of this passage. There are shorter discussions of
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the Easter stories in the Gospels, but these are correctly seen to yield little

independent historical information. The only possible exception here would

be the tradition of the empty tomb, which many of us would regard as

historical, but which Luedemann not surprisingly rejects.

Everything turns on the meaning of ophthe, which Luedemann correctly

shows to indicate a visionary experience, but what kind of vision? Objective or

subjective? By analyzing several Pauline references to the Apostle’s Damascus

road experience, Luedemann seeks to establish its subjective character. The

passages adduced include 2 Corinthians 12:1-10, Paul’s rapture vision, and

Romans 7:7-25.

Luedemann does not think that the rapture vision was actually the same

event as the call vision, as John Knox thought, but that it was a similar

experience. The Romans 7 passage, Luedemann argues, is autobiographical,

and offers a psychological clue to Paul’s mental state prior to his conversion.

At this point Luedemann calls upon the depth psychology ofJung and Freud

to explain Paul’s call vision as an intelligible psychological experience.

Next, Luedemann turns to the appearance to Peter. Using the evidence of

Luke 5:1-1 i/John 21, Matthew 16:17-19, and the account of Peter’s denial in

Mark 14:54, 66-72, Luedemann proceeds to a psychological interpretation of

Peter’s vision.

Thus, both Peter’s and Paul’s vision of the risen Christ are susceptible of a

psychological interpretation. With Peter it was his attempt to deal with his

guilt over the denial and grief at the death of his master. With Paul it was the

product of his “Christ complex.” Paul was basically attracted by Jesus of

Nazareth but repressed his feelings and took it out on the Christians until he

broke down on the way to Damascus. This line of interpretation, of course, is

not new; in fact, a similar explanation was given by C. H. Dodd in his lectures

at Cambridge in 1936-37, which were attended by the present reviewer. But it

has long been out of fashion since it was demolished, as most of us believe, by

the work ofW. G. Kiimmel and Krister Stendahl.

What of the other appearances? These were due to Ajisteckung, here

translated “infection,” but “contagion” would be better in my opinion.

(Incidentally, the translation is not the best of Bowden: there are too many of

those little words that lubricate German sentences but tend to clog English

ones, such as “also already” or “cf. merely.”) Concluding his historical

investigation, Luedemann defines the appearances as “hallucinations,” though

he is careful to warn his readers (n. 350) that this does not mean that they were

illusory but, rather, that they were occasioned by internal-subjective impulses

and not by external-objective ones.

Luedemann’s historical analysis is often very helpful. The problem is with
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his hallucination theory. As Eduard Schweizer has recently observed, it can

neither be proved nor refuted. But assuming that Luedemann is correct at the

historical level, does this eliminate the possibility that in and through those

historical-psychological experiences God acted in revealing his Son, alive

after death? Such is Paul’s claim in Galatians 1:15-16. Luedemann betrays his

philosophical presuppositions when he criticizes C. F. D. Moule for appealing

to a transcendent reality beyond history (n. 678). Such an appeal, argues

Luedemann, has been untenable since Kant. Against this, it must be insisted

that there is another dimension of reality, accessible to faith “in, with, and

under” historical (including psychological) events. If there is not, then word

and sacrament cannot mediate eschatological salvation.

Reginald H. Fuller

Virginia Theological Seminary

Carter, Warren. What Are They Saying about Matthew's Sermon on the Mount?

New York: Paulist Press, 1994. Pp. 136. $7.95.

This contribution to Paulist’s popular series provides a helpful concise

summary of recent scholarship on the Sermon on the Mount. Carter devotes

chapters to the origins of the Sermon on the Mount, its structure, its social

and historical setting, and the content of the Sermon. Carter surveys the most

prominent critical positions, assesses their validity, and guides the reader to

reasonable judgments of the various arguments.

The first chapter discusses source-critical dimensions of the Sermon.

Carter emphasizes positions that fall within mainstream two-source debates,

discussing the way Matthew combines Q and his special source and the extent

to which these sources preserve material from the historical Jesus (though

Carter acknowledges differing possibilities, including Betz’s claim that the

Sermon constitutes a distinct pre-Gospel source). The second chapter surveys

the numerous structuring patterns that critics have proposed for the Sermon:

Goulder’s midrashic reading, Patte’s chiastic structure, and several critics’

proposals for taking the Lord’s Prayer as the structuring linchpin of the

Sermon. Carter is judiciously skeptical about the most detailed proposals and

commends more flexible approaches. The third chapter considers possible

settings for the Sermon with respect on the one hand to Judaism and the

Torah and on the other hand to the constitution and stability of the Matthean

community; Carter sides cautiously with scholars who suppose that Matthew

comes from Syrian Antioch, where his community stands in (extramural)

conflict with leaders of postwar Judaism. The final two chapters examine the
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teachings of the Sermon, first considering the constituent passages of the

Sermon one by one and then venturing interpretations of the Sermon as a

whole. Here Carter discusses the Sermon’s eschatology, its antithetical

relation to Judaic tradition, and its emphasis on the complementarity of

thought and action. The last chapter sketches several construals of the

Sermon’s ethics. In all these efforts, Carter’s prose is simple and lucid enough

to make this a well-composed introductory work.

Appropriately, Carter does not go out on limbs; his overviews tend always

toward the middle of the scholarly road, and a beginning reader would be

hard-pressed to ascertain Carter’s own interpretive inclinations. While this

tendency is generally commendable for an introductory work, one might wish

that Carter had written in a livelier style and had exercised slightly stronger

authorial guidance to help readers follow his own interpretation of the

Sermon through the chapters of his analysis. The moderate tone is likewise

problematic when particular critical positions— for example, the argument

that Matthew’s community might have been situated in Galilee— are over-

looked, inasmuch as it suggests that such positions are unworthy of serious

consideration. Such drawbacks are difficult to avoid, though, in a work of such

short compass, and Carter is to be commended for eschewing the common
tactic of using an introductory work as a springboard for an idiosyncratic

critical position.

While scholarship on the Sermon on the Mount produces much new
analysis every year, introductory material has not kept pace. Carter’s short,

readable survey of recent criticism on the Sermon fills a genuine need and

should serve pastors and students admirably.

A. K. M. Adam
Princeton Theological Seminary

Boyarin, Daniel. A Radical Jew: Paul and the Politics of Identity. Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1994. Pp. xi + 3 66. $35.00.

In this startling and provocative book, Daniel Boyarin, Taubman Professor

of Talmudic Culture at the University of California, Berkeley, proposes an

interpretation of Paul that takes the Apostle’s Jewish reality with the utmost

seriousness. At the same, time he argues that Paul’s views are ultimately

antithetical to classical Judaism. The basic conflict is between universalism

and particularity.

Paul, influenced by the Platonic striving for cosmic unification, believes

that in Christ all divisive particularities among human societies have been
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overcome. For Boyarin the key text is Galatians 3:28: “There is neither Jew

nor Greek; there is neither slave nor freeman; there is no male and female. For

you are all one in Christ Jesus” (Boyarin’s translation). What Paul means,

thinks the author, is that “in Christ Jesus” the realities that have separated

individuals and societies are of no importance. They may exist, and Paul may

think it legitimate that they exist, but they do not matter.

They do not matter because Paul shares a dualism with Plato and Philo that

affirms the sole importance of the spiritual reality in which all corporeal

particularities unite. Such a dualism inevitably denies the meaningfulness of

earthly, corporeal realities. This does not necessarily mean that corporeality is

evil or sin, but such a judgment lies close at hand, and Boyarin seems to hover

in his interpretation between the two possibilities.

This dualism determines Paul’s way of looking at scripture. It is thoroughly

allegorical (Boyarin uses a very broad definition); Paul reads the text always as

revealing a spiritual meaning that is essential, while the literal, the corporeal,

meaning is unimportant or even false.

And this dualism determines Paul’s view of “Israel according to the flesh.”

The very way of putting the matter, in Boyarin’s view, shows how Paul locates

the particularity that is distinctive of Judaism— in the lower, corporeal,

unessential reality. Dualism also forms the basis for Paul’s views on male and

female. Yes, there is equality between the two, but on the spiritual level.

Boyarin sees Paul equating sexuality with sin (“sexuality per se is tainted with

immorality” [p. 1 7 1 ]); hence, spiritual existence moves away from corporeal

existence towards a higher reality. “Sexuality has been dispensed with in the

Christian dispensation, precisely in order to spiritualize the body” (p. 172).

Thus, Paul has his heart in the universal spiritual, which he sees as brought

into being by the Christ event. To strive towards the universal is understand-

able, but its danger lies, says Boyarin, in the disregard for legitimate particu-

larity. The Apostle’s passion for equality led him “to equate equality with

sameness,” and “his social thought was therefore deeply flawed” (p. 9).

Boyarin is not, however, simply a special pleader for the correctness of a

Jewish emphasis upon the centrality of particularity. That also has its dangers,

as he makes clear in a final chapter on contemporary Jewish wrestlings with

the issue. Both Paul and the rabbis have a positive and a concomitant negative

side. Universalism should not deny the legitimacy of particularity; nor should

a claim of particularity become a place of boasting.

This is the most challenging book on Paul I have read in recent years. Few

readers will think it “right” or “wrong”; it is much too complicated for that

kind of simplistic response. The book kept asking me to rethink conclusions,

some of which have been commonplaces of scholarship for decades.
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Perhaps the ultimate question the author raises is how a universalist vision

should value particularity. Paul, it must be granted, thinks that Judaism

reflects more than the corporeal; in some way God has influenced Jewish

particularity. He does not deny that societies have to be particular, including

the church and the individuals within it. Does he then denigrate the Judaism

of his day because he thinks it, apart from belief in Christ, cannot be an

expression of the universal? Is Boyarin correct when he claims that an

adequate appreciation of Jewish particularity would mean its
“

‘right’ to

remain unconvinced by the gospel” (p. 10)? This question not only lies at the

heart of current Jewish-Christian discussion; in today’s global political ten-

sions, Boyarin’s incisive questioning is relevant to cultural clashes in many

parts of the world.

Robin Scroggs

Union Theological Seminary

Witherington, Ben III. Paul's Narrative Thought World: The Tapestry of

Tragedy and Triumph. Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1994. Pp.

373. $24.99.

Ben Witherington, Professor of New Testament at Asbury Theological

Seminary, provides here an account of Paul’s thought organized around

“story.” At numerous points Witherington draws on some half dozen books

he has published since 1990 and refers to other scholars in English, agreeing

or disagreeing. From the figure of a tapestry he elects to step back to

contemplate the whole, not threads or stitchery. “Tragedy and Triumph”

form an inclusio phrase for the book; the former refers to “Paradise Lost,” the

latter belongs to Jesus.

Witherington’s overall contention is that “all Paul’s ideas,” arguments,

advice, and even social arrangements are ultimately grounded in “the Story.”

Contingent situations may affect how the Apostle articulates his thoughts, but

there is no development allowed in Paul’s letters, no desire for an inductive

approach letter by letter (as in Jurgen Becker’s unmentioned 1989 Paulus).

While there existed for Paul a “symbolic universe,” it is the narrative thought

world of “the Great Story” behind Paul’s articulated theology and ethics that

provides the subject of the book. The twenty chapters in its six parts often

bear striking titles (Moses as “the Leader Who Laid Down the Law”), the

subheads even more so (“Election Returns”; “Water Rite and Water Rights”).

There is frequent use of poetry, some of it by Witherington himself (tellingly

on p. 313).

While “story” is in vogue nowadays, any such narrative must to some
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degree be put together by the modern scholar. Witherington draws on the

Pauline corpus (Ephesians, e.g., may reflect Paul’s thought, even if he did not

personally write it [p. 248]), Acts, and the Old Testament. The Story is

variously described, initially (p. 5) as “four interrelated” ones: “a world gone

wrong” (part 1); Israel in that world (part 2); Christ (parts 3-5); and the story

of Christians (part 6). At the end (pp. 354-55) “The Tapestry Complete” is

charted around “the Story of God” and “the Story of Humankind.” The
Story involves “both history and His story” (p. 2). There’s also Paul’s story (p.

86) and a story of the body of Christ, so that “Paul’s view of life is essentially

Christocentric and ecclesiocentric” (p. 325). The dominant pattern seems

akin to C. K. Barrett’s nodal figures from Adam to the Christ who is to come,

or to W. D. Davies’ analysis of Paul. Is narrative really Heilsgescbicbte

repackaged?

The book may be stronger on cosmology than on anthropology. Reconcili-

ation is little mentioned. Righteousness gets its place as “crucial” but not

central. Sanctification, progress, growth in Christ are stressed. Needless to

say, thousands of exegetical decisions have gone into presenting the Story,

over the author’s thirteen years of teaching Paul. Among those to be pondered

are Romans 7:7-13 as “the tale of Adam in the first person”; the law as

“glorious guardian” (Gal. 3:24 plus 2 Cor. 3:7); Philippians 2:6-11 as a

hymnic adaptation not of the kerygma (which some might take as the Story)

but ofWisdom; penal substitutionary atonement; Romans 8:29 as destiny, not

election (“one must play one’s part”); and good works as vital. On “the faith of

Jesus Christ” Witherington is (rightly) not convinced that pistis Christou refers

only to Jesus’ fidelity and not to the faith of Christians. Witherington inverts

C. H. Dodd’s findings on the verb hilaskomai when he says “there are even

three places in the LXX that it might mean ‘propitiate’ ” (the sense Wither-

ington favors over “expiate”), ignoring that main point that the other LXX
examples reversed Greek ideas of appeasing an angry deity.

Little decisions determine how the big Story is pieced together. Would the

God story be different if one stressed more “the justification ofGod” and less

Christ’s death as propitiating God’s wrath? What one really has in Paul are

some autobiographical segments and some fragments of stories told in part. It

is far from certain that one can escape the contingencies of Paul’s theology

and ethics by appeal to an underlying Story. Since Witherington holds it is

rooted in Paul’s own experience, it is scarcely the Story common to apostolic

Christianity. And the interstices must be filled in by us from Wesleyan,

Arminian, Calvinist, and other doctrine.

John Reumann

Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia
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Pannenberg, Wolfhart. Systematic Theology. Vol. 2. Translated by Geoffrey

W. Bromiley. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994. Pp.

xvi + 499. $39.99.

This is the second of a three-volume systematic theology that will cap off

the nearly four decades of prodigious publishing by one of the most erudite of

twentieth-century intellectuals. Having carried the flag leading the theologi-

cal insurrectionists out of the ghetto of Schleiermacherian and neoorthodox

subjectivism in the 1960s, Wolfhart Pannenberg still waves the banner of a

public faith— a faith that is criticizable and supportable by objective reason—
that embraces Enlightenment values while challenging the restrictively secu-

lar self-understanding of modern society. Here, in the magnum opus that

straddles his retirement from the theological faculty at the University of

Munich, he presents his grand vision of reality as a whole imbued by its

Creator’s love and destined for eschatological transformation into its true

essence. It is a systematic theology following the classical paradigm that

begins with methodology and raises the truth question before proceeding

through the loci of God, creation, anthropology, Christology, pneumatology,

ecclesiology, and ending where it should with eschatology.

Having dealt with the intricacies of trinitarian relationality and the at-

tributes of God in the first volume, here in the second volume Pannenberg

takes up creation, a doctrine that for him is tied inextricably to Christology

and eschatology. Christology is central because the Son, also the Logos that

structures both the divine mind and the makeup of the natural world,

differentiates himself from the Father; and this permits the creation to stand

over against the Father. The created world does not emanate from God by

necessity from the divine essence. Rather, it is contingent. It might never have

been, or it might have been otherwise. God engages the creation as other just

as God engages otherness in the unity and distinction of the three persons of

the Trinity. The world is created through the Son, the Logos, as other; yet, as

in the Son-Father relationship, this otherness bespeaks a dynamic relational

unity.

Creation is not, however, over and done yet. Creation is not something that

happened once way back at the beginning, either the Genesis chapter one

beginning or the Big Bang beginning. Rather, it is ongoing. And it will

continue until consummated in the new creation, the kingdom of God.

Creation and eschatology belong together, because the creation does not

become what it is fully meant to be until its redemption and fulfillment in the

divine eternity. Each creature— each of us— is on the way, so to speak, to

becoming our true selves. Our true selves will be determined in large part by
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the place we find in the nexus of postresurrection relations that constitute the

everlasting kingdom of God.

One of the most creative contributions to the conceptual conversation is

Pannenberg’s rethinking of the eternity-time relationship. Eternity is not

mere timelessness; nor is it so sharply separated from the created world that it

remains immutable and unaffected by temporal events. What happens in time

affects eternity. Or, to put it another way, eternity comprehends time.

The advent of the eschatological kingdom of God marks the transition

from time to eternity. As finite creatures we experience the distinction and

separation of the present moment from the past and the future; and we

anticipate our own future death when we will run out of time and our present

will become only past. In the resurrection, however, we will still be able to

distinguish past, present, and future, and we will even be finite, to be sure; but

the differences will not constitute separations. All times will be distinguish-

able but united, and this will constitute an eternity we share with the

trinitarian God.

From the present perspective it would seem that time influences eternity

and that eternity in its fullness is not yet. One might think that only from the

eschatological perspective looking back, so to speak, might one see all times

united and see eternity as influencing time. Yet, Pannenberg elsewhere in this

book speaks of eternity as if it were stable and immutable. He describes the life

of God as eternal and necessary over against the creation, which is temporal

and contingent; and he emphasizes that God would be God even without a

creation. It seems to this reader that one cannot have it both ways. Either the

temporal history of an ongoing creative activity affects if not constitutes

God’s eternal relationship to the world and hence a significant dimension of

God’s life, or else there is a completeness to God’s life in eternity that remains

unaffected by the onset or culmination of the world’s creative history. The

book seems to affirm both these incompatible things. If in the final analysis

they are in fact incompatible, then I would choose the first one and credit

Pannenberg with one of the most adequate theological accountings of the

divine life engaged in the creation and redemption of the world.

Ted Peters

Pacific Lutheran Seminary and Graduate Theological Union

Hodgson, Peter C. Winds of the Spirit: A Constructive Christian Theology.

Louisville: Westminister John Knox Press, 1994. Pp. xv + 421. $24.99.

Winds of the Spirit represents a theological program and its carrying out, a

fundamental and a constructive theology, an attempt to retrieve the tradition
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but also creatively and critically to transform it. Its ambitions are huge, aiming

as it does to provide a synoptic view of a relatively inclusive span of theological

topics (e.g., Trinity, creation, incarnation, resurrection, community, eschatol-

ogy [part 3]), while also focusing on the more methodological issues of the

sources (part 1) and context (part 2) of theology. Situated within the general

stream of liberal Protestant theology, Winds of the Spirit has as its proximate

ancestor Tillich’s Systematic Theology. Hegel and multiple forms of contempo-

rary theology oriented around emancipatory praxis (liberation theology,

feminism, etc.) are also huge presences, with the former supplying the pattern

of trinitarian figuration that organizes the voluminous material, and the latter

providing both the motive as well as much of the substance for the revisions of

classical understandings Hodgson deems necessary.

Persuaded of the essential wrongheadedness of sola scriptura and the

incorrigibility of tradition, Winds of the Spirit advances the position that

contemporary or postmodern theology must necessarily be involved in the

business of creative revision and critical appropriation of the tradition. This

means, among other things, that while Winds of the Spirit is genuinely

committed to unrestricted dialogue, as well as the contestability and reusabil-

ity of its own theological proposal, it is not in fact in dialogue with fundamen-

talism, stringent Word of God theologies, and various kinds of dogmatic and

ecclesial traditionalism. For on Hodgson’s view, all of these forms of theology

fail to engage in the act of interpretation. This also means that while Hodgson

wishes his work to be understood as a contribution to Reformed theology, he

is aware that it strays from the classical paradigm with respect to its judgment

about sources and theological substance.

Guided in particular by the three contemporary quests he believes have

most claim to our contemporary attention, the emancipatory quest (chapter

6), the ecological quest (chapter 7), and the dialogical quest (chapter 8), the

revisions enacted on traditional renditions of classical topoi are considerable.

For instance, the ecological quest helps promote a revisioning of the classical

understanding of God over and beyond the world, and the dialogical quest

provokes a new christological understanding in which Jesus is the definitive

realization of a form of openness to God that is nevertheless not exclusive to

him. The emancipatory quest affects almost every aspect of Hodgson’s

theological proposal, from his recommendation that “Father” not be under-

stood as a constitutive symbol of Christian faith, through the structural and

social analysis of sin, to reflection on church being the place or manner of

God’s being with us on the way.
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If the accent in Winds ofthe Spirit falls on revision rather than retrieval, it is

necessary to point out that, considering the range of contemporary options,

Hodgson’s proposal is not, in the strict sense, radical. He does not recom-

mend a thoroughgoing cleaning out of the Christian theological stable as

would be recommended by theologians influenced by deconstruction, nor

does he think that the object of theology is in the final analysis something

other than God (e.g., society). Moreover, it is clear that he believes that any

revision must preserve not only Christianity’s basic symbols but also some of

its attendant claims. However corrected in the direction of relationality and

immanence, the pole of transcendence must be preserved in the symbol of

creation; however revised in the direction of greater inclusivity, the symbol of

Christ is definitive for Christians; and however depersonalized, the Spirit

cannot be regarded as simply the sum of finite spirits in community. For

theological radicals, Winds of the Spirit may retrieve too much, whereas for

many, the revisions advocated by Hodgson cut too broadly and deeply against

the theological traditions. But then, perhaps, it is the fate of mediating

theologies to be exposed to criticism from the “left” as well as the “right.”

But the task of mediating theologies has become more rather than less

difficult! Hodgson differs from Tillich in the sense that he is less trying to

hold the middle than to solder one together. Brokenness, in a sense, is

assumed. This registers itself in both the style and tone of Hodgson’s text.

Winds ofthe Spirit is marvelously economic in its expression, and if Hodgson’s

formidable erudition can be glanced, it is never obtrusive. In what seems to be

the conscious avoidance of the magisterial style, there is an acknowledgement

of the power politics at the heart of all discourse, of the potential for discourse

to become authoritarian. Hodgson’s ascetic text is itself an instance of the

dialogical quest that he believes ought to define the practice of theology.

Tone, like style, for Hodgson, is also a form of praxis. Winds of the Spirit is

never patronizing or condescending. It assumes that theology is a shared

inquiry reflecting upon a community’s common faith in God and its common
hope in the realization of the presence of God to human communities in their

fragile attempts to instantiate truth and justice.

Cyril O’Regan

Yale University

Fernandez, Eleazar S. Toward a Theology ofStruggle. Maryknoll: Orbis Books,

1994. Pp. vi + 193. $18.95.

In a crucible of struggle for survival and autonomy, generations of Filipino

Christians have fashioned and expressed their beliefs through song, art,
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poetry, celebration, and sermon. These beliefs constitute the theology of

struggle. Systematizing this theology risks violating its concrete and fluid

reality, but Eleazar Fernandez offers a systematization toward a theology of

struggle, not in order to transfer its locus from peasant’s field to professor’s

study, but to add a scholarly dimension to its reality and to present it as

challenge and invitation to Christians outside the Philippines.

Grounding reflection in the concrete experience of Filipinos is the hallmark

of the theology of struggle. Thus, after briefly delineating the Filipino

context, Fernandez initiates his discussion of God by noting that suffering

people place their hope in the contingency of history. Their eschatology

focuses not on otherworldly escape but on the potential in each new moment

for unfolding redemptive sociopolitical patterns of relation. It is in these

pregnant spaces between present suffering and future freedom that the

presence of God is discerned. Thus, Fernandez constructs a doctrine of God
conceived not in ontological categories but according to experience ofGod in

transformative praxis. God is not identified as struggle; nevertheless, it is in

struggle against injustice, suffering, and oppression that one encounters and

strives together with God.

Fernandez fashions this insight into a powerful Christology. The enduring

legacy of four centuries of Spanish and American colonial rule is a lucrative

alignment of a thin upper crust of Filipinos with international interests.

Filipino fiscal, land, and labor policy is far more responsive to this exploitive

elite than to the impoverished majority of Filipinos. Fernandez carefully

parallels this situation to that of first-century Jews, who were dominated by

Roman interests as mediated by a Jewish elite. In both cases, elites have

manipulated religious symbols to safeguard control of suffering peoples.

When Jesus’ teachings are read in this context, their inherently political and

liberative dimensions are unveiled. One recognizes Jesus’ divinity in his

struggle against unjust elites and in his identification with persons those elites

designated “sinful.” One sees the crucifixion as political witness to Jesus’

unwavering faithfulness to the oppressed. This is not necessarily to deny that

Jesus is “really” God, but it is to retrieve a contextual understanding of his

ministry, an understanding calling disciples not to propositional assent but to

prophetic struggle.

Fernandez also relates his theme, that the divine is encountered in the

struggle against injustice, to ecclesiology. The first Christians struggled on

the margins of society, but after Constantine, the church itself gradually

became a center of power legitimating unjust social structures. Throughout

its history, prophets on the margins have challenged the church with Jesus’

vision. Internally, Luther’s reaction to the opulence of Rome was no doubt
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the most momentous such challenge, and the Enlightenment’s liberative

celebration of human reason and individual rights constituted a significant

external challenge to church hegemony. Fernandez identifies the history of

prophetic challenges with the voice of the true church. Today, the originally

liberative trajectories of Protestantism and Enlightenment individualism,

combined with a global market economy, themselves sustain unjust struc-

tures. But— in the emerging theologies ofwomen and third-world peoples—
the voice of the true church again calls from the margins. Far from being

“new,” theology of struggle is a contemporary manifestation of the ancestral

prophets’ cries.

Most of Fernandez’s themes are familiar from theologies of liberation; his

contribution is to offer the first comprehensive delineation of a distinctively

Filipino theology vis-a-vis traditional and liberation theologies. The very

breadth of Fernandez’s study signals its inevitable shortcoming, for it is

impossible to dedicate sufficient attention to so many complex topics (doc-

trine of God, Christology, ecclesiology, anthropology, eschatology, method-

ology, suffering, Filipino history and politics). In addition to refining and

deepening extant analyses, I hope in future publications Fernandez will

address: (i) questions of violence, (2) complaints that the christocentrism of

liberation theologies is unhelpful in Asia’s pluralistic context, (3) the relation

of the Christian Filipino nationalism he advocates to the concerns of Barmen,

(4) whether there is not still significant place for abstract reflection upon

doctrine (a la Nicea and Chalcedon).

Toward a Theology ofStruggle could be used in lay contexts with a knowledge-

able leader. I recommend using it in conjunction with Dorothy Friesen’s

Critical Choices: A Journey with the Filipino People (1988), and Stanley Karnow’s

In Our Image: America's Enipwe in the Philippines (1989). Friesen’s anecdotal

style and Karnow’s compelling historical narrative will deepen Americans’

understanding of the context that stimulates so compelling and challenging a

theology.

William Greenway

Princeton Theological Seminary

Torrance, Thomas F. Preaching Christ Today: The Gospel and Scientific Think-

ing. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994. Pp. viii + 71.

$5.99.

In this brief work, dedicated to evangelist Billy Graham, Torrance presents

in two accessible essays many of the theological conclusions that are argued
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more fully and rigorously in his other works. He draws out their implications

for proclaiming the gospel today in advanced technological societies where

ways of knowing and truth claims are dominated by the natural sciences. Not

only must persons become evangelized, but also the intellectual, scientific,

and theological “structures in which they live and think.” In addition,

evangelism itself must become evangelized by the “unconditional grace” and

“vicarious humanity” of Christ as proclaimed by the New Testament.

The basic thrust of his critique of both the history of science and theology is

antidualistic. Platonic, Aristotelian, neo-Platonic, Thomist, Newtonian, and

Kantian conceptions of being and knowing have bifurcated reality into two

unrelated or tangentially related realms, the visible world of appearances and

the invisible world of things-in-themselves. Both ancient Catholic theology

and Einstein’s general theory of relativity undermine dualism with a dynamic

ontology of interaction between God and creation, space and time, incarna-

tion and atonement, the conceptual and the empirical. Newton’s cosmology

and theology are claimed to be at the root of the Enlightenment distinction

between an “objective” world of causal determinism and a “subjective” world

of freedom. This dualism was baptized by modern biblical studies under the

distinction between Historie and Geschichte, and culminated in destructive

criticism of the Bible and the relativizing of Christian truth claims in the name

of religious pluralism. Faced with the practical question of suffering persons,

“Is God really like Jesus?” neoliberal theology and the most recent quests for

the Jesus of Historie have nothing left to proclaim. For their very ontological

and epistemological conceptions falsify the self-disclosure of God in the

humanity of Israel and the incarnation ofGod in Jesus the Jew.

The way forward for Torrance lies in discovering the hidden likenesses

between early Catholic and Reformation doctrines and modern conceptions

of the space-time cosmos after Einstein. Two important hidden likenesses are

a dynamic conception of being and a disclosure model of truth. The proclama-

tion ofGod’s action in creation and incarnation broke early Christian thinkers

out of static “Greek” notions of being (Torrance fails to account for Heracli-

tus). Likewise, Einstein’s physics overcame Newton’s mathematical and

Euclidean notions of time and space. The God proclaimed in the gospel is

active to create the conditions required for “realism” in theological knowl-

edge. Science after Einstein “no longer imposes abstract necessary patterns of

thought upon nature, but seeks to understand nature out of its own inherent

rational order.”

A reading of Torrance must be critical. He quickly dismisses the social

sciences as impure and locked into outdated scientific thinking. This allows
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him to ignore the postmodern contextual interpretation of scientific truth

claims that would question his conclusion that the gospel demands a strong

version of theological and scientific realism. What is lacking in this book is an

account of the community that receives the New Testament as “gospel,” the

Bible as “scripture,” and the ecumenical creeds as authoritative, and this

indicates an underdeveloped doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Such an account

would transfigure the meaning of “realism,” for too many realists fail to

wonder, what kind of “realism” is required and shaped by trinitarian forms of

life?

Robert A. Cathey

Monmouth College

Pelikan, Jaroslav. Christianity and Classical Culture: The Metamorphosis of

Natural Theology in the Christian Encounter with Hellenism. New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1993. Pp. xvi + 368. $40.00.

Jaroslav Pelikan has produced another volume to rival those for which his

name has become so jusdy respected. Christianity and Classical Culture chronicles

the encounter between Christian thought and Hellenistic culture through the

eyes of four Cappadocians: Gregory of Nazianzus, Basil of Caesarea, Gregory

of Nyssa, and Macrina. The book, based on Pelikan’s 1992-93 Gifford

Lectures at the University of Aberdeen, investigates the Cappadocians’

natural theology.

On the premise that faith and reason are “mutually complementary,” the

author structures his book in two movements: Natural Theology as Apologet-

ics (the search for “the rational basis of the mystery”); and Natural Theology

as Presupposition (reason under the guidance of scripture). The approach

affords equal weight to both faith and reason, yet sidesteps the all too frequent

antipathy between religious tradition and natural theology. Included are such

faith issues in the fourth-century East as religious language, epistemology, the

cosmos, space and time, imago Dei, the purpose of life, and the purpose of the

universe.

Pelikan’s grasp is encyclopedic. Displaying his adeptness with philological

problems, his discussion ranges fluently over the entire corpus of Cappado-

cian works and their classical and Christian antecedents. The primary refer-

ence is Gregory of Nyssa, because Gregory’s systematic approach gives a

natural checkpoint on many of the issues discussed and because Nyssa appears

to be the most committed to finding a bridge between “truths of Christian
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revelation” and “principles of rational, natural theology.” Still, the other

Cappadocians are more than adequately represented.

Even so, crucial differences among the four do appear. Basil, for example, is

here the committed proponent of Christian Hellenism and is basically

positive in his assessment of classical learning, so long as its pagan content is

“neutralized.” Gregory of Nazianzus emerges as the least persuaded of the

viability of the “ransom” theory of the atonement. For though he used “fish

hook” terminology in a late Easter oration, he rejects as “hubris” any

suggestion that Christ’s death was ransom to the devil. Pelikan identifies

Macrina more clearly with Gregory of Nyssa’s universalism, which is con-

trasted with Basil’s “just judgment of retribution” upon those who have “not

been converted from their infidelity” and with Gregory of Nazianzus’ mediat-

ing position.

Pelikan’s encyclopedic approach may have its occasional pitfalls. In his

enthusiasm for their contributions, Pelikan sometimes seems to overdraw the

Cappadocians’ specialness: “In the thought of the Cappadocians natural

theology and religious tradition were not seen as antithetical— as they were in

the Classical period, and would be again during the Enlightenment— but as

complementary and mutually supportive.” Are natural theology and religious

tradition monolithically antithetical in the classical period or in the Enlighten-

ment? Some Enlightenment voices, chief among them Locke’s, did not infer

an entirely adverse polarity between natural theology and religious tradition.

Religious tradition, after all, is the bearer of revelation, which for Locke, was

credible only inasmuch as it could be based upon an empirical sphere of

reality.

Perhaps even Pelikan’s formidable work has only succeeded, after all, in

demonstrating just how great an enigma such questions must seemingly

remain. They are, nonetheless, considerably sharpened by the impressive

scope and thoroughness of this landmark effort.

Edward F. Duffy

First Congregational Church

Litchfield, CT

Ashjian, Mesrob. Armenian Church Patristic and Other Essays. New York:

Armenian Prelacy, 1994. Pp. 251. $25.00.

Widely ranging over the Hellenistic, patristic, and medieval periods, this

diverse collection of essays deals with a number of subjects of abiding

theological interest, as well as addressing some more characteristically mod-
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ern problems. Written mostly in the early seventies as graduate papers at

Princeton Seminary, they have undergone only slight, mainly stylistic, revi-

sion and are inevitably dated in some respects. Despite this, they are of

importance as an introduction to aspects of Armenian religious thought all

too meagerly accessible in English. Moreover, Ashjian’s research marks a

significant advance over Arpee’s A History ofArmenian Christianity (1946) to

which reference is sometimes made in the notes. One is especially struck by

the rigor of the analysis in the best of these investigations which, in a formula

borrowed from the foreword, display “none of the ecclesiastical chauvinism,

theological provincialism and intellectual defensiveness that often prevails in

the Armenian Church.”

This is particularly evident in what constitutes the core of the work, a series

of three chapters devoted to a reexamination of the scholar Grigor Tat’ewac’i’s

magnum opus, the “Book of Questions” of 1396. Since the work has enjoyed

only one complete printing (until recently) and that occurred in 1729, it has

hardly featured prominently on the reading list of the Armenian educated

public. Nevertheless, a mystique has grown up around it and its author to the

effect that they represent “Armenian Orthodoxy’s greatest champion” (p.

109). However, as Ashjian rightly notes, in contrast to neighboring cultures,

Armenian theologians have been comparatively little exercised with polemics

over the centuries and, under scrutiny, Grigor emerges as being fairly typical.

Hence, we observe an interesting dichotomy between the textbook rhetoric of

the introductions (one of which is repeated verbatim on pp. 19-21, 1 09-11)

and the results of the young researcher’s own enquiries, which are more

nuanced and prepare the ground for a fuller reevaluation of Grigor’s position

within the evolution of Armenian theology.

While Aristotelian logic was known in Armenia, its categories had never

been applied to sacramental theology. However, these insights were propa-

gated in eastern Armenia by Dominican missionaries, responsible for translat-

ing works of Aquinas and Albertus Magnus in the first half of the fourteenth

century. The fruits of that endeavor are visible in Grigor’s acceptance of the

doctrine of transubstantiation along with other Western features including

the sevenfold delineation of the sacraments, a more Augustinian view of

original sin, and a concomitantly individualistic understanding of the role of

baptism, as well as the rather artificial attempt to accommodate certain aspects

of Armenian baptismal chrismation as a proleptic form of extreme unction

(which is not practiced by the Armenian church).

Ashjian clearly demonstrates the extent of Grigor’s divergence from Arme-

nian tradition by a judicious selection of earlier writings. However, he seems
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to make light of Grigor’s insistence (in continuity with the Armenian rite

since at least the sixth century) on celebrating the eucharist with wine alone,

unmixed with water, as a symbol of the incorruptibility of Christ’s flesh.

Subject to internal debate from the twelfth century, this apparently uniquely

Armenian feature has nevertheless been tenaciously maintained in the face of

strong latinizing pressure at various times. The author offers a briefer

treatment of Grigor’s eclectic handling of Pseudo-Dionysius’ doctrine of the

ninefold division of the angelic powers and its implications for the constitu-

tion of the church and his teaching on the divine image in man. The negative

assessment of Grigor’s departure from Armenian sacramental tradition is

emblematic of certain “Eastern” tendencies in Roman theology itself since

Vatican II, granting a new emphasis to the invocation of the Spirit. Similar

moves are underway in the Armenian church. Ashjian’s consideration of the

reaction to Chalcedonian Christology is also timely in connection with the

current WCC-sponsored Oriental-Eastern Orthodox discussions in which

the author is a participant. His apposite distinction between the doctrinal

issue and the council’s status is borne out by the early agreement reached on

the compatibility of the two christological formulations (essentially prefig-

ured by an accord between the Armenians and Byzantines in the twelfth

century!), while debate continues on several related issues of canon law.

Apart from a broad survey ofviews on cremation, the other significant topic

dealt with is church-state relations with particular reference to the millet

system regulating Ottoman administration of ethnic groups as religious units,

investing both sacred and secular authority in the hands of the hierarchy.

Although the study concentrates on the historical operation of this govern-

ment by confessional affiliation, it documents the extent to which the system

still applies to churches and Jewish communities in the Middle East. More-

over, the author perceptively analyzes its baneful effects on the church’s

functioning and self-understanding in terms of an overidentification with the

interests of its constituent people in ways reminiscent of national churches in

the West.

In view of the collection’s inherent value, the number of typographical

errors is irritating. The work’s utility for a less specialized readership,

moreover, would have benefited from an English translation of various

French, Latin, and Greek citations and provision of maps and a general index.

However, the volume contains much that is both stimulating and informative

and amply repays careful reading.

S. Peter Cowe
Columbia University
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Tamburello, Dennis E. Union with Christ: John Calvin and the Mysticism of St.

Bernard. Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994. Pp. viii + 167.

$16.00.

The title of this volume anticipates the author’s conclusion. The book’s

subject is Calvin’s unio mystica. After an adroit comparison with Bernard’s

“bond of love” {gluten amoris), unio mystica is seen as somewhat like Bernard’s

gluten
,
but not identical.

The difficult task of defining mysticism is well handled. Tamburello, taking

his cue from Troeltsch, makes a distinction between the generic and specific

aspects of mysticism. In its specific sense, the concept stands for a unique kind

of religious experience not present in every Christian life. The author sees

Calvin and Bernard in the school of “specific” mysticism. However, as the

argument progresses the distinction’s generic aspect seems more appropriate

for Calvin.

Chapters two and three, while not exhaustive treatments of Bernard’s and

Calvin’s doctrines of anthropology and justification, are extremely well

documented. They also attest to the author’s genius for synthesis. The
absence of John Sommerfeldt, as a secondary source, is somewhat unfortu-

nate. Chapters four and five touch the heart of the matter. Each chapter

follows the same division: the nature of mystical union and the role of

knowledge in that experience, candidates for this union, and mysticism’s

relation to ecclesiology and Christian life.

Ritschl’s accusation that Bernard’s mysticism is a “works righteousness” is

shown to be without documentary foundation. Tamburello presents the

“degrees” of love in the De diligendo Dei as the harbinger of the more mature

Sermones Super Cantica. For Bernard, union with God is not an essentiarum

cohaerentia but rather a conniventia voluntatum. It is the union of wills that

effects the unus spiritus of the “spiritual marriage.” Ritschl’s strong objection

to this “equality of persons” implication is well answered by Tamburello.

Scant reference to Bernard’s doctrine of imago Dei is a minor failure in this

chapter.

The author touches rather lightly on the role of knowledge in mystical

experience. But he carefully avoids naming Bernard a voluntarist. Bernard

admits the possibility of mystical union for all, but is rather “elitist” in his

opinion that it is more probable in monasteries. As the church is the “bride of

Christ,” so the members “may justifiably assume a share in this honor.”

Tamburello begins his study of Calvin’s unio mystica by citing the classical

text in the Institutes 3.1 1. 10. Pivotal concepts are “engrafting” and “a fellow-

ship of righteousness” and “putting on Christ.” Other significant words are
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participation, communion, and adoption. The Institutes have four references

to spiritual marriage (coniugii sacra coniunctio). These are used in connection

with Eph. 5:30-32. The image is not applied to the contemplative experience

as such, but applies rather to the union that flows from faith. Those readers

unaware of Calvin’s deep piety will find in chapter six well-documented

proofs of his respect for the mystical tradition. Tamburello does a splendid

job of explaining the subtleties of regeneration, justification, and sanctifica-

tion; the modes in which Christ “lives” in the believer is an especially

inspiring passage (Commentary on Gal. 2:20). Unio mystica is described as

spiritual, real and not figurative, as between Christ and the believer, and as

effected by the Holy Spirit. Reticent about the “nature” of this union, Calvin

writes, “I have more of an impression of this mystery than I strive to

comprehend it.”

Tamburello again only lightly touches on the role of knowledge in unio

mystica. Faith is simply the root of all. All the elect, according to Calvin,

through faith come to this unio mystica. Bernard’s concept of “active love” is a

kind of synonymy for this union, but the contemplative “experience” goes

beyond this. For Calvin, human ignorance, sloth, and fickleness need the

outward help of the church “to beget and increase faith within us.”

Agreements: Union is the total effect of grace, not of works; union is not

unity of essences, nor between equals; it is unity of wills with the cognitive

component of faith; union is unselfish and “actively” directed toward God

and neighbor; it yields “experimental” knowledge; by its nature it is trinitar-

ian; it happens in the indispensable context of the church and sacraments;

sanctification is a lifelong process; and spiritual marriage is union’s fit image.

Disagreements: For Bernard, contemplation in its monastic setting is a

“higher” Christian way. He is generally elitist. Calvin’s engrafting doctrine

denies “higher” and “lower” ways. He is egalitarian, but “double predestina-

tion” supplies its own “principle of exclusion.” Both men urge “union of

love”; they both, but for different reasons, view “contemplative” experience

as rare. For Bernard, love “constitutes” union; for Calvin, love is “the effect”

of union.

This scholarly book can serve to nourish our spiritual lives even as it serves

our ecumenical fellowship. Its author, like his subjects, has deftly combined

rigorous dogmatics with reverent piety.

Luke Anderson

Cistercian Priory

New Ringgold, PA
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Wakefield, Gordon. Bunyan the Christian. London: HarperCollins, 1992. Pp.

x + 143. $26.00.

John Bunyan (1628-88) is best known for his Pilgrim's Progress, which has

been published in about two hundred languages and dialects, and his mostly

autobiographical Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners. Bunyan studies are

not widespread in the United States, although there are a few outstanding

historians and literary scholars who continue to produce helpful works on his

life and attractive editions of his writings.

Gordon Wakefield, retired as Principal of the Queen’s College, Birming-

ham, England, provides an excellent refresher and summary for those with

some familiarity with Bunyan and an excellent introduction for those who are

not acquainted with Bunyan and his place in English history.

Bunyan is the only one of his social class, a tinker mending pots and pans,

and the only one of his religious persuasion, a Dissenter, ever to have written a

classic of English literature. Lacking any formal education beyond the

rudimentary skills of reading and writing, he became an outstanding preacher,

known in London pulpits, and a leading symbol for religious freedom and

dissent. His prominent leadership and refusal to give up preaching cost him

more than twelve years in prison.

Bunyan is often claimed by the Baptists although he believed baptism to be

unnecessary for salvation and had his own children baptized as infants. In the

town records of Bedford he is listed as a Congregationalist. Proponents of

religious freedom of any label should claim him and be familiar with him and

his works. While basically a Calvinist in theology, Bunyan writes ofhow much

he appreciated Luther’s Commentary on Galatians. Bunyan understood the

virtue of good works and died after having contracted influenza following an

errand of mercy after which he rode horseback for forty miles in a driving

rainstorm. Nevertheless, it was the experience of grace and the awesome

nature of the God of grace whom Bunyan worshiped that motivated all he

thought and did.

Gordon Wakefield has captured much of this in his remarkably succinct

work. We are given insight into the tumult of seventeenth-century England

with its parliamentary revolt, the only execution in history of a British

monarch, the establishment of the Commonwealth under Cromwell, and the

Restoration of Charles II. In brief, accurate paragraphs, Wakefield distin-

guishes among the many and varied dissenting groups of the time. We are

introduced to the several factions described by the titles: Presbyterians and

Independents; Radicals, Levellers, Diggers, Ranters, and Fifth Monarchists;

and Quakers— seventeenth-century Quakers not being anywhere near the
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same as the twentieth-century bearers of the name. If all this diversity seems

overwhelming to one not familiar with seventeenth-century England, Wake-

field makes it all clear and interesting, thereby conveying the ferment of the

time.

The author was the first Methodist minister to be awarded the Lambeth

doctorate of divinity. The reader is made aware of his Wesleyan connections

quite frequently, not only from references to John Wesley, but also in the

Wesleyan perspective Wakefield brings to his theological commentary from

time to time. All of this is very upfront and should prove stimulating to the

theologically oriented reader. It is to the author’s credit that he articulates a

theological and religious point of view, particularly when he chooses to

engage some of the criticisms leveled at Bunyan by those outside of theologi-

cal circles.

This informative, interestingly written book will be enjoyed by all who

appreciate learning how faith has engaged human life in tumultuous times—
and still might!

Conrad H. Massa

Princeton Theological Seminary

Banker, Mark T. Presbyterian Missions and Cultural Interaction in the Far

Southwest
, 1850-1950. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1993. Pp. xiv +

225. $36.95.

The history of the church and especially the missionary movement has

always involved the penetration of the Christian life and message into

receptor cultures and the penetration of values of those cultures into the

church. This study by a former teacher at Menaul School in Albuquerque, one

of the institutions established by the movement analyzed here, focuses on

Presbyterian missions to “Indians,” Hispanic people, and Mormons during

the period.

The author’s thesis is that while the missionaries expected to produce a

radical cultural transformation primarily through their schools and did indeed

make an impact in a number of areas, the impact of the cultural encounter on

the missionaries and on the church was at least as great. This is especially

important in light of the fact that during most of the period covered

(especially 1850-1914), missionaries went out with an almost unquestioned

assumption that Anglo-American culture was Christian and thus superior to

all others.

However, the missionary experience, both in this country and overseas, led

many to question this assumption, to probe more deeply into the essential
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nature of their faith, and to become more critical of their own culture and

more affirming of many values in receptor cultures. At the same time, the

missionaries often found themselves caught in the middle, attempting to

communicate their message to those of a different culture but battling against

the greed justified by the social Darwinism of nominally Christian Anglo

settlers. Thus, in contrast to most Americans, some of the missionaries

described the “Indians” as “bright, active, willing to learn, intelligent, peace-

able, and industrious” and often became their advocates against dishonest

traders and Indian agents. This was similar to the struggles of overseas

missionaries such as Ziegenbalg, Carey, and the early Moravians against the

greed and exploitation of colonists in India and colonial North America.

The author concludes that while the missionaries established a significant

number of schools attended by thousands of students, the number of converts

to the Presbyterian Church in most cases was relatively small. As statehood

came and public schools were established, the parochial schools were phased

out in keeping with traditional Presbyterian support of public education.

It is significant that the two groups that saw significant numbers of

conversions were the Pima people and the Laguna Pueblo. In both cases the

missionaries remained many years, learned the indigenous languages, identi-

fied with the people and their cultures, became their strong advocates, and

engaged in ministries that we would term “wholistic” today. That included

translation of literature, the teaching of agriculture, carpentry, and weaving,

and the introduction of fruit trees, vegetables, and farming techniques. Thus,

they followed patterns that missiologists would recommend today.

This book would benefit from a study of the thinking and policies of the

overseas missions of the period. Schools were not central to missionary efforts

in most countries, as the author asserts. Rather, they were part of a strategy

that assigned them a threefold purpose: evangelism and conversion, the

preparation of leadership for church and community, and social transforma-

tion. The planting of the church was central in overseas missions, and schools

were seen as an important but not central part of that effort.

Both this book and the national missions leaders of the period would have

benefited from interaction with the missiological debates of the period among

overseas mission leaders. These discussions dealt with such issues as “civiliza-

tion” (Westernization) versus Christianization, the values of indigenous

cultures, and the preparation of indigenous leadership. Furthermore, the

author gives little attention to the theological assumptions of the missionaries,

focusing primarily on their cultural assumptions. It would be helpful to know

how these men and women, caught up in the belief in Anglo-American
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superiority and the growing confidence in progress, reconciled that with their

Calvinism.

Paul E. Pierson

Fuller Theological Seminary

Sloan, Douglas. Faith and Knowledge: Mainline Protestantism and American

Higher Education. Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994. Pp. xv +

252. $20.00.

According to the usual telling of the story, American higher education had

little to do with religion after 1920. Histories of this relationship— including

George Marsden’s recent and important Soul of the American University—set

the beginning of the twentieth century as the era when the secular academic

ideal seduced American colleges away from their religious roots. By 1920,

these histories conclude, secularism had won.

In contrast, Douglas Sloan argues that mainline Protestantism had a

renewed engagement with higher education in the years after World War II,

fostered both by a theological renaissance and by supportive institutions.

Sloan, a historian of higher education at the Teacher’s College of Columbia

University who has often written on issues of religion and higher education,

focuses this book on the relationship of faith and knowledge, arguing that this

relation is the “most important issue of the modern age.” The villain in his

story is modernity, which sees objective science as the only way to know. Such

modem thinking, Sloan argues, leaves out values, meaning, and purpose, and

thus most ofhuman experience. Faith and Knowledge sets out to find a theology

to challenge that way of thinking and knowing and to engage higher educa-

tion, the most important defender of that mindset.

In his search for this theology, Sloan describes the theological renaissance

of the mid-twentieth century and the related Protestant engagement with

higher education. For Sloan “theological renaissance” includes Catholics and

Jews, although he focuses mainly on Protestants, in particular, Paul Tillich

and Reinhold and H. Richard Niebuhr. These theologians tried to bring faith

back into the intellectual center of a society where the research university was

the dominant agency of intellectual life and science was the only acceptable

way of knowing.

The book presents these theologians in the context of growing universities

and expanding engagement with higher education by Protestant churches.

This was the era of thriving campus ministries, an active student Christian

movement, and a strong faculty Christian fellowship. None of these institu-

tions, however, questioned the positivist modernism that gripped American

higher education.
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While devoting several chapters to the organizations fostered by this

engagement, the heart of Sloan’s history is a close reading of the theologians’

contributions to the relation of faith and knowledge. While Tillich and the

Niebuhrs are the dominant figures, secular and process theologians took part

in the debate. The neoorthodox knew that positivism was too narrow and

looked for other ways of knowing, but in the end they ended up “good

moderns,” accepting modernity’s separation of fact and value, faith and

knowledge. The secular theologians, on the other hand, accepted modernity

uncritically.

Parallel to the rise of secular theology was the rise of activism on college

campuses. Sloan traces the religious roots and aspects of the student activism

of the 1960s, while viewing its “excesses” with no little distaste. Among its

victims were the student Christian movement and campus ministries across

the country.

Sloan concludes that the theologians and professors of the mid-twentieth

century failed to bridge the gap between faith and knowledge because they

were not sufficiently postmodern— they did not go far enough in their

critique of modernity’s claim to have the only way to know. “The twentieth-

century Protestant theological renaissance failed to penetrate the cognitive

center of the modern university.” His last chapter looks towards the risks and

benefits ofpostmodern theology; while critiquing much putative postmodern-

ism, Sloan offers several criteria for a constructive theology that might

overcome the division between faith and knowledge.

This is a remarkable combination of intellectual history, institutional

history, and theology; the first is most successful. Sloan’s account of the rise

and fall of the student and faculty Christian movements tells an important

story in a somewhat bloodless fashion, while his theological reflection is

inconclusive. His discussion of the theologians of the mid-century renais-

sance, on the other hand, is an important contribution to our understanding

of the intellectual dynamics of those years and challenges the traditional

telling of the story.

Daniel Sack

Princeton University

Thistlethwaite, Susan B., and George F. Cairns, eds. Beyond Theological

Tourism: Mentoring as a Grassroots Approach to Theological Education. Maryknoll:

Orbis Books, 1994. Pp. viii + 174. $19.95.

The difference between tourists and pilgrims in theological education is the

overarching theme of this book. Funded by the Pew Charitable Trust and
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administered by the Ploughshares Institute, what was called the Pilot Immer-

sion Project was designed to promote globalization in United States theologi-

cal institutions from 1988 to 1993. Thirteen seminaries were chosen to

participate, and this book is focused on the experiences of people from four of

these schools, which are located in the Hyde Park area of Chicago. What was

unique to these four seminaries in the overall project was a redesign of the

final year’s Local Immersion Project. What came to be known as the

“mentoring model” defines the difference between tourists and pilgrims in

theological education.

Each contributor to this book brings a different gift to help interpret the

experience. “How do I come to know the otherness of other people in a way

that neither collapses their subjectivity into mine nor makes them into an

exotic other?” is Susan B. Thistlethwaite’s question, to which she adds, “How
can I come to know another and the world in which they dwell in a way that

not only transforms us as individuals but enables us together to transform the

world?”

“By being open to the unexpected, the gift of the other, especially the gift of

the enemy, we both offer ourselves for transformation and present an

opportunity for the other also to be transformed” is George F. Cairns’

analysis of the dynamics of grassroots mentoring. Claude Marie Barbour,

Kathleen Billman, Peggy Des Jarlait, and Eleanor Doidge build on the history

of what is called Shalom Ministries. Their reflections center on those

ministries’ principles of mission-in-reverse, developing base Christian com-

munities, contextualization, and bridge building.

Anthony J. Gittins begins and ends his article with the epigram “The poor

are not our problem; we are theirs” and sets forth the values and hazards of

being participant observers. Depaul Genska, speaking of ministry with per-

sons in female prostitution, enumerates five ministerial educational contribu-

tions: respect for the dignity of persons, mission to the poor, the imitation of

Christ, persons as well as systems, and local and global dimensions. Dow
Edgerton vividly describes his own pilgrimage from Manila to the Northside

of Chicago where his culinary capability proved to be a beginning for being

mentored.

Besides the vignettes and case studies that each of these authors contribute,

there are several chapters devoted to the process itself. Clinton E. Stockwell

puts the Local Immersion Project within the framework of Chicago’s history

of urban and cross-cultural training programs. Susan Thistlethwaite and

Heidi Hadsell describe the dynamics of interseminary cooperation, and

George Cairns, as Coordinator of the Local Immersion Project, outlines how
initial assumptions changed as a “bottom-up” philosophy developed. Yoshiro
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Ishida looks at how this promotion of globalization may influence seminary

curricula and programs.

Each of the twelve authors is either a professor or adjunct member of the

faculty of one of the four seminaries, and most of them include descriptions of

the particular experiences of the twenty-eight faculty, students, and board

members who were participant observers in the Local Immersion Project. As

such, the book is a valuable resource for urban ministry courses and for

administrators looking for ways to reinvent theological education. The last

eight pages contain a rich variety of bibliographical material.

The only major correction to be made before reprints are done is on page

vii and is not the fault of the authors. Native Americans will certainly object to

being singled out in the general category of “the poor, the homeless,

prostitutes”!

Fortunately there are cross references for most subjects and theories that

tend to reappear in chapter after chapter. Like the subject itself, pilgrimage

makes most sense to each insider and is sometimes difficult for outsiders to

comprehend. What is unmistakeable, however, is the excited response of the

participants to this kind of mentoring. They are among the least likely to

encourage any theological tourism in the future!

David L. Lindberg

Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago

Winter, Miriam Therese, Adair Lummis, and Allison Stokes. Defecting in

Place: Women Claiming Responsibilityfor Their Own Spiritual Lives. New York:

Crossroad, 1994. Pp. xii + 312. $22.95.

The poet Adrienne Rich, reflecting on citizenship in a “difficult world,”

asks three poignant questions: “Where are we moored? What are the

bindings? What behooves us?” For Rich the answers are found in wrestling,

wrestling that remembers (An Atlas ofa Difficult World, [Norton, 1991], 23).

These words came to mind often in my reading of Defecting in Place: Women

Claiming Responsibilityfor Their Own Spiritual Lives. Wrestling is a prominent

theme among the feminists surveyed in this study. Page after page of

testimonies reveals it. Women recount stories of their awakening to a new

consciousness about their spiritual lives, their dissatisfactions with institu-

tional churches’ responses to their needs, their struggles to discover how to

meet those needs while retaining their church membership, and their disap-

pointment at the obtuseness and the resistance of institutions.

Interspersed among the memories is general commentary about the context

that frames the personal experiences of these women and about the compo-
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nents of feminist spirituality. What moves the women cited in this book is

honesty and sisterhood. They are discovering that what the institutional

churches have been teaching for twenty centuries was, at best, limited and, in

the worst scenarios, wrong.

Defecting women are compelled to speak. Their first and most faithful

partners are their sisters who provide support and encouragement. Sisterhood

is found in gatherings ofwomen, large and small, formed to talk, to pray, and

to strategize. Within these groups what is destructive is clearly named,

whether it is embedded in church legislation, sacred texts, or formal liturgies

or in the larger society. But the “mooring” is not merely negative. Rather, as

Rich says, “cursing and blessing are born as twins.” Forgotten or emerging

images, fresh, liberating interpretations, new liturgical forms, and leadership

models are discussed and experienced as blessings.

Defecting in Place is an inspiring collection of data. It sets before us an

account of what women want and where they are finding it. The women are

from a variety of denominations, geographical regions, and ages. Some are

clergywomen. Some (a large number) are Roman Catholic sisters. Most are

Caucasian and middle class. In their own words, we learn about their struggles.

In the pages that follow the personal accounts and commentaries, ten

women, long recognized as scholars and pioneers in the feminist movement in

churches, reflect on this historical struggle. Some, though not all, base their

comments on the Hartford Study that undergirds this book. The essays are

critical, informative, and challenging. Among the most sobering is the essay

by Ada Maria Isasi-Diaz. She points out that Latinas have historically

“defected in place.” Their resistance goes largely unnoticed or is considered

insignificant. The church continues on regardless. That is bad news for

“defectors in place.”

The good news is that the word is spreading. Women, as witnessed in this

book, are more and more aware that what binds us is not reflected in

institutions controlled by men. What moors us is not expressed in the

experiences found in most Sunday liturgies. Rather, what moves us is the

power found in insight, determination, resistance, imagination, strategizing,

and sisterhood.

The limits of the study make it impossible to know the long-term effects of

defecting in place. We can conclude that defecting in place is one option

among many, but other strategies must also be pursued if justice is to prevail

in this difficult world.

Janet R. Walton

Union Theological Seminary
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Anderson, Herbert, and Susan B. W. Johnson, Regarding Children: A New
Respect for Childhood and Families. Louisville: Westminster/fohn Knox Press,

1994. Pp. 138. $9.99.

It saddens me to know that books like this one must be written and

addressed to the church. The body of Christ should hold children in high

regard and hold families in its arms, supporting them and nurturing them and

their children. Although part of the Family Living in Pastoral Perspective

series, this book is not about the pastoral care of children or how to advise

mothers and fathers about Christian parenting. The authors, Herbert Ander-

son, a Lutheran pastor and Professor of Pastoral Care at the Catholic

Theological Union in Chicago, and Susan Johnson, minister of Hyde Park

Union Church, Chicago, call us to respect childhood and families. They write

because “the future of human communities depends on changing the domi-

nant attitude toward children and childhood from contempt to respect.”

Their assessment is shared by prominent figures from T. Berry Brazelton to

Marian Wright Edelman.

Much of what they report will not be new to anyone who has ministered to

children and families in recent years. They too speak the now commonplace

African proverb, an apt one for the church: It takes a village to raise a child.

But three things about this book will keep you reading (and, for me, referring

to it over and over again): delightful and poignant vignettes from real people,

the section on a theology for family living, and the final chapter, “The Church

as a Sanctuary for Childhood.”

If you are involved in or considering becoming involved in family minis-

tries, their description of the qualities needed for a “good-enough family”

could well be your guiding light. A “good-enough” family has a vision, “a

vision that is shaped by the Christian understanding of hospitality, compas-

sion, justice, and reconciliation.” These four concepts form the basis of a

theology for family living.

The final chapter, however, is a call to all of us, parents or not, grandparents

or not. It is a call to the whole church, a church that does not practice what it

preaches about the place of the child. In the church that is a sanctuary for

childhood, children would be welcomed as “full participants in the life of

God’s people.” Such a congregation (perhaps in conjunction with neighbor-

ing congregations) supports the vocation of being a parent, sees the formation

of faithful children as a major and urgent direction, intervenes when children

or families experience extraordinary problems and advocates for systemic

change, and challenges persons, families, and society to a deepening regard

for childhood.
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As I read the opening chapters of this book, I regretted that the book was

titled Regarding Children. My fear is that this book will be read only by those

already converted to the authors’ point of view. This is a book that every

church leader, from church treasurer to church-school teacher, should read. It

should be discussed by sessions and church councils. If widely read, this book

could help to stem the exodus of our children and young people out of the

church in search of a sanctuary elsewhere.

Carol A. Wehrheim

Princeton, NJ

Allen, Joseph J. Widowed Priest: A Crisis in Ministry. Minneapolis: Light and

Life Publishing Co., 1994. Pp. xiii + 204. $9.95.

Every person faces the necessity and the dilemma of moral and ethical

decision making. Neither past history nor careful attention to the present

situation can automatically dictate solutions. It is hope for the future that frees

one to mine the treasures of the past in a way that makes sense of the present.

Joseph Allen’s story, Widowed Priest, is a striking instance of such a

theological struggle. Two and a half years after his wife died, Allen married a

woman close to his family and a member of his parish. She had previously

been abandoned by her first husband and subsequently divorced from him.

Although an obvious candidate for the office of bishop, Allen declined the

office, which currently demands the celibate life, and chose wedded life again.

Allen is a priest in The Church ofAntioch (where believers were first called

Christians), which traces its roots to the apostle Paul. The church is no

stranger to “tradition.” Its two-thousand-year history on the front between

East and West has subjected it to a wide range of perspectives in theology,

ecclesiology, canon law, and daily practice. Almost every opinion has been

expressed in its history, including many options that Christians with less

historical awareness may never have explored.

The plot of Widowed Priest is as involved and intriguing as any good

detective story. The need to find clear direction amid the cacophony of voices

of friends, ecclesiastical authorities, and the canonical tradition involves Allen

in a soul struggle for the preservation of his sanity and a good conscience. It is

a profoundly human theological drama.

Yet it is more than a gripping story; it is a highly instructive book, not only

for Orthodox Church people, but for all people who have to make crucial

decisions in a time of cultural crisis and change. Of necessity, all believers are

called, like Abraham, to “go out into a strange land, not knowing where they




